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Abstract: We study the holomorphic twist of 3d N = 2 gauge theories in the presence

of boundaries, and the algebraic structure of bulk and boundary local operators. In the

holomorphic twist, both bulk and boundary local operators form chiral algebras (a.k.a. vertex

operator algebras). The bulk algebra is commutative, endowed with a shifted Poisson bracket

and a “higher” stress tensor; while the boundary algebra is a module for the bulk, may

not be commutative, and may or may not have a stress tensor. We explicitly construct

bulk and boundary algebras for free theories and Landau-Ginzburg models. We construct

boundary algebras for gauge theories with matter and/or Chern-Simons couplings, leaving

a full description of bulk algebras to future work. We briefly discuss the presence of higher

A-infinity like structures.
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1 Introduction

Supersymmetric theories in flat space can be twisted [1, 2] by selecting a nilpotent supercharge

Q and restricting one’s attention to the subset of operators inQ-cohomology. In the BV-BRST

formalism, this amounts to adding Q to the BRST operator of the theory. Depending on the

choice of supercharge Q, some or all translation generators may become exact, rendering

flat-space correlation functions independent of some combinations of coordinates of local

operators. Furthermore, some or all components of the stress tensor may also become exact,

so that the twisted theory can be defined on manifolds equipped with less structure than a

full metric.

Most classic examples of twisted theories involve a fully topological twist, i.e. a choice of

Q such that all translations and all components of the stress tensor are exact. This includes

the Donaldson-Witten [1], Vafa-Witten [3], and Langlands [4] twists of 4d supersymmetric

gauge theories, the A and B twists [2] of 2d N = (2, 2) gauge theories and sigma-models, and

the Rozansky-Witten twist of 3d N = 4 sigma-models [5] and its gauge-theory analogue [6].

Fully topological twists are somewhat special, and require a fairly large amount of super-

symmetry to exist. In contrast, a generic nilpotent supercharge in Euclidean signature has

cohomology that behaves holomorphically with respect to most spacetime directions [7–9]. In

even dimensions d = 2n, this means correlation functions will depend holomorphically on co-

ordinates of Rd ' Cn (in a particular complex structure); while in odd dimensions d = 2n+1,

this means correlation functions will depend holomorphically on n complex coordinates of

Rd ' Cn × R (in a particular splitting) and be independent of the final real coordinate.

The prototypical example of such a generic, holomorphic twist is the so-called “half-

twist” of 2d theories with at least N = (0, 2) supersymmetry [10–14]. The Q-cohomology of

local operators in the 2d half-twist has the structure of a chiral algebra1, which is related to

chiral differential operators in the case of 2d (0,2) sigma models [12] and the chiral de Rham

complex [15] in the case of 2d (2,2) sigma-models [11]. Somewhat more recently, holomorphic

and hybrid holomorphic-topological twists of 4d gauge theories were studied in (e.g.) [16–18].

In the current paper, our focus is on the holomorphic twist of 3d N = 2 theories. The 3d

N = 2 algebra does not admit any topological twists, but it does have nilpotent supercharges.

Every nilpotent supercharge looks essentially the same — different choices are related by

spacetime rotations and discrete symmetries — which justifies referring to “the” holomorphic

1We use the terms “chiral algebra” and “vertex algebra” interchangeably. A priori, neither term implies

the existence of a stress tensor or other additional structures. We will carefully explain which structures are

present in the twist of 3d N = 2 theories below.
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twist. In particular, for each nilpotent Q there is a unique splitting of spacetime R3 ' Cz,z̄×Rt
such that correlation functions of local operators in Q-cohomology depend holomorphically

on z and are independent of t.

The holomorphic twist of 3d N = 2 gauge theories was discussed from a global perspective

in [19]. It was explained there how the twisted theory may be defined on any 3-manifold with

a transversely holomorphic foliation (THF) structure, in line with the supergravity analysis

of [20, 21]. It was also explained that some theories of this type arise from topological string

setups involving both Lagrangian and coisotropic branes; and how partition functions may

be computed via localization. Partition functions on a product spacetime Σ × S1 coincide

with the twisted indices of [22–24].

Our present goal is complementary to [19]: we develop the algebraic structure of local

operators in the holomorphic twist of 3d N = 2 theories, both abstractly and in specific

examples of gauge theories with linear matter, Chern-Simons couplings, and superpotential

interactions.

We will be especially interested in local operators on half-BPS boundary conditions that

are compatible with the twist, and their interactions with bulk operators. The relevant

boundary conditions for 3d N = 2 gauge theories preserve 2d N = (0, 2) supersymmetry, and

have been studied and classified in successive levels of generality by [25–30].

1.1 General structure

In Section 2 of this paper we will review general arguments showing that bulk local operators

in the holomorphic twist of any 3d N = 2 theory with U(1) R-symmetry have the structure

of a chiral algebra V that is

• Z×Z graded by rotations in the C plane (a “spin” or “conformal” grading) and by the

R-symmetry (a cohomological grading)

• commutative, meaning that OPE’s are nonsingular

• equipped with a Poisson bracket {{ , }} of cohomological degree −1 (more generally, an

odd Lambda bracket) .

The Poisson bracket is a secondary operation that was defined in [31] using topological descent.

It is analogous to the secondary Poisson bracket of local operators that exists in general

topological theories (cf. [32]), realized by topological descent in [33–35]. Mathematically, V

generalizes the notion of a Poisson vertex algebra [36, 37].

We further identify a new feature of the bulk algebra V: while V cannot have a standard

stress tensor that generates z-translations through the OPE (because V is commutative), there

exists a secondary stress tensor G of cohomological degree 1, which generates z-translations

through the Poisson bracket:

{{G,O}} = ∂zO ∀O ∈ V . (1.1)
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The operators of the bulk chiral algebra V are precisely those counted by the supersym-

metric index, or S2 ×q S1 partition function, of 3d N = 2 theories [38–40]. Explicitly, the

graded character of V should coincide with the index:

χ[V] := TrVe
iπRqJ = I(q) , (1.2)

where J,R measure the spin and R-charge in V. In this sense, V categorifies the index.

Boundary conditions B that wrap the C direction and preserve 2d N = (0, 2) SUSY and

U(1) R-symmetry are compatible with the holomorphic twist and the gradings above. In

the twisted theory, local operators on such a boundary condition also have the structure of

a Z × Z graded chiral algebra V∂ [B]. In contrast to the bulk algebra V, it is not necessarily

commutative, i.e. there may be singular OPE’s. We will explain that there is a bulk-boundary

map of graded chiral algebras

β : V→ Z(V∂ [B]) ↪→ V∂ [B] (1.3)

that maps bulk operators to the center of the boundary algebra, and equips V∂ [B] with the

structure of a V-module. We prove that the kernel of β is closed under the bulk Poisson

bracket, which roughly amounts to the geometric statement that the support of V∂ in the

bulk moduli space is coisotropic. We also discuss the conditions under which the boundary

algebra V∂ [B] may contain a standard stress tensor; a sufficient condition is that the bulk

algebra is fully topological, meaning that the (secondary) bulk stress tensor G is Q-exact

The graded character of the boundary algebra V∂ [B] coincides with the 3d half-index, or

D2×q S1 partition function, which was defined and generalized in [25, 27–29, 41]. Explicitly,

χ[V∂ [B]] := TrV∂ [B]e
iπRqJ = IIB(q) . (1.4)

In this sense, boundary chiral algebras categorify the half-index.

1.2 Examples

In the remainder of the paper, we aim to explicitly construct bulk and boundary algebras

in a large class of Lagrangian 3d N = 2 gauge (and matter) theories with Lagrangian 2d

N = (0, 2) boundary conditions. Working in the BV-BRST formalism turns out to greatly

simplify the analysis, and we devote Section 3 to reviewing and expanding on the version of

this formalism that was introduced in [19].

In Section 4 we consider the simplest bulk algebra, that of a free theory with matter

valued in a complex vector space V . We show that the bulk algebra

V ' C[J∞T
∗[1]V ] (1.5)

looks like functions on the infinite jet space of the shifted cotangent bundle of V . In more

pedestrian terms: for a theory with free chiral multiplets Φi, the bulk algebra is generated by

the modes of complex bosons φi(z) in their bottom components, and modes of fermions ψi(z)
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in their conjugates Φi. The Poisson bracket is {{φi, ψj}} = δij . Basic boundary conditions

are labelled by complex subspaces L ⊆ V , and the corresponding boundary algebras are

generated by the bosons φi(z) in L and complementary fermions ψi(z) in L⊥. Geometrically,

the boundary algebra consists of functions on the jet space of the conormal bundle to L,

V∂ [L] ' C[J∞N
∗[1]L] . (1.6)

The boundary algebra (1.6) is commutative. In order to obtain non-commutative bound-

ary algebras we must introduce further bulk and/or boundary interactions.

In Section 5, we introduce a polynomial bulk superpotential W : V → C (which is quasi-

homogeneous of R-charge 2). We find that the bulk algebra V is the cohomology of an algebra

generated by same bosons and fermions φi(z), ψi(z) as before, with a new differential

Qψi(z) =
∂W

∂φi
(z) . (1.7)

Geometrically, this is the algebra of functions on the jet space of the derived critical locus,

V ' C[J∞Crit(W )] . (1.8)

The simplest boundary conditions are now labelled by subspaces L ⊆ V on which W vanishes;

they support boundary algebras V∂ [L] generated by φi ∈ L,ψi ∈ L⊥, with differential (1.7)

and a singular OPE

ψi(z)ψj(0) ∼ 1

z

∂2W

∂φi∂φj
(0) . (1.9)

More interesting boundary conditions involve additional boundary matter and an analogue

[27] of the “matrix factorizations” that appear in B-type boundary conditions for 2d Landau-

Ginzburg models [42]. We derive their boundary chiral algebras in Section 5.4.

In Sections 6–7, we add bulk gauge fields and Chern-Simons terms. The bulk chiral alge-

bra V of a gauge theory is nontrivial to describe due to the presence of monopole operators.2

Boundary algebras in gauge theory are, perhaps surprisingly, more tractable.

In particular, with Neumann boundary conditions on the gauge fields, there are no

monopole operators at the boundary, so the boundary algebra may be computed pertur-

batively.3 We find a simple result: If Vmatter
∂ denotes the boundary algebra of the theory

prior to gauging a bulk G symmetry, then Vmatter
∂ has an action of the positive loop group

GC[[z]]. After gauging, the boundary algebra is obtained by taking derived GC[[z]] invariants

V∂ =
(
Vmatter
∂

)GC[[z]]
. (1.10)

2We expect that bulk chiral algebras in gauge theories could be constructed via a state-operator corre-

spondence, analogous (on one hand) to the Braverman-Finkelberg-Nakajima construction [43, 44] in 3d N = 4

theories, and (on the other hand) to the state-operator correspondence we eventually use to capture monopoloe

operators on Dirichlet boundary conditions. However, we do not pursue bulk algebras further here.
3With some important caveats concerning the boundary degrees of freedom.
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Explicitly, this means adding to Vmatter
∂ the modes ∂zc, ∂

2
zc, ... of a c-ghost, and adding an

appropriate BRST differential to impose gauge invariance. We note that, in the presence of

Neumann boundary conditions, bulk Chern-Simons terms are completely fixed by boundary

anomaly cancellation, and do not otherwise affect the calculation.

With Dirichlet boundary conditions on the gauge fields, there are interesting boundary

monopole operators. In Section 7, we begin by considering pure 3d N = 2 G gauge theory

with (bare) Chern-Simons level k. Perturbatively, we find that the boundary algebra on a

Dirichlet boundary condition is Kac-Moody at level k−h (shifted by the dual Coxter number).

Nonperturbatively, we use a state-operator correspondence to compute the boundary algebra.

If k ≥ h, we find that Kac-Moody is corrected to the WZW algebra

V∂ ≈ KM[Gk−h]  WZW[Gk−h] (k ≥ h) . (1.11)

For |k| < h the boundary algebra is expected to be empty, because of the classic expec-

tations that 3d N = 2 Gk Chern-Simons theory breaks supersymmetry for |k| < h [45–47].

We give some indication of how this may come about.

In gauge theories with matter, the boundary chiral algebras on a Dirichlet boundary

condition are more challenging to compute. We use a state-operator correspondence to give

a precise (but not very explicit) mathematical proposal for boundary algebras with matter.

We defer a more concrete analysis to future work.

In all the above examples, it is relatively straightforward to check that the characters

of bulk and boundary chiral algebras agree with known 3d indices and half-indices, as in

(1.2), (1.4). Indeed, some of the boundary algebras above already appeared in the literature,

having been inferred from computations of boundary anomalies and half-indices. Examples

include some Neumann algebras of the form (1.10) for boundary conditions supporting 2d

free fermions [27, 48, 49], and the WZW algebras on Dirichlet b.c. [29].

1.3 Bulk and boundary dualities

Bulk and boundary chiral algebras are independent of energy scale.4 Indeed, they are some

of the most sensitive observables of 3d N = 2 theories and boundary conditions that have this

property. They thus provide a powerful test of IR dualities — stronger than any computations

of numerical observables (partition functions, indices) performed so far.

For every pair of IR dual 3d N = 2 theories T,T′, we expect an equivalence

V[T] ' V[T′] (1.12)

of bulk algebras. Similarly, given theories and boundary conditions (T,B), (T′,B′) that are

IR dual, we expect an equivalence of boundary algebras

V∂ [T,B] ' V∂ [T′,B′] . (1.13)

4A more precise statement is made in Section 3.7.
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The basic form of “equivalence” implied in these statements is an isomorphism of algebras,

after taking Q-cohomology. A stronger expected form of equivalence is quasi-isomorphism of

algebras prior to taking Q-cohomology, which is discussed in Sections 2.4 and 3.7.

In this paper, we discuss several simple examples of equivalences of boundary algebras,

which are already quite nontrivial. In Section 4.3 and 5.4 we consider pairs of dual boundary

conditions for a single bulk matter theory, related by “flip” operations that swap boundary

conditions on bulk fields at the expense of adding boundary matter. We prove that the

associated boundary algebras are quasi-isomorphic.

In Sections 6.4.1 and 7.6.1 we propose an equivalence of boundary algebras resulting from

the classic duality between 3d N = 2 SQED and the XYZ model [50], with two pairs of dual

boundary conditions found in [29]. A brief summary of the first pair (Sec. 6.4.1 ) is as follows.

The boundary algebra in SQED is generated by bosons φ(z), φ̃(z) of U(1) gauge charge ±1,

by boundary fermions Γ(z), Γ̃(z) of gauge charge ±1, and by modes of a ghost ∂nz c, n ≥ 1.

The only nonvanishing OPE is the standard one for a 2d complex fermion,

Γ(z)Γ̃(0) ∼ 1

z
, (1.14)

and there is a BRST differential that imposes gauge invariance cohomologically. In the

XYZ model, the boundary algebra is simply generated by a boson X(z) and two fermions

ψY (z), ψZ(z), with trivial differential, and an OPE

ψY (z)ψZ(0) ∼ 1

z
X(0) (1.15)

due to a bulk superpotential as in (1.9). We propose, and prove, that the XYZ algebra is

isomorphic to the BRST cohomology of the SQED algebra upon identifying

X(z) , ψY (z) , ψZ(z) ↔ (φφ̃)(z) , (Γφ̃)(z) , (Γ̃φ)(z) . (1.16)

We also propose some generalizations of this result to more complicated dual examples of

theories and boundary conditions. There is a vast web of dualities of bulk 3d N = 2 theories

that has been developed in the literature (beginning decades ago in [50–55]), which extend

far beyond the simple SQED/XYZ example. Dualities of boundary conditions were explored

more recently in [25–29, 41, 56]. It should be extremely interesting (and highly nontrivial) to

identify the chiral algebras and the equivalences among them that populate this vast web.

1.4 Other connections and future directions

We outline a few other motivations for studying bulk and boundary chiral algebras, analogues

in other parts of the literature, and potentially exciting future directions.

1.4.1 2d B-model

If we compactify a holomorphically twisted 3d N = 2 gauge theory along a circle in the

holomorphic direction (e.g. viewing 3d spacetime as C∗ × R), we obtain a 2d N = (2, 2)
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theory in the fully topological B-twist. Much of the structure of bulk and boundary chiral

algebras discussed above may thus be interpreted as a “chiral” or “loop space” version of the

2d B-model.

For example, in the 2d B-model, bulk local operators form an ordinary graded-commutative

algebra A, with Poisson bracket of degree −1 (the Gerstenhaber bracket). In a sigma-model

with target X, A is the algebra of polyvectorfields (with Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket), ge-

ometrically expressed as functions on the shifted cotangent bundle, A ' C[T ∗[1]X]. In a

Landau-Ginzburg model with superpotential W , A ' C[Crit(W )] is the algebra of functions

on the derived critical locus of W [57, 58]. In 3d, we find in general that V is a commutative

chiral algebra with Poisson bracket. The forms of V for Landau-Ginzburg models (1.8) are

obvious loop-space generalizations of the B-model algebras.

The analogy extends to boundary conditions. Boundary algebras A∂ in the B-model are

not necessarily commutative; they form modules for the bulk A via a bulk-boundary map

β : A → Z(A∂); and the kernel of the bulk-boundary map is closed under Poisson bracket.

In 3d we find chiral analogues of all these statements. More so, many of our actual boundary

chiral algebras, such as (1.10) for Neumann b.c. in gauge theories, are straightforward chiral

generalizations of familiar B-model results.

(The relation between 2d and 3d is less direct in the case of bulk gauge theories, or

Dirichlet boundary conditions for gauge theories such as (1.11), due to the presence of non-

perturbative monopole operators in 3d.)

The analogy with the B-model moreover suggests that there are at least two additional

pieces of higher structure present in the 3d holomorphic twist that go beyond the current

paper:

1. In the 2d B-model, bulk operators (before taking cohomology) are endowed with an

E2 algebra structure which may include higher L∞ operations, and boundary algebras

are endowed with an E1 algebra structure which may include higher A∞ operations.

We expect in general that bulk V and boundary V∂ [B] chiral algebras of 3d theories

also have such higher operations. On the boundary, the relevant structure would be

an A∞ analog of a vertex algebra; this is a structure that has yet to be fully defined

mathematically. We make some brief comments in Sections 2.4 and 5.5 as to how they

may arise.

In the 2d B model with flat space target, a deep theorem of Kontsevich [59], his formality

theorem5, tells us that all higher L∞ operations vanish. We do not know whether or not

a similar “chiral” analog of Kontsevich’s formality theorem can be expected to hold; it

is certainly an interesting question.

2. In the B-twist of 2d sigma-models or LG models, the bulk-boundary map β : A →
Z(A∂ [B]) has a derived generalization that maps bulk operators onto the Hochschild

5Here the correct L∞ structure on bulk operators is the natural one on the Hochschild cochains of the

algebra of functions on the target, or equivalently the transferred L∞ structure on the Hochschild cohomology.
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cohomology (a.k.a. derived center) of every boundary algebra [32, 60–63],

βder : A −→ HH•(A∂ [B]) . (1.17)

More so, for sufficiently rich B,6 the map βder is an isomorphism, allowing the bulk

algebra A to be fully reconstructed from the boundary algebra A∂ [B]. In axiomatic

approaches to TFT [32, 61, 62] this is taken to be the definition of the algebra of bulk

operators.

We expect an analogous statement to hold in the case of the 3d holomorphic twist, and

comment on it briefly in Section 2.4. K. Zeng [64] has verified this proposal in a number

of non-trivial cases. Such a statement would be particularly powerful in situations where

the calculation of V∂ [B] is simpler than the calculation of V, e.g. due to the absence of

boundary monopole operators in gauge theories with Neumann b.c..

1.4.2 3d N = 4

The analysis and techniques of this paper extend immediately to 3d N = 4 gauge theories,

simply by viewing them as 3d N = 2.

The holomorphic twist of a 3d N = 4 theory moreover admits two deformations to either

A-type or B-type topological twists of 3d N = 4. These “deformations” should manifest

via additional differentials QA, QB in the bulk chiral algebra V of a 3d N = 4 theory,

whose cohomologies H•(V, QA) and H•(V, QB) agree with the A-type and B-type topological

algebras of 3d N = 4. It would be interesting to explore these differentials in (say) 3d

N = 4 gauge theories, where H•(V, QA) and H•(V, QB) would be the Coulomb-branch and

Higgs-branch chiral rings.

3d N = 4 theories may further admit 2d N = (0, 4) boundary conditions compatible

with the holomorphic twist and either the A or B deformations. Boundary chiral algebras on

these special N = (0, 4) boundary conditions were constructed in [65], and their Hochschild

cohomology was used by [66] to recover bulk chiral rings (implementing an analogue of (1.17)).

1.4.3 Line operators

The constructions of this paper should admit a further categorification in terms of line op-

erators. 3d N = 2 theories admit a large collection of half-BPS line operators, which in

gauge theories include Wilson lines, vortex lines, and combinations thereof [67–70]. Such line

operators are compatible with the holomorphic twist if they extend in the real/topological

direction7 [19]. More so, in the holomorphic twist, the line operators are expected to gen-

erate a chiral category C [71, 72]. This chiral category will encode all bulk information: for

example, the bulk algebra arises as the (derived) endomorphism algebra of the trivial line,

V ' HomC(11, 11).

6namely: for a generator of the category of boundary conditions
7More precisely: on a 3-manifold with a transverse holomorphic foliation structure, the line operators should

be supported on integral flows of the transverse vector field ∂/∂t.
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For a free 3d N = 2 theory whose fields are chirals living in a vector space V , the category

of lines appears to be the (derived) category of coherent sheaves on the loop space V ((z)):

C ' Coh(V ((z))) , (1.18)

with the trivial line represented as the structure sheaf of the positive loops, 11 = OV [[z]] =

OJ∞V . We invite the reader to recover (1.5) from this statement. In the case of a gauge

theory with gauge group G and matter in the representation V , we expect that the chiral

category of bulk lines is the category of G((z))-equivariant coherent sheaves on V ((z)). It

should be fascinating to concretely identify C in more general examples.

An analogous discussion of categories of line operators in topologically twisted 3d N = 4

theories was recently initiated in [73, 74]. The category C in the holomorphc twist of 3d N = 4

theories (viewed as 3d N = 2) also seems to have arisen in work of Aganagic-Okounkov [75].

1.4.4 2d A-model and holomorphic blocks

Let C ×q S1 denote the C fibration over a topological S1, with monodromy z → qz. Upon

sending the radius of S1 to zero size in a careful scaling limit, the holomorphic twist of a

3d N = 2 gauge theory in this geometry reduces to the Omega-deformed A-twist of a 2d

N = (2, 2) gauge theory on C. (This much the same way that 5d “K-theoretic” instanton

partition functions reduce to 4d instanton partition functions [76]).

Upon choosing a supersymmetric vacuum ν at infinity, one may define the partition

function Zν of a holomorphically twisted 3d N = 2 theory on C ×q S1. These are known

in the literature as “K-theoretic vortex partition functions” [77, 78] or “holomorphic blocks”

[41]. For sigma-models with target X, the partition functions are related mathematically

to equivariant quantum K-theory of X [79] (see e.g. [80] for recent developments on this

relation). In the case of 3d N = 4 gauge theories, partition functions Zν played a central role

in Aganagic-Okounkov’s construction of elliptic stable envelopes and applications to quantum

K-theory [81, 82].

In the context of our current paper, we expect that, by state-operator correspondence,

Zν coincides with the character of the boundary chiral algebra of a 2d N = (0, 2) boundary

condition Bν defined by the vacuum ν,

Zν = χ[V∂ [Bν ]] . (1.19)

In a 3d N = 2 gauge theory, Bν would be constructed by solving the 2d N = (0, 2) BPS

equations on a half-space C× [0,∞) with vacuum ν at ∞.8

It would be very interesting to use this circle of ideas to relate boundary chiral algebras

to K-theoretic Gromov-Witten theory and to elliptic stable envelopes.

8Such half-BPS boundary conditions defined by vacua appeared in classic work of Hori-Iqbal-Vafa on the

2d A-model [83]. They are sometimes called “thimble branes.” They were described in the general setting of

massive 2d theories by [84, 85]. In 3d N = 4 theories, boundary conditions defined by vacua were discussed

in detail in [86, Sec 4] and [87, 88]. In 3d N = 2 theories, many examples of N = (0, 2) boundary conditions

defined by vacua have appeared in e.g. [25, 26, 29, 80].
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1.4.5 2d half-twist

We may also consider the straighforward compactification on a circle in the topological di-

rection, i.e. an untwisted product C× S1; or compactification on an interval C× [0, 1] with

two boundary conditions. A holomorphically twisted 3d N = 2 theory reduces in these cases

to a half-twisted 2d N = (2, 2) or N = (0, 2) theory, respectively

In principle, these compactifications can be used to relate bulk and boundary chiral

algebras of 3d theories to the chiral algebras in the half-twists of 2d theories. In practice, this

can be a subtle and difficult procedure, as the 2d algebras acquire additional contributions

from line operators (and corrections from line-like instantons) that wrap S1 or [0, 1]. This

should not be surprising, since (e.g.) half-twisted N = (0, 2) models have famously subtle

instanton corrections studied in many places including [89–93] (see [94] for an analysis of

instanton effects specifically on the half-twisted chiral algebra).

We will give an elementary example of interval compactification in a free theory in Section

4.2; even here, there are contributions from line operators, but no instantons. We explain

there how singular OPE’s in the compactified 2d algebras are induced from Poisson brackets

in the 3d bulk. Other occurrences of interval compactifications (with contributions from line

operators) in the recent literature include [95, 96] and [27, 97, 98] in the context of 4d-2d

correspondence (see below). It would be satisfying to conduct a more systematic analysis of

such interval and circle compactifications.

1.4.6 Hilbert spaces

Hilbert spaces in the holomorphic twist of 3d N = 2 gauge theories, on geometries of the

form Σ×R with Σ a closed Riemann surface, were constructed in [99, 100], categorifying the

twisted indices of [22–24]. These Hilbert spaces should have several interesting interactions

with bulk and boundary chiral algebras.

For example, every Hilbert space H(Σ) on a Riemann surface provides a representation

of the bulk algebra V. Similarly, a half-space geometry Σ× Rt≥0, gives us a pairing between

outgoing states 〈Ψ| ∈ H(Σ)∗ at t → ∞ and boundary conditions at t = 0. In particular,

for each 〈Ψ| ∈ H(Σ)∗ and each boundary condition B, we can define correlation functions of

operators Oi ∈ V∂ [B]. This shows that there should be a map from H(Σ)∗ to the conformal

blocks/chiral cohomology of V∂ [B]. This should be further explored.

1.4.7 3d-3d and 4d-2d correspondences

A large part of the motivation for this paper comes from a large body of closely related work

on supersymmetric theories associated to 3- and 4-manifolds. We hope there will be a rich

interplay with constructions in this paper.

We recall that compactification of M5 branes on a closed manifold M of dimension d

defines a (6 − d)-dimensional theory T [M ] whose supersymmetry depends on the normal

bundle geometry of M . If M is noncompact, with asymptotic boundary, then T [M ] becomes
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a boundary condition for T [∂M ].9 With appropriate choices of normal bundles, one finds:

Riemann surface Σ 4d N = 2 thy T [Σ] (complex) [104–106]

closed 3-manifold M3 3d N = 2 theory T [M3] (diffeo=top) [67, 78, 107, 108]

3-manifold M3, ∂M3 = Σ  3d N = 2 b.c. B[M3] for T [Σ] (diffeo=top)

closed 4-manifold M4 2d N = (0, 2) thy T [M4] (diffeo) [27]

4-manifold M4, ∂M4 = M3 2d N = (0, 2) b.c. B[M4] for T [M3] (diffeo)

(1.20)

In the IR, the various theories T [M ] only depend on part of the geometry of M , as indi-

cated. Moreover, all the theories above admit a holomorphic twist whose cohomology is a

diffeomorphism invariant of M (including the case M = Σ, which we touch on further below).

For M = M3 a 3-manifold, one lands precisely on the class of 3d N = 2 theories considered

in this paper. The bulk chiral algebra V[M3] of T [M3] is a topological invariant whose

character reproduces the “3d index” of 3-manifolds first discussed in [109]. It would be

interesting to explicitly construct V[M3] in the original abelian Chern-Simons-matter theories

associated to ideal triangulations in [67, 108] and Dehn fillings [110, 111], or the newer classes

of 3d abelian and nonabelian theories associated to graph manifolds in [99, 112, 113] and to

mapping tori in [114]. In all these cases, bulk monopole operators will play an important role,

and techniques beyond those of the current paper will be necessary to describe them.

For M4 a 4-manifold with boundary M3, one obtains a 2d N = (0, 2) boundary condition

B[M4] for T [M3], and thus a boundary chiral algebra V∂ [B[M4]]. This boundary chiral

algebra played a central role in the original 4d-2d constructions of [27]; for M4 an ALE space,

it was also connected to classic work of Nakajima on instantons and Kac-Moody algebras

[115].

For M4 = W ∪M3 W ′ a closed 4-manifold obtained by gluing two 4-manifolds W,W ′

along a common boundary M3, the theory T [M4] should arise from interval compactification

of T [M3] between boundary conditions B[W ],B[W ′] (of the same sort discussed abstractly

above). Examples of such compactification appeared in [27] and were generalized recently in

[97]. Interval compactifications related to triangulations of 4-manifolds also appeared recently

in [98]. A more direct construction of abelian T [M4] was given in [116].

1.4.8 Homological blocks and modularity

Another important relation between boundary chiral algebras and geometry involves the

homological blocks of Gukov-Putrov-Vafa [99]. Given a 3-manifold M3, the homological blocks

Zν [M3] are C×q S1 partition functions of the 3d N = 2 theory T [M3], labelled by a certain

distinguished set of vacua ν at infinity. Thus, as in (1.19), they are characters of boundary

chiral algebras

Zν [M3] = χ[V∂ [Bν ]] . (1.21)

9One may also consider manifolds with corners, as in [25, 95, 101–103].
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The authors of [99] proposed a simple, concrete way to combine homological blocks into

the Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant of a 3-manifold [117, 118]. The underlying spaces

V∂ [Bν ] then furnished (in principle) a categorification of the WRT invariant.

Many examples of homological blocks have now been exhibited, for various classes of

3-manifolds, e.g. [112, 114, 119–121]. However, underlying chiral algebras V∂ [Bν ] are only

known in very few of these examples. The structure of bulk and boundary chiral algebras

developed in this paper could help inform further study of the V∂ [Bν ]. It may also shed some

light on the striking observations of [122, 123] that characters of many V∂ [Bν ] are modular or

modular-like; for example, one might hope that different types of modularity are linked with

properties/existence of a boundary stress tensor.

2 Chiral algebras in the holomorphic-topological twist

We begin by reviewing the 3d N = 2 and 2d N = (0, 2) SUSY algebras, and the structure of

local operators that one expects to find in the holomorphic twist of 3d N = 2 theories with

N = (0, 2) boundary conditions. We do not yet specialize to a particular theory and boundary

condition, and only make some general assumptions about the theories we will work with,

such as the existence of an unbroken R-symmetry.

Many of the structures discussed here — such as the existence of a shifted Poisson bracket

on the algebra of bulk operators, the bulk-boundary map, and the conditions for existence of

stress tensors — are not strictly necessary for understanding the constructions of boundary

chiral algebras in the remainder of the paper. Some readers may want to move on after Sec-

tion 2.1. However, these structures put interesting constraints on the form of boundary chiral

algebras, which we will revisit in examples, and which should be useful in generalizations.

2.1 SUSY algebra and twisting

We work on three-dimensional Euclidean spacetime M , which in this paper we usually take

to be a flat space M = R3 ' Cz,z̄ × Rt, split as a product of a complex plane and a real

direction Rt. When we introduce boundary conditions, we will modify this to a half-space

Cz,z̄ × Rt≥0.

The 3d N = 2 SUSY algebra in flat space Cz,z̄ × Rt has four odd generators Q±, Q±
satisfying {Qα, Qβ} = iσµαβ∂µ, or in components

{Q+, Q+} = −2i∂z̄ , {Q−, Q−} = 2i∂z ,

{Q+, Q−} = {Q−, Q+} = i∂t .
(2.1)

We are interested in the cohomology of the supercharge Q := Q+ . Since the derivatives ∂z̄
and ∂t areQ-exact, the correlation functions of operators inQ-cohomology will be independent

of z̄, t; however, they may (and typically will) have nontrivial, holomorphic z dependence. We

thus refer to takingQ-cohomology as working in the holomorphic (or holomorphic-topological)

twist — holomorphic in z, topological in t.
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The 3d N = 2 algebra has a U(1)R R-symmetry, and we work in conventions such that

the supercharges have half-integral R-charge. Under U(1)R and the Spin(2)E ⊂ Spin(3)E
subgroup of the Lorentz group that rotates the Cz,z̄ plane, the holomorphic coordinates and

supercharges have charges

Q+ Q+ Q− Q− dz dz̄

U(1)R 1 −1 1 −1 0 0

Spin(2)E
1
2

1
2 −1

2 −1
2 1 −1

U(1)J 0 −1 1 0 −1 1

(2.2)

Thus the superchargeQ = Q+ is a scalar under the anti-diagonal subgroup U(1)J ⊂ Spin(2)E×
U(1)R whose charge J is related to charges J0, R for Spin(2)E × U(1)R as

J :=
R

2
− J0 . (2.3)

Henceforth, we will simply refer to the redefined U(1)J charge as “spin.” The R-symmetry

also plays an independent and important role, giving rise to a cohomological grading. Specif-

ically, defining

cohomological degree := R , (2.4)

we see that the differential Q has degree +1.

The holomorphic twist of a 3d N = 2 theory may be defined more generally on a three-

manifold M with a transversely holomorphic foliation (THF) structure, i.e. a manifold that

looks locally like Cz,z̄ ×Rt. On such a manifold, the structure group of the tangent bundle is

reduced to Spin(2)E , and so one can use a homomorphism Spin(2)E → U(1)R as in (2.3) to

redefine the Lorentz group so that Q remains a scalar. Nevertheless, our focus in this paper

will be on local structures of operator algebras, so restricting to flat Euclidean spacetime will

suffice.

We would like to study boundary conditions for 3d N = 2 theories, localized at t = 0,

which preserve Q and U(1)R symmetry. We further assume that these are supersymmetric

boundary conditions, so that they actually preserve a full 2d SUSY subalgebra of 3d N = 2

that contains Q. The unique subalgebra with this property is the 2d N = (0, 2) algebra

generated by Q and Q+,

{Q,Q+} = −2i∂z̄ . (2.5)

Thus, we are led to consider half-BPS 2d N = (0, 2) boundary conditions. With respect to

the boundary SUSY algebra, the holomorphic twist reduces to the more familiar “half-twist”

of 2d N = (0, 2) theories [10–14].

2.1.1 Nilpotence variety

It may be interesting to observe that the holomorphic twist discussed above is completely

generic in 3d N = 2 theories: every nilpotent supercharge in the 3d N = 2 algebra is equivalent

to Q = Q+, up to a spacetime rotation and/or a discrete symmetry. We briefly explain this.
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A general analysis of nilpotent supercharges in various dimensions was carried out recently

in [8, 9]. In the 3d N = 2 algebra, we find that nilpotent supercharges are all of the form

aQ+ + bQ− or cQ+ + dQ−. Thus the “nilpotence variety” parametrized by a, b, c, d has the

structure of a cone over CP1 t CP1. Overall scaling is unimportant for defining cohomology.

The cohomology of a supercharges aQ+ + bQ− is topological along a line in R3 spacetime

(determined by the ray a/b ∈ CP1), and antiholomorphic in the transverse plane. Similarly,

the cohomology of a supercharge cQ+ + dQ− is topological along a line (determined by

c/d ∈ CP1) and holomorphic in the transverse plane. Euclidean SO(3) spacetime rotations

act by rotating each copy of CP1.

Once we fix a particular splitting R3 ' C×R, and require holomorphic (rather than anti-

holomorphic) cohomology along C, we are left with exactly two nilpotent supercharges up to

scaling, e.g. Q+ and Q−. They are related by ‘PT ’ symmetry, which acts as the antipodal

map on CP1.

2.2 Bulk chiral algebra

Now suppose we have a 3d N = 2 theory with conserved U(1)R symmetry. We outline some

of the properties of local operators expected to be present in its holomorphic twist.

Let Ops denote the vector space of all local operators in the theory, supported at a given

point. (The choice of point is not important, due to translation invariance.) The space Ops

is graded by U(1)R × U(1)J , and endowed with the action of the differential Q. We will not

assume that U(1)R and U(1)J charges take integral or half-integral values.10 We then denote

the Q-cohomology of local operators as

V := H•(Ops, Q) . (2.6)

We claim that the space V has the structure of

• a chiral algebra (a.k.a. vertex algebra),

• with nonsingular OPE,

• with a Poisson bracket (more generally a λ-bracket) of cohomological degree -1,

• with no stress tensor in the usual sense (no operator T ∈ V that generates ∂z derivatives

via OPE), but instead endowed with an operator G of degree 1 that generates ∂z
derivatives via the Poisson bracket.

10When U(1)J charges are non-integral, extra topological conditions are required in order to define the

holomorphic twist globally, on 3-manifolds with THF structure. Any 3-manifold with a THF structure has a

canonical SO(2) principal bundle, defined as the orthogonal complement of the real codimension 2 foliation.

This SO(2) gets identified with U(1)J . If the U(1)J charges of fields/operators can all be chosen to be rational,

belonging to 1
d
Z for some d, then we must require the structure group of the canonical bundle to be equipped

with a reduction to its d-fold cover. That is, we need a transverse d-spin structure. This will not be important

in the current paper, since we are working in flat space. (In fact, even irrational charges are acceptable for us.)
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The first three statements were recently derived in [31], and may be summarized by saying

that V is a “commutative 1-shifted-Poisson vertex algebra.” We will briefly explain why all

these statements hold.

The space V has the structure of a chiral algebra precisely because ∂t and ∂z̄ are exact

in (2.1). All correlation functions involving only Q-closed operators will thus be independent

the t, z̄ coordinates of insertion points, and depend holomorphically on z. For example,

∂t〈O(z, z̄, t)O′(z′, z̄′, t′) · · · 〉 = −i〈Q
(
Q−O(z, z̄, t)

)
O′(z′, z̄′, t′) · · · 〉 (2.7)

= −i〈Q
(
Q−O(z, z̄, t)O′(z′, z̄′, t′) · · ·

)
〉 = 0 ,

noting that any correlation function of a Q-exact configuration of operators automatically

vanishes, since Q is a symmetry. Similarly ∂z̄〈OO′ · · · 〉 ∼ 〈Q(Q+OO
′ · · · )〉 = 0.

More so, V is a commutative chiral algebra, meaning that all the OPE’s are nonsingular.

To see this, take two Q-closed local operators O and O′ and consider a correlation function

of the form

f(z, z̄, t, z′, z̄′, t′) = 〈O(z, z̄, t)O′(z′, z̄′, t′)(...other Q-closed ops...)〉 . (2.8)

In Euclidean spacetime, potential singularities involving O and O′ can only occur when inser-

tion points coincide, (z, z̄, t)→ (z′, z̄′, t′). However, the correlator is independent of z̄, z̄′, t, t′.

Thus, prior to sending z → z′ (and so also z̄ → z̄′, since we have not analytically contin-

ued), we may separate t and t′ arbitrarily, making sure to avoid the insertion points of other

operators. This is illustrated in Figure 1. We find

lim
(z,z̄,t)→(z′,z̄′,t′)

f(z, z̄, t, z′, z̄′, t′) = lim
(z,z̄)→(z′,z̄′)

f(z, z̄, t, z′, z̄′, t′)
∣∣
t6=t′ fixed

= nonsingular . (2.9)

More succinctly: the presence of a topological t direction ensures that correlators of Q-closed

operators are nonsingular.

z, z̄
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Figure 1. Separating operators in the t-direction to show that their OPE must be nonsingular.

The fact that ∂t and ∂z̄ derivatives are only zero in cohomology suggests the existence

of higher products in V, induced by topological descent [1]. In the related context of (fully)

topologically twisted theories in d dimensions, it is has been known mathematically that

local operators have the structure of an Ed algebra [32], which implies when d ≥ 2 that

the Q-cohomology of local operators is commutative algebra endowed with a Poisson bracket

of degree 1 − d. The relation between this mathematical structure and topological descent
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was explained in [35] (see also [34]). In a holomorphic-topological twist in d dimensions —

making one complex direction holomorphic and the remaining d− 2 directions topological —

one similarly finds for d ≥ 3 that the Q-cohomology of local operators is a commutative chiral

algebra endowed with a λ-bracket [36, 37] of degree 2− d. This was explained physically, via

descent, in the recent [31].

In the present case d = 3, so we expect a bracket of degree −1. For any Q-closed local

operator O(z, z̄, t), let

O(1) = i
2Q+O dz̄ − iQ−O dt (2.10)

be its one-form descendant. By construction, it satisfies QO(1) = d′O, where d′ = ∂z̄dz̄+ ∂tdt

is the exterior derivative in z̄, t directions. Wedging with the holomorphic 1-form dz, we find

Q(dz ∧ O(1)) = d(dz ∧ O) , (2.11)

where d is the total exterior derivative on spacetime. Due to (2.11) and Stokes’ theorem,

integrals of dz ∧ O(1) along a 2-cycle Γ in spacetime are 1) Q-closed; 2) topological, in that

they only depend on the homology class of Γ; and 3) dependent only on the Q-cohomology

class of O, up to Q-exact terms.

Now, given two Q-closed local operators O1,O2, their bracket at λ = 0 is defined by

integrating dz∧O(1)
1 around a small sphere S2 surrounding the insertion point of O2. Explicitly,

if we insert O2 at (w, w̄, s),

{{O1,O2}}(w, w̄, s) :=

∮

S2

dz ∧ O
(1)
1 (z, z̄, t)O2(w, w̄, s) . (2.12)

Note that, since the S2 can be made arbitrarily small, the LHS is again a Q-closed local

operator at the same point as O2. The generalization to arbitrary λ is obtained by replacing

dz → eλzdz. This should be thought of as a generating function for an infinite collection

of brackets {{O1,O2}}(n) associated to one-forms zndz. Various algebraic properties of the

general bracket (e.g. symmetry, and the fact that it’s a derivation of the OPE) are derived

in [31].

We can use the bracket (2.12) to understand the action of the stress tensor on V. The

full physical 3d N = 2 theory has a stress tensor Tµν and supercurrents G±µ, G±µ. Assuming

that Tµν is symmetric, all of its components involving a z̄ or t are Q-exact due to the SUSY

algebra; explicitly,

Tµz̄ = Tz̄µ = i
2Q(G+µ) , Tµt = Ttµ = −iQ(G−µ) . (2.13)

Therefore, given any Q-closed local operator O, its holomorphic derivative is obtained as

∂wO(w) =

∮

S2

∗(Tzµdxµ)O(w) = −i
∮

S2

Tzz(z)dz ∧ dtO(w) + (Q-exact) , (2.14)

where S2 is a small sphere surrounding the insertion point of O. In order for ∂O to be picked

up by the S2 integral, we see that ∂O must appear in the singular part of the OPE between
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Tzz and O; but also that this OPE cannot be purely holomorphic. This show that Tzz itself

is not a Q-closed local operator, and thus not an element of V.11

In fact, Tzz appears as a descendant of a Q-closed local operator, and (2.14) can be neatly

rewritten in terms of the bracket. Consider the component G := − i
2G−z of the supercurrent.

It is automatically Q-closed, and its descendant is

dz ∧G(1) = dz ∧
(

1
4Q+(G−z)dz̄ − 1

2Q−(G−z)dt
)

= −iTzzdz ∧ dt+ (Q-exact) . (2.15)

Therefore, G belongs to the chiral algebra V; and for any other O ∈ V we have

∂zO = {{G,O}} . (2.16)

2.2.1 The bracket and extended operators

There is an alternative, perhaps more intuitive, description of the odd Poisson bracket. De-

form the small sphere in the definition of the bracket to a very long, thin cylinder and do

the integral along the topological direction first. The contour integral along the holomorphic

direction is thus simply picking out the singular OPE coefficients between the local operator

O2 and the integrated descendant of O1:

[∫

R
O

(1)
1 (z, z̄, t)

]
O2(w, w̄, s) ∼

∑

n

{{O1,O2}}(n)(w, w̄, s)

(z − w)n+1
+ · · · (2.17)

up to non-singular or Q-exact operators.

Notice that an integrated descendant
∫
R O

(1)
1 (z, z̄, t) is not quite a “line defect.” It is

simply an integrated local operator. On the other hand, a natural way to define a line defect

is to deform the identity line defect by some defect action
∫
R O

(1)
1 (z, z̄, t), possibly including

a coupling to an auxiliary quantum-mechanical system. Then the odd bracket controls the

leading term in the perturbative expansion of a bulk-to-line defect OPE. Higher order terms

in the perturbative expansion are associated to higher operations we discuss briefly in 2.4.

In a similar manner, we could deform the small sphere in the definition of the bracket

to a very wide, short cylinder to relate the odd bracket to the bulk-to-interface OPE for

two-dimensional interfaces deforming the identity interface.

2.3 Boundary chiral algebra

Given a half-BPS boundary N = (0, 2) boundary condition that preserves U(1)R, we may

similarly consider the vector space of boundary local operators, denoted Ops∂ . It is doubly

graded by U(1)R × U(1)J and has an action of Q, so we may take its cohomology

V∂ := H•(Ops∂ , Q) . (2.18)

11There is one (somewhat trivial) exception to this argument. It may be that all holomorphic derivatives ∂O

are zero in cohomology. In this case the bulk chiral algebra V is fully topological, and reduces to an ordinary

graded-commutative algebra. Then one can just define the stress tensor in V to be zero. In the full physical

theory, one would expect Tzz to be Q-exact, though this is not strictly necessary.
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This is again a chiral algebra. In particular, due to (2.5), correlation functions of Q-closed

boundary local operators are holomorphic,

∂z̄〈O(z, z̄)O′(z′, z̄′) · · · 〉 ∼ 〈Q
(
Q+O(z, z̄)O′(z′, z̄′) · · ·

)
〉 = 0 . (2.19)

However the argument that showed bulk correlation functions to be nonsingular no longer

holds, since boundary local operators are generally stuck at t = 0, and cannot be separated

in the topological t direction. Thus, the chiral algebra V∂ may have singular OPE’s.

We proceed to discuss two important (and related) features of V∂ that arise from the

interactions of bulk and boundary local operators.

2.3.1 Bulk-boundary map

Half-space correlation functions involving collections of Q-closed bulk and boundary operators

do not depend on the t positions of the bulk operators. Bringing Q-closed bulk operators to

the boundary as in Figure 2 defines a “bulk-boundary map” of chiral algebras β : V → V∂ .

Moreover, since V is commutative, the image of β must lie in the center Z(V∂) ⊆ V∂ ,

β : V→ Z(V∂) ↪→ V∂ . (2.20)

By definition, Z(V∂) = {O ∈ V∂ s.t. the OPE O(z)O′(w) is nonsingular ∀ O′ ∈ V}.
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Figure 2. Bringing a bulk operator O to the boundary defines the bulk-boundary map β(O). The

OPE of β(O) any other boundary operator O′ must be nonsingular, since the two operators can be

separated in t.

In general, the map β is neither injective not surjective. Surjectivity measures whether

or not a boundary condition supports 2d degrees of freedom, localized exclusively on the

boundary. Clearly, β cannot be surjective if V∂ has operators with singular OPE’s, since

then Z(V∂) 6= V∂ . One might wonder instead whether the map to the center β : V→ Z(V∂)

is surjective in some generality. This seems true for a large class of boundary conditions

(including all the examples in this paper), but not universally. For example, one could

trivially enrich any boundary condition by tensoring with a 2d TQFT, which will enlarge the

center Z(V∂) independently of the bulk local operators.
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Injectivity is more interesting. The kernel kerβ is a sub-chiral-algebra of V (since (2.20)

is compatible with the chiral algebra structures). We expect the identity operator in the bulk

to agree with the identity operator on the boundary, β(1) = 1, so kerβ cannot contain all

of V.12 Moreover, kerβ must be closed under the bracket (2.12), and its λ-generalization.

These properties together can strongly constrain the size of kerβ. For example, we will often

encounter theories in which the bracket is non-degenerate, forcing kerβ to be (in rough terms)

at most half the size of V.
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<latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit>

Z

H2

dz ^ O(1)
1

<latexit sha1_base64="H1ZjyJBryjKzdQ8nSos/9FIbykY=">AAACD3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGJTYhN0gaBm0SWcE84BssszO3iRDZmeXmVklLvkDG3/FxkIRW1s7/8bJo9DEAxcO59zLvff4MWdK2/a3tbS8srq2ntnIbm5t7+zm9vbrKkokhRqNeCSbPlHAmYCaZppDM5ZAQp9Dwx9cjf3GHUjFInGrhzG0Q9ITrMso0UbycicuE9pLK53SCAcP7j0EPcBuSHSfEo6vPaeTFpzTkZfL20V7ArxInBnJoxmqXu7LDSKahCA05USplmPHup0SqRnlMMq6iYKY0AHpQctQQUJQ7XTyzwgfGyXA3UiaEhpP1N8TKQmVGoa+6Rxfqua9sfif10p096KdMhEnGgSdLuomHOsIj8PBAZNANR8aQqhk5lZM+0QSqk2EWROCM//yIqmXio5ddG7O8uXLWRwZdIiOUAE56ByVUQVVUQ1R9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2LlmzmQP0B9bnD125m5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H1ZjyJBryjKzdQ8nSos/9FIbykY=">AAACD3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGJTYhN0gaBm0SWcE84BssszO3iRDZmeXmVklLvkDG3/FxkIRW1s7/8bJo9DEAxcO59zLvff4MWdK2/a3tbS8srq2ntnIbm5t7+zm9vbrKkokhRqNeCSbPlHAmYCaZppDM5ZAQp9Dwx9cjf3GHUjFInGrhzG0Q9ITrMso0UbycicuE9pLK53SCAcP7j0EPcBuSHSfEo6vPaeTFpzTkZfL20V7ArxInBnJoxmqXu7LDSKahCA05USplmPHup0SqRnlMMq6iYKY0AHpQctQQUJQ7XTyzwgfGyXA3UiaEhpP1N8TKQmVGoa+6Rxfqua9sfif10p096KdMhEnGgSdLuomHOsIj8PBAZNANR8aQqhk5lZM+0QSqk2EWROCM//yIqmXio5ddG7O8uXLWRwZdIiOUAE56ByVUQVVUQ1R9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2LlmzmQP0B9bnD125m5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H1ZjyJBryjKzdQ8nSos/9FIbykY=">AAACD3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGJTYhN0gaBm0SWcE84BssszO3iRDZmeXmVklLvkDG3/FxkIRW1s7/8bJo9DEAxcO59zLvff4MWdK2/a3tbS8srq2ntnIbm5t7+zm9vbrKkokhRqNeCSbPlHAmYCaZppDM5ZAQp9Dwx9cjf3GHUjFInGrhzG0Q9ITrMso0UbycicuE9pLK53SCAcP7j0EPcBuSHSfEo6vPaeTFpzTkZfL20V7ArxInBnJoxmqXu7LDSKahCA05USplmPHup0SqRnlMMq6iYKY0AHpQctQQUJQ7XTyzwgfGyXA3UiaEhpP1N8TKQmVGoa+6Rxfqua9sfif10p096KdMhEnGgSdLuomHOsIj8PBAZNANR8aQqhk5lZM+0QSqk2EWROCM//yIqmXio5ddG7O8uXLWRwZdIiOUAE56ByVUQVVUQ1R9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2LlmzmQP0B9bnD125m5A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H1ZjyJBryjKzdQ8nSos/9FIbykY=">AAACD3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGJTYhN0gaBm0SWcE84BssszO3iRDZmeXmVklLvkDG3/FxkIRW1s7/8bJo9DEAxcO59zLvff4MWdK2/a3tbS8srq2ntnIbm5t7+zm9vbrKkokhRqNeCSbPlHAmYCaZppDM5ZAQp9Dwx9cjf3GHUjFInGrhzG0Q9ITrMso0UbycicuE9pLK53SCAcP7j0EPcBuSHSfEo6vPaeTFpzTkZfL20V7ArxInBnJoxmqXu7LDSKahCA05USplmPHup0SqRnlMMq6iYKY0AHpQctQQUJQ7XTyzwgfGyXA3UiaEhpP1N8TKQmVGoa+6Rxfqua9sfif10p096KdMhEnGgSdLuomHOsIj8PBAZNANR8aQqhk5lZM+0QSqk2EWROCM//yIqmXio5ddG7O8uXLWRwZdIiOUAE56ByVUQVVUQ1R9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2LlmzmQP0B9bnD125m5A=</latexit>

I

S2

dz ^ O(1)
1

<latexit sha1_base64="JY+Dt3+gYgmyxVcFzNYiP87WX/w=">AAACEHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFCE9kREpQRNHQEQR5SnFjn8yY55Xy27s6gYOUTaPgVGgoQoqWk42+4PApIGGml0cyudnf8mDOlbfvbWlhcWl5Zzaxl1zc2t7ZzO7s1FSWSQpVGPJINnyjgTEBVM82hEUsgoc+h7vcvRn79DqRikbjVgxhaIekK1mGUaCN5uSM3YkJ76U27NMTBg3sPQRewGxLdo4TjK89ppwXneOjl8nbRHgPPE2dK8miKipf7coOIJiEITTlRqunYsW6lRGpGOQyzbqIgJrRPutA0VJAQVCsdPzTEh0YJcCeSpoTGY/X3REpCpQahbzpHl6pZbyT+5zUT3TlrpUzEiQZBJ4s6Ccc6wqN0cMAkUM0HhhAqmbkV0x6RhGqTYdaE4My+PE9qpaJjF53rk3z5fBpHBu2jA1RADjpFZXSJKqiKKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn1MWhes6cwe+gPr8wdNuZwU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JY+Dt3+gYgmyxVcFzNYiP87WX/w=">AAACEHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFCE9kREpQRNHQEQR5SnFjn8yY55Xy27s6gYOUTaPgVGgoQoqWk42+4PApIGGml0cyudnf8mDOlbfvbWlhcWl5Zzaxl1zc2t7ZzO7s1FSWSQpVGPJINnyjgTEBVM82hEUsgoc+h7vcvRn79DqRikbjVgxhaIekK1mGUaCN5uSM3YkJ76U27NMTBg3sPQRewGxLdo4TjK89ppwXneOjl8nbRHgPPE2dK8miKipf7coOIJiEITTlRqunYsW6lRGpGOQyzbqIgJrRPutA0VJAQVCsdPzTEh0YJcCeSpoTGY/X3REpCpQahbzpHl6pZbyT+5zUT3TlrpUzEiQZBJ4s6Ccc6wqN0cMAkUM0HhhAqmbkV0x6RhGqTYdaE4My+PE9qpaJjF53rk3z5fBpHBu2jA1RADjpFZXSJKqiKKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn1MWhes6cwe+gPr8wdNuZwU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JY+Dt3+gYgmyxVcFzNYiP87WX/w=">AAACEHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFCE9kREpQRNHQEQR5SnFjn8yY55Xy27s6gYOUTaPgVGgoQoqWk42+4PApIGGml0cyudnf8mDOlbfvbWlhcWl5Zzaxl1zc2t7ZzO7s1FSWSQpVGPJINnyjgTEBVM82hEUsgoc+h7vcvRn79DqRikbjVgxhaIekK1mGUaCN5uSM3YkJ76U27NMTBg3sPQRewGxLdo4TjK89ppwXneOjl8nbRHgPPE2dK8miKipf7coOIJiEITTlRqunYsW6lRGpGOQyzbqIgJrRPutA0VJAQVCsdPzTEh0YJcCeSpoTGY/X3REpCpQahbzpHl6pZbyT+5zUT3TlrpUzEiQZBJ4s6Ccc6wqN0cMAkUM0HhhAqmbkV0x6RhGqTYdaE4My+PE9qpaJjF53rk3z5fBpHBu2jA1RADjpFZXSJKqiKKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn1MWhes6cwe+gPr8wdNuZwU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JY+Dt3+gYgmyxVcFzNYiP87WX/w=">AAACEHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFCE9kREpQRNHQEQR5SnFjn8yY55Xy27s6gYOUTaPgVGgoQoqWk42+4PApIGGml0cyudnf8mDOlbfvbWlhcWl5Zzaxl1zc2t7ZzO7s1FSWSQpVGPJINnyjgTEBVM82hEUsgoc+h7vcvRn79DqRikbjVgxhaIekK1mGUaCN5uSM3YkJ76U27NMTBg3sPQRewGxLdo4TjK89ppwXneOjl8nbRHgPPE2dK8miKipf7coOIJiEITTlRqunYsW6lRGpGOQyzbqIgJrRPutA0VJAQVCsdPzTEh0YJcCeSpoTGY/X3REpCpQahbzpHl6pZbyT+5zUT3TlrpUzEiQZBJ4s6Ccc6wqN0cMAkUM0HhhAqmbkV0x6RhGqTYdaE4My+PE9qpaJjF53rk3z5fBpHBu2jA1RADjpFZXSJKqiKKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn1MWhes6cwe+gPr8wdNuZwU</latexit>

O2
<latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit> O2

<latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8P4/pk4RX6tyMzBvpuHKaEpAZf4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuiy6cWcF+4AmlJvppB06mYSZiVBKf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6JmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgUrBOOb3O/88SU5ol8NJOUBTEOJY84RWMl34/RjCgKct+v9ytVt+bOQVaJV5AqFGj2K1/+IKFZzKShArXueW5qgikqw6lgs7KfaZYiHeOQ9SyVGDMdTOeZZ+TcKgMSJco+achc/b0xxVjrSRzayTyjXvZy8T+vl5noOphymWaGSbo4FGWCmITkBZABV4waMbEEqeI2K6EjVEiNralsS/CWv7xK2vWa59a8h8tq46aoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACCik8wyu8OZnz4rw7H4vRNafYOYE/cD5/AEI+kSg=</latexit>

Z

H2

dz ^ O(1)
1
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Figure 3. Showing that β(O1) = β(O2) = 0 implies β({{O1,O2}}) = 0, up to Q-exact terms.

To see that kerβ is closed under the λ-bracket, suppose that O1 and O2 belong to kerβ, i.e.

they are both Q-closed bulk operators that become Q-exact when brought to the boundary,

O1

∣∣
∂

= Q(P1) , O2

∣∣
∂

= Q(P2) . (2.21)

Now consider the configuration in which O
(1)
1 is integrated around O2,

{{O1λO2}} :=

∫

S2

eλzdz ∧ O
(1)
1 · O2 . (2.22)

In the presence of the boundary, we may manipulate this configuration as shown in Figure 3.

We deform the S2 ' H2 ∪D2 into the union of a hemisphere and a flat disc lying along the

boundary. On the disc D2, we are integrating
∫

D2

eλzQ+(O1)
∣∣
∂
dz ∧ dz̄ . (2.23)

Using the fact that the boundary preserves (0,2) SUSY (including both Q and Q+), we write

Q+(O1)
∣∣
∂

= Q+(O1

∣∣
∂
) = Q+Q(P1) = −Q(Q+P1) − 2i∂z̄P1, whence the integrand of (2.23)

is the sum of a Q-exact term and a total derivative. Therefore, the integral reduces to a

boundary term,
∫

D2

eλzQ+(O1)
∣∣
∂
dz ∧ dz̄ = −2i

∮

S1

eλzP1dz + (Q-exact) . (2.24)

Now that we have “opened up” the surface integral of O(1), we may freely bring O2 to the

boundary and find that the entire configuration (2.22) is Q-exact, and thus vanishes in coho-

mology. In other words, β
(
{{O1λO2}}

)
= 0.

12Technically, we are assuming that the identity on the boundary is not Q-exact. Otherwise, the entire

chiral algebra V∂ would be zero — indicating a spontaneous breaking of (0,2) SUSY.
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2.3.2 Boundary stress tensor

In the bulk, it was impossible to find an element T ∈ V that acted like a standard chiral-

algebra stress tensor — in particular, generating ∂z derivatives via its OPE — simply because

all OPE’s in V were nonsingular. The exception to this is the case that the bulk algebra is

topological, meaning that all ∂z derivatives vanish (in cohomology), allowing one to simply

choose T = 0.

We may similarly ask when a boundary algebra V∂ can contain an operator T ∈ V∂ such

that T (z)O(w) ∼ ... + ∂O(w)/(z − w) ∀O ∈ V∂ . A necessary condition is clearly that the

center Z(V∂) is topological, meaning that ∂zO is Q-exact for all O ∈ Z(V∂).

Some nontrivial examples satisfying this condition arise from theories in which

1. the bulk algebra V is topological (meaning ∂zO is Q-exact for all O ∈ V); and

2. the bulk-boundary map β : V→ Z(V∂) is surjective (whence Z(V∂) is topological).

Later in Section 7 we will consider pure 3d N = 2 Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons theories with

pure Dirichlet boundary conditions, which are precisely of this type. The bulk theories flow to

topological Chern-Simons theories, with trivial algebras V of local operators (in cohomology);

and the boundary conditions support chiral WZW models, with trivial centers and Sugawara

stress tensors. Other simple examples include the boundary coset models discussed in [27,

48, 49] and [29, Sec. 7].

More intricate examples of boundary stress tensors include the homological blocks of [99]

for plumbed 3-manifolds (graph manifolds), whose modularity properties were discussed in

[122]. The boundary chiral algebras in these examples all appear to have stress tensors, and

it would be interesting to investigate which general properties of the bulk/boundary allow

their existence.

Another way to think about boundary stress tensors is the following. Recall that, in the

presence of a boundary, the ∂z derivative of a boundary local operator O is given by the sum

of a bulk hemisphere (H2) integral and a boundary line integral,

∂wO(w) =

∫

H2

∗(Tzµdxµ) · O(w) +

∮

S1

∗∂
(
T ∂zzdz + T ∂zz̄dz̄

)
· O(w)

= −i
∫

H2

Tzzdz ∧ dt · O(w)− i
∮

S1

T ∂zz dz · O(w) + (Q-exact) . (2.25)

Here Tµν is the physical bulk stress tensor as before (the Noether current for translations in

the bulk action), while T ∂mn (m,n ∈ {z, z̄}) is the physical boundary stress tensor (the Noether

current for z, z̄ translations of an independent boundary action). If the bulk is topological,

the first term in (2.25) becomes Q-exact. If in addition T ∂zz is Q-closed, then T ∂zz ∈ V∂ , and

this operator can function as a stress tensor for the boundary chiral algebra.

Having T ∂zz be Q-closed will likely require additional structure. By comparison with the

analyses of [12, 13, 124] in the half-twist of 2d N = (0, 2) models, we suspect that having a

non-anomalous boundary R-symmetry will play a role.
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2.4 Derived structure

We saw above that the Q-cohomology of bulk local operators, denoted V, is not merely a

chiral algebra, but is endowed with a Poisson bracket. The Poisson bracket is a piece of

derived structure: it cannot be defined in terms of Q-cohomology classes alone, but requires

information about descendants of local operators, which only exist in the underlying physical

theory. There may exist other such operations on V, involving particular collections of local

operators whose descendants are integrated around one another.

As we mentioned in the Introduction, in the fully topological d-dimensional case the

mathematical structure that encodes all the data of topological OPE and descent relations

is called an Ed algebra [32]. Its physical interpretation has been discussed in [125, Ch. 5]

and [35]. The Ed algebra can be visualized as a large collection of operations associated

to all possible cycles in the space of configurations of operator insertion points (or better,

small neighborhoods thereof), such that operations associated to homologous cycles are quasi-

isomorphic, with explicit homotopies given by operations associated to higher-dimensional

cycles. With some work, in any given dimension one may attempt to distill this large amount

of information to a more manageable “minimal” collection of operations that captures all

physically relevant information.

In one topological dimension, the minimal collection can be given as an A∞ algebra. The

most direct physical interpretation of the A∞ structure is that it controls the perturbative

BRST invariance of deformations of the action: an action
∫
R O

(1)
1 (z, z̄, t) preserves the BRST

symmetry iff O1 satisfies a Maurer-Cartan equation

QO1 + O1 · O1 + (O1,O1,O1)3 + (O1,O1,O1,O1)4 + · · · = 0 , (2.26)

where the degree n term in the expansion defines the n-th operation in the A∞ algebra.

In two topological dimensions, the story is richer. The BRST invariance of deformations

of the action defines a collection of operations that form a (degree shifted) L∞ algebra, but

these do not exhaust all the data of the E2 algebra. Indeed, they do not even include the

actual OPE of local operators. A complete description can be obtained by working in a

hierarchical manner, focussing first on the OPE in one topological “vertical” direction and

associated A∞ structure and then on the extra structures involving the horizontal direction,

such as the fusion of vertical line defects. For example, we will have operations that give the

defect action of the fusion of two defects as a perturbative sum of powers of the two respective

defect actions

O`1◦`2 = O`1 +O`2 + (O`1 ;O`2) + (O`1 , O`1 ;O`2) + (O`1 ;O`2 , O`2) + · · · (2.27)

A rich physical example of these structures can be found in the “web algebras” of [85].

The analog of En algebras for the holomorphic case have not been yet fully developed. It

should replace de Rham homology of configuration spaces of points with Dolbeault homology.

It is also not clear what sort of “minimal” data would capture this information in the most
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economical way. It is likely that one can again proceed again in a hierarchical manner, adding

one direction (topological or holomorphic) at a time.

The most basic question would be what replaces an A∞ algebra in the holomorphic case,

perhaps controlling the BRST invariance of deformations of the system. This structure should

be related to a standard A∞ algebra upon reduction on a circle, in the same way as a vertex

algebra is related to its mode algebra. We can dub it “A∞-chiral algebra.” The boundary

chiral algebra V∂ should be endowed with such a structure.

As for the bulk chiral algebra V, we could proceed in three alternative manners:

• We can deform the bulk theory and look at the deformation of the BRST symmetry.

At the leading order, a deformation of the bulk theory by
∫
O

(2)
1 eλzdz should change

the BRST differential by {{O1λ·}}. Higher order deformations will be captured by chiral

analogues of a (degree shifted) L∞ algebra.

• We can encode the OPE in the topological direction in an A∞ algebra, controlling topo-

logical line defects, and then study the OPE of topological lines along the holomorphic

direction. The leading non-trivial terms in the OPE, bilinear in the defect actions, will

be given by the usual λ bracket.

• We can encode the OPE in the holomorphic direction in the appropriate derived ana-

logue of a chiral algebra, and the study the OPE of chiral surface defects along the

topological direction.

The latter is presumably better suited to the study of the relation between V∂ and V. Con-

structions in 2d TQFT suggest that the bulk-boundary map (2.20) will be much more in-

teresting when we keep track of higher/derived structures. We would expect that the map

extends to send bulk local operators to the derived center of the boundary algebra,

βder : V→ Z(V∂)der , (2.28)

and that, for sufficiently rich boundary conditions, this map is actually an isomorphism. As

discussed in the Introduction, the analogous statement in 2d TQFT is that, given a generator

B for the category of boundary conditions, the derived center (= Hochschild cohomology) of

the algebra End(B) of local operators on B is isomorphic to bulk local operators. Thus, we

might expect to recover the all bulk local operators in V from a boundary algebra V∂ ! We

hope to explore this in future work.13

Even in the topological case, one should remember that derived structures such an A∞
algebras are only defined up to quasi-isomorphism. Physically, they depend on all sort of

renormalization/regularization choices: different choices are related by operator re-definitions.

The benefit of keeping track of the derived structures is that they simply contain more infor-

mation than the OPE in the BRST cohomology. For example, it is easy to give examples of

13The expected relation between derived centers and bulk local operators was used by [66] to compute Higgs

and Coulomb branches of 3d N = 4 theories from boundary chiral algebras. More directly relevant examples

in 3d N = 2 theories were recently studied by Zeng [64]
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2d topological theories with a very boring BRST cohomology of local operators, but a very

rich category of line defects which can be fully recovered from the E2 algebra structure.

The derived structures are still expected to be RG flow invariants, albeit up to quasi-

isomorphism (see Section 3.7). Expected dualities of 3d N = 2 theories and their bound-

ary conditions will thus lead to non-trivial mathematical conjectures concerning the quasi-

isomorphism of the derived structures associated to the respective V and V∂ operator algebras.

Starting in the next section, we will restrict our attention to 3d N = 2 linear gauge the-

ories, with Lagrangian boundary conditions. Within this class, we will construct conjectural

dg models for many boundary A∞-chiral algebras V∂ , which make derived structures more

explicit. By a dg model, we mean that we isolate a subspace of boundary local operators

V̂∂ ⊂ Ops∂ such that

• The correlation functions of operators in V̂∂ are all holomorphic (or meromorphic), so

that V̂∂ itself is a chiral algebra;

• V̂∂ is closed under the action of Q, and its cohomology is H•(V̂∂ , Q) ' V∂ ;

• V̂∂ has no higher operations, so that all putative higher operations in V∂ are induced

from the chiral algebra structure and differential in V̂∂ .

In particular, the dg chiral algebras V̂∂ and V̂′∂ that we construct in dual pairs of gauge

theories should be quasi-isomorphic. Such conjectural dg models should also be invaluable to

determine or constrain the higher operations in the bulk.

3 Twist of 3d N = 2 gauge theories

In this section we introduce and review the class of 3d N = 2 gauge theories whose boundary

chiral algebras we wish to study. We quickly review a standard physical formulation of these

theories, in terms of 3d N = 2 superspace. We then rewrite the holomorphic-topological

twist of 3d N = 2 gauge theories in the twisted formalism of [19]. This regroups the field

content and simplifies the actions of the theories, while preserving the Q-cohomology of local

operators (in fact, preserving all the derived structure from Section 2.4). It makes many

features of the chiral algebras V and V∂ more transparent.

3.1 Standard physics formulation

We wish to consider 3d N = 2 gauge theories whose discrete data is given by

• a compact gauge group G

• chiral matter in a unitary (linear) representation V of G

• a polynomial superpotential W : V → C

• Chern-Simons terms for G, at either integral or half-integral level depending on V .
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For the basic physical analysis of such theories, including restrictions on Chern-Simons levels,

continuous parameters, and IR behavior, see the classic [50].

In much of the following, it will be the complexification of the gauge group that plays a

central role. Thus, we will adopt the convention that

Gc = compact gauge group (denoted G above) ,

G = its complexification, a reductive algebraic group .
(3.1)

The space V becomes a complex-linear representation of G.

We require our theories to have an unbroken U(1)R symmetry, under which V decomposes

V =
⊕

r

V (r) , V (r) = subspace of R-charge r . (3.2)

We will further assume that the R-charges r of the matter fields are all non-negative, though

not necessarily integral. Physically, this will be true for any theory that flows to a CFT in

the infrared. The superpotential W must be quasi-homogeneous of R-charge two and spin

zero; in terms of the twisted spin (2.3) this means

R(W ) = 2 , J(W ) = 1 . (3.3)

A chiral matter multiplet has a complex scalar field φ and four fermions ψ±, ψ̄±. If φ has

R-charge r, then the R-charges and twisted spins of the remaining fields are14

φ φ̄ ψ+ ψ̄+ ψ− ψ̄−

U(1)R r −r r − 1 1− r r − 1 1− r
U(1)J

r
2 − r

2
r
2 − 1 − r

2
r
2 1− r

2

(3.4)

Given a collection of chiral multiplets in the representation V , we may jointly describe their

scalar fields after the holomorphic twist as φ =
∑

r φrdz
r/2, where φr is a section of a V (r)

bundle. Similarly, we can write ψ̄− =
∑

r ψrdz
1−r/2, where ψr is a section of a dual (V (r))∨

bundle.

The physical vector multiplet contains the Gc connection Aµ, a real scalar σ ∈ gR, and

g-valued gauginos λ±, λ̄±. They have canonical R-charges and spin, given by

At, σ Az Az̄ λ+ λ̄+ λ− λ̄−

U(1)R 0 0 0 1 −1 1 −1

U(1)J 0 1 −1 0 −1 1 0

(3.5)

The transformations of vector-multiplet fields under the holomorphic supercharge Q =

Q+ are:

QAz̄ = 0 QAt = 1
2λ+

QAz = 1
2λ− Qσ = − i

2λ+

Qλ+ = 0 Qλ− = 0

Qλ̄+ = 2iFz̄t Qλ̄− = −i(2Fzz̄ − iDtσ −D)

(3.6)

14In this table, we are actually giving the charges of the local operators called φ, ψ+, etc. This is standard

and unspoken physics convention. Since the local operators are functionals on the space of fields, the fields

technically have opposite charges.
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It is easy to see from this that the combination At = At − iσ is Q-closed. Altogether, the

complexified connection

A := Az̄dz̄ + Atdt , (3.7)

containing only components in the z̄ and t directions, is Q-closed. On the last line, the symbol

Fz̄t = i[∂z̄− iAz̄, ∂t− iAt] = Fz̄t− iDz̄σ denotes the curvature of this complexified connection.

Also on the last line, the symbol D is the D-term, which is equal on-shell to a sum of the real

moment map µR(φ, φ̄) for the matter scalars and a Chern-Simons contribution ∼ k · σ.

It is also interesting to consider the complexified curvature component

Fz̄t = Fzt + iDzσ . (3.8)

A short calculation shows that Q(Fz̄t) = 0 on shell, modulo the Dirac equations Dtλ− =

2Dzλ+ and Dtλ+ = −2Dzλ−. There is a good reason for this: in an abelian theory, Fz̄t

coincides with the ∂z-derivative of the complexified dual photon γ̃ := γ+ iσ, where dγ = ∗F .

The dual photon γ̃ itself is the bottom component of a chiral multiplet, and is Q-closed.

We may also compute descendants of various Q-closed local operators built from the

above fields. Given a Q-closed operator O, we set O(1) = i
2Q+O dz̄ − iQ−O dt as in (2.10).

If O is not gauge invariant (so not strictly speaking a bulk local operator on its own), the

descendant satisfies an A-covariant version of the descent equation

QO(1) = dAO , (3.9)

with covariant derivative dA = d′ − iA = (∂z̄ − iAz̄)dz̄ + (∂t − iAt)dt. We find

A
(1)
z̄ = − i

2 λ̄+ dt , A
(1)
t = i

2 λ̄+ dz̄

A(1) = −iλ̄+dtdz̄

λ
(1)
− = 2Fztdt+

(
Fzz̄ + i

2Dtσ + 1
2D
)
dz̄

Fz̄t
(1)

= iDz(λ̄−dt− 1
2 λ̄+dz̄)

(3.10)

In particular, in an abelian theory, the descendant of the dual photon is γ̃(1) = iλ̄−dt− i
2 λ̄+dz̄.

It follows from the definition of the secondary bracket (2.12) and the fact that d(γ̃(1) ∧ dz) =

i(∂z̄λ̄− + 1
2∂tλ̄+)dtdzdz̄ ∼ δS/δλ− is the equation of motion for λ− (modulo supersymmetric

Chern-Simons terms) that [31, 35],

{{γ̃, λ−}} ∼ 1 . (3.11)

Similarly, the on-shell transformations of chiral-multiplet fields are

Qφ = 0 Qφ̄ = −iψ̄+

Qψ̄+ = 0 Qψ+ = −2Dz̄φ

Qψ̄− = −i ∂W/∂φ Qψ− = Dtφ ,

(3.12)
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where Dt = ∂t−iAt is the covariant derivative with respect to the complexified connection At.

Now the operators φ and ψ̄− are Q-closed (as long as W 6= 0) but not exact. The A-covariant

descendants of these fields are

φ(1) = −ψ−dt+ 1
2ψ+dz̄ , ψ̄

(1)
− = −2iDz̄φdt+ i

2Dtφdz̄ , (3.13)

from which one computes

{{φ, ψ̄−}} = 1 . (3.14)

3.2 Twisted formalism

Given the SUSY transformations above, one could follow standard methods to analyze Q-

preserving boundary conditions, as in [27, 29, 30]. One could also begin to derive Q-

cohomology of the algebras of bulk and boundary local operators, at least perturbatively.

A variant of this direct approach led to the construction of 3d N = 2 indices [38–40] and

half-indices [27, 29].

We will follow a slightly different approach here, and first recast the SUSY gauge theory

in the twisted formalism of [19]. The procedure delineated in [19] amounts to 1) rewriting

the gauge theory in a first-order formalism (and more precisely, in the BV formalism); and

2) removing Q-exact terms to simplify the field content and action. The removal of Q-exact

terms (and pairs of fields related by Q) means that we will get a new QFT whose full algebra

of local operators will differ from that in the original theory, but will nevertheless be quasi-

isomorphic to it. In particular, the Q-cohomology of local operators and all higher operations

(brackets, etc.) will be preserved.

Here we will review the twisted formalism for the bulk gauge theory. In subsequent

sections we will introduce boundary conditions.

The Chern-Simons-matter gauge theory of Section 3.1 in the twisted formalism contains:

1. A complexified 2-component gauge field A = Atdt+ Azdz, just as in (3.7).

2. A co-adjoint (g∗-valued) field B = Bzdz.

In the physical theory, this field arises from writing the Yang-Mills action in a first-order

formalism; on-shell, Bz is identified with 1
g2Fz̄t = 1

g2Fzt+ ..., up to Chern-Simons terms.

3. A field φ =
∑

r

φrdz
r/2 where φr is a section of V (r).

This is the standard physical φ, transforming as a section of a power of the canonical

bundle according to its twisted spin.

4. A field η =
∑

r

(
ηr,tdt + ηr,zdz

)
dz1−r/2 where ηr,t and ηr,z are sections of the dual

representation (V (r))∨.

This arises from writing the scalar action in a first-order formalism. In the physical

theory, in the absence of superpotential, ηt = 2Dz̄φ and ηz̄ = −1
2Dtφ, so that η = iψ̄

(1)
− .
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The twisted action functional so far is
∫
BF (A) +

∫
η dAφ+ superpotential and CS terms , (3.15)

where F (A) = d′A − iA ∧ A = Fz̄tdz̄dt and dA = d′ − iA, with d′ = ∂t dt + ∂z̄ dz̄. We will

discuss the superpotential term shortly. The twisted spins of the fields are such that this

action makes sense globally on any 3-manifold M with THF structure.

The action (3.15) would be equivalent to the standard action for the bosonic fields in the

physical theory, if we added quadratic terms ∼ B2, η2 to set B and η to their on-shell values

as indicated above. However, these quadratic terms are Q-exact and have been removed. Of

course, we are still missing the original fermions. They arise as ghosts.

The action (3.15) has two kinds of gauge symmetry. First, there are complexified G gauge

transformations. We introduce a c ghost (an odd, g-valued scalar) that generates infinitesimal

G gauge transformations, in the BRST formalism:

δcA = dAc = ∂z̄c dz̄ + ∂tc dt+ i[c,A]

δcφ = −ic · φ (3.16)

δcη = −ic · η
δcB = i[c, B]

where “c ·φ” and “c · η” schematically indicates the action of c ∈ g on φ, η in the appropriate

representation. The transformation of B acquires an additional correction in the presence of

Chern-Simons term, discussed below (3.34).

There is also a second kind of local symmetry that leaves the twisted action invariant.

We introduce a new ghost field

ψ =
∑

r

ψrdz
1−r/2 , (3.17)

where ψr ∈ (V (r))∨. Then the infinitesimal transformations of the fields are encoded in

δψA = 0

δψη = dAψ

δψφ = 0

δψB = µ(φ, ψ) ,

(3.18)

where µ : V ⊗ V ∨ → g∗ is the moment map for the G action on V ⊗ V ∨ ' T ∗V (which is

automatically Hamiltonian).15

The z-derivative of the c ghost roughly corresponds to the physical gaugino λ−. To under-

stand this, we note that when writing the full physical theory in the BV-BRST formalism, and

15Explicitly, given any element τ ∈ g, we have 〈µ(φ, ψ), τ〉 = ψτφ, where the RHS involves the action of τ

on φ ∈ V , and a contraction with ψ ∈ V ∨. More schematically, we have µ(φ, ψ) = ∂
∂τ

(ψτφ) ∼ φψ.
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introducing a c ghost to implement gauge invariance cohomologically, the BRST differential

must be added to the holomorphic-topological supercharge, giving a total differential

Q = Q+ +QBRST . (3.19)

Before simplifying the action and field content, we still have the component Az of the gauge

connection, on which the total differential acts as

QAz = Q+Az +QBRSTAz = 1
2λ− +Dzc . (3.20)

Therefore, Dzc = ∂zc− i[Az, c] is cohomologous with 1
2λ−.

In a simpler way, the ghost ψ for the exotic symmetry (3.18) of the twisted action corre-

sponds to the physical fermion iψ̄−. As evidence, we may compare the BRST transformation

δψη = dAψ from (3.18) with the original SUSY transformation of η ∼ 2Dz̄φdt− 1
2Dtφdz̄, and

see that they coincide on shell. When thinking of ψ̄− as a ghost, we reinterpret the SUSY

transformation as a BRST transformation.

We also note that the theory in the twisted formalism has a cohomological ghost-number

symmetry/grading, which coincides with the R-symmetry of the original physical theory. At

intermediate steps (see [19]), when the physical theory is written in the BV-BRST formalism

but the action/field content have not yet been simplified, the cohomological grading is the

sum

coh. degree = R-charge + ghost number . (3.21)

With this definition, the total differential (3.19) has degree +1.

The twisted theory also has a non-cohomological grading J by twisted spin, which is the

same as twisted spin of the original physical theory.

3.3 Twisted superfields

If we further recast the twisted theory in the BV formalism — introducing new anti-fields and

anti-ghosts A∗, V ∗, φ∗, η∗, c∗, ψ∗ for each of the fields and ghosts above — the field content

and action have a concise representation in terms of “superfields.” These are analogous to

(but not the same as) the more familiar superfields that show up in supersymmetry.

To proceed, we need to introduce an auxiliary graded algebra Ω•, which is the quotient

of the de Rham complex of our spacetime M by the subspace of forms that are divisible by

dz. In local coordinates t, z, z,

Ω• = C∞(R3)[dt,dz] , (3.22)

where dt, dz are treated as odd (Grassmann) variables. The grading on the algebra, which

will match cohomological degree in our theories, is such that functions C∞(R3) are in degree

zero, while dt and dz̄ are both in degree +1. Explicitly, the graded components are

Ω0 = C∞(R3) , Ω1 = C∞(R3)dt⊕ C∞(R3)dz̄ , Ω2 = C∞(R3)dtdz̄ . (3.23)
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The de Rham operator on forms on M descends to a differential on Ω• that, locally, is

just d′ = ∂t dt + ∂z̄ dz̄ on Ω•. Locally, its cohomology consists of those functions that are

independent of t and holomorphic in z.

There are natural variants Ω•,(j) of Ω• that in local coordinates take the form C∞(R3)[dt,dz]dzj .

That is, we modify the definition of Ω• so that elements transform as sections of the j-th

power of the canonical line bundle in the z-direction. This introduces the twisted-spin (J)

grading. The de Rham operator and its covariantization on Ω• continue to be well-defined

on Ω•,(j). The definition of Ω•,(k) does not depend on the chosen coordinates, but is intrinsic

to a 3-manifold with THF structure.

There are natural product maps

Ωr,(j) ⊗Ωr′,(j′) → Ωr+r′,(j+j′) , (3.24)

and an integration map
∫

: Ω2,(1)(M) = Ω3(M,C) → C . (3.25)

The cochain complexes Ω•,(j) are locally well-defined even if j is not an integer. In this paper,

we will typically work on M = Rt × C, so a local definition suffices.

Let us now return to holomorphically twisted 3d N = 2 gauge theory, with complexified

gauge group G and matter representation V . Once we introduce both ghosts and anti-fields

(and anti-ghosts), the full field content can be grouped into the four superfields

A ∈ Ω• ⊗ g[1] ,

B ∈ Ω•,(1) ⊗ g ,

Φ ∈ ⊕rΩ•,(r/2) ⊗ V (r) ,

Ψ ∈ ⊕rΩ•,(1−r/2) ⊗
(
V (r)

)∨
[1].

(3.26)

The symbol [1] indicates a shift of cohomological degree by one.

We will adopt the convention throughout that fields written in bold font are superfields.

Fields in non-bold fond equipped with an index i from 0 to 2 will indicate the component of

the superfield that lives in Ωi,(j). Altogether, the components of the superfields are related

to the original (twisted) fields, ghosts, and anti-fields as

r + 1 −r + 1 Ψ0 = ψ 1 A0 = c

r Φ0 = φ −r Ψ1 = η 0 A1 = A B0 = B

r − 1 Φ1 = η∗ −r − 1 Ψ2 = φ∗ −1 A2 = B∗ B1 = A∗

r − 2 Φ2 = ψ∗ −r − 2 −2 B2 = c∗

(3.27)

The labels to the left of each row indicate cohomological degree of the components.

For example, in A we find an expansion

A = c + (At dt+Az̄ dz̄) +B∗z̄tdz̄dt (3.28)
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where the entire superfield A has cohomological degree 1, implying that c has degree 1 (coming

from ghost number), At,Az̄ have degree 0, and B∗z̄t has degree −1. This superfield also has

spin J = 0, consistent with

J(c) = 0 , J(At) = 0 , J(Az̄) = −1 , J(B∗z̄t) = −1 ; J(dt) = 0 , J(dz̄) = 1 . (3.29)

Similarly, given a component of V (r) of fixed R-charge r, the superfield Ψ has cohomological

degree 1− r and spin 0, and an expansion

Ψ = ψ dz1− r
2 + (ηt dt+ ηz̄ dz̄)dz1− r

2 + φ∗z̄t dz̄dtdz1− r
2 , (3.30)

consistent with the component charges

ψ ηt ηz̄ φ∗z̄t dt dz̄ dz

coh 1− r −r −r −1− r 1 1 0

J 1− r
2 1− r

2 − r
2 − r

2 0 1 −1

(3.31)

We emphasize again that, throughout this paper, we are using “physics conventions” in

describing the degrees of fields. All the charges above really refer to charges of local operators

defined by evaluating the fields at a point. We are ultimately interested in local operators

anyway. Technically speaking, local operators and fields belong to dual spaces, and the

degrees of the actual fields are the negatives of what’s given above.

The action functional, now including the superpotential and a Chern-Simons term, is

S =

∫
BF (A) +

∫
ΨdAΦ−

∫
W (Φ) +

k

4π

∫
A∂A. (3.32)

Here the covariant derivative is dA = d′ − iA, and its curvature is

F (A) = i(d′ − iA)2 = d′A− iA2 = −ic2 + dAc + F (A)− i{c, B∗} . (3.33)

The Chern-Simons term is k
∫

A∂A, where ∂ = ∂z dz is the holomorphic exterior derivative,

and we have left the Cartan-Killing form implicit.16

The SUSY/BRST transformation acts on superfields in a simple way:

QA = F (A) , QB = dAB− iµ(Φ,Ψ)− k
2π∂A ,

QΦ = dAΦ , QΨ = dAΨ + ∂W (Φ)/∂Φ .
(3.34)

We encourage the reader to check that Q2 = 0 off shell, and that the action is in fact invariant.

(Invariance of the action requires using a Bianchi identity dAF (A) = 0, and removing some

total derivatives.) From QA = F (A) and (3.33) we quickly recover the standard BRST

transformations of the c-ghost and connection, Q(c) = −ic2, Q(A) = dAc. From QΦ = dAΦ

we find that η∗ must be the covariant descendant φ(1), corresponding in the physical theory

16It is useful to think of the Chern-Simons level ‘k’ as a normalization of the Cartan-Killing form. For

classical groups, the Cartan-Killing form at k = 1 correspond to the trace in the fundamental representation.
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to −ψ−dt+ 1
2ψ+dz̄. Similarly, from transformations of B and Ψ, we see that A∗ and η must

be the descendants of B and ψ, respectively, up to a slight mixing with the moment map and

superpotential. (We already knew that η = ψ(1) in the absence of superpotential.)

Recall that the superpotential W is a polynomial in the chiral fields φi (i = 1, ...,dimV ),

now promoted to superfields Φi. The fact that W is homogeneous of cohomological degree

(R-charge) 2 and twisted-spin 1 ensures that the integral
∫
W (Φ) is non-vanishing. Explicitly,

given chirals

Φi = (φi + η∗t,i dt+ η∗z̄,i dz̄ + ψ∗tz̄,i dtdz̄)dzri/2 , (3.35)

the superpotential term is

∫
W (Φ) =

∫ (
∂iW (φ)ψ∗tz̄,i − ∂i∂jW (φ)η∗t,iη

∗
z̄,j

)
dtdz̄dz (3.36)

This is clearly reminiscent of the holomorphic superspace integral of the superpotential in the

original physical theory. The anti-field ψ∗tz̄,i corresponds to the physical F-term Fi; though

the twisted Lagrangian is missing the |F |2 that would set Fi ∼ ∂iW on shell. The anti-

fields η∗i , which we know correspond to the physical −ψ−,idt+ 1
2ψ+,idz̄, appear in a familiar

(holomorphic) Yukawa coupling.

We finally note that whenever the Chern-Simons level k is nonzero, the gauge kinetic

terms in the action above are actually equivalent to those of a pure, physical Chern-Simons

theory. The point is that we can form a new gauge field

Ã = −2π

k
Bz dz + A (3.37)

that now contains components in all three spacetime directions. The Lagrangian for Ã is

the ordinary physical Chern-Simons Lagrangian kCS(A). Due to of the presence of the anti-

field for B and of the ghost c in the superfield A, the term k
∫

A∂A modifies the gauge

transformations of B (as in (3.34)) so that Ã transforms as an ordinary gauge field.

Therefore, at non-zero level, the twisted theories are standard Chern-Simons theories

coupled to an unusual type of matter.

3.4 Brackets and superfields

In Section 2.2, we gave a very general argument (following [31, 35]) that local operators in

the holomorphic twist of a 3d N = 2 theory are endowed with a Poisson bracket {{−,−}} of

degree -1. The bracket was defined by a descent procedure (2.12), and we refer to it as the

secondary bracket.

In the BV formalism, any QFT is endowed with another Poisson bracket, of degree +1.

We will refer to it as the BV bracket, and denote it {−,−}BV. It acts on the space of all

operators, both local and nonlocal. Two key properties are that the bracket of the action

with any operator defines the BRST differential

QO = {O, S}BV , (3.38)
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and that field/anti-field pairs have canonical brackets

{ϕ(x), ϕ∗(y)} = δ(x− y)dVol . (3.39)

These together imply that the differential acts on fields and anti-fields to produce equations

of motion

Qϕ∗ = −δS
δϕ

, Qϕ =
δS

δϕ∗
. (3.40)

Given a 3d N = 2 theory written in the BV formalism, it turns out that the secondary

bracket and the BV bracket are closely related. To motivate this, suppose we have a Q-closed

field ϕ and an operator O whose second descendant coincides with the anti-field ϕ∗,

ϕ∗ = O(2) dz + (Q-exact) . (3.41)

(The second descendant satisfies QO(2) = d′O(1) if O is gauge-invariant, and may be computed

as O(2) =
(
i
2Q+ dz̄ − iQ− dt

)2
O = Q+Q−Odtdz̄.) Then the secondary bracket of O and ϕ is

{{O, ϕ}}(x) =

∮

S2

O(1)dz · ϕ(x)

=

∫

B
d′O(1)dz · ϕ(x) (by Stokes)

=

∫

B
Q(ϕ∗) · ϕ(x)

= −
∫

B

δS

δϕ
· ϕ(x) = −1 . (3.42)

Here B is a 3-ball that contains the point x, and in the last line we use the canonical correlation

function δS
δϕ(y)ϕ(x) ∼ δ(y−x)dVol that follows from integration by parts in the path integral.

We have thus found that {{O, ϕ}}(x) =
{ ∫

B O(2)dz,O(x)
}

BV
. More generally, we expect that

for any pair of Q-closed local operators O1 and O2,

{{O1,O2}}(x) =
{∫

B
O

(2)
1 dz,O2(x)

}
BV

+ (Q-exact) , (3.43)

for any choice of 3-ball B containing the point x. This should be related to the idea that a

deformation of the bulk theory by
∫
O

(2)
1 dz changes the BRST differential by {{O1, ·}}.

This relation between the secondary bracket and BV bracket has a particularly nice

reformulation in terms of superfields. The superfields introduced in Section 3.3 for 3d N = 2

gauge theories have canonical BV brackets,

{Φ(x),Ψ(y)}BV = {A(x),B(y)}BV = δ(x− y)dVol . (3.44)

This is easy to see by writing out the fields in components, and using the BV brackets

between fields and anti-fields. All the SUSY/BRST transformations (3.34) then follow by

taking appropriate derivatives of the action,

QΦ =
δ

δΨ
S , QΨ = − δ

δΦ
S , QA =

δ

δB
S , QB = − δ

δA
S . (3.45)
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Q-invariance of the action is equivalent to the classical BV master equation {S, S}BV = 0.

More interestingly, since taking a second descendant relates the bottom component of

each superfield to its top component, we find that the canonical BV brackets (3.44) get related

to the secondary brackets of bottom components

{{φ, ψ}} = 1 , {{c, B}} = 1 . (3.46)

(Strictly speaking, ψ, c, and B are not Q-closed in the presence of a superpotential, nonabelian

gauge symmetry, and matter/CS-terms, respectively; but these elementary brackets may

nevertheless be used to generate the brackets of actual Q-closed and local operators.) The

bracket {{c, B}} = 1 may look unfamiliar. In (3.11) we found instead that an abelian gauge

theory has a bracket {{γ̃, λ−}} ∼ 1 between the dual photon and λ− gaugino. The two

expressions are related by removing a ∂z derivative from λ− (recalling that ∂zc ∼ λ−) and

placing it instead on the dual photon (recalling that ∂zγ̃ ∼ B).

3.5 Shifted geometry

The superfield formalism also makes manifest a shifted symplectic structure on the space of

fields, dual to the shifted Poisson structure on operators given by the BV bracket (or the

secondary bracket, depending on how shifts/descendants are counted).

Given an algebraic variety X, we denote its shifted cotangent bundle as

T ∗[1](1)X , (3.47)

where [1] and (1) are shifts in the cohomological and twisted-spin gradings, respectively.

Explicitly, linear functions on the cotangent fibers of T ∗[1](1)X have cohomological degree

+1 and spin J = 1. The notion of shifted cotangent bundle can be naturally extended to

super-varieties, or more generally to graded dg schemes X, meaning spaces X whose rings of

functions have both cohomological and spin gradings, and are equipped with a differential Q.

Here we are interested in the case that X is a graded dg vector space. In a gauge theory,

the pair of superfields A and B from (3.26) can be naturally combined into a single superfield

taking values in a shifted cotangent bundle

(A,B) ∈ T ∗[1](1)
(
Ω• ⊗ g[1]

)
. (3.48)

Similarly, the two superfields associated to chiral matter can be combined into

(Φ,Ψ) ∈ T ∗[1](1)
(
⊕r Ω•,(r/2) ⊗ V (r)

)
. (3.49)

In each case, the BV/secondary bracket on operators is directly induced from the cotangent-

bundle geometry.
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3.6 Boundary conditions in the holomorphic twist

Several basic classes of supersymmetric boundary conditions for 3d N = 2 gauge theories

were studied systematically in [29], extending previous work of [25–28]. These were half-

BPS boundary conditions preserving 2d N = (0, 2) SUSY and a U(1)R symmetry, which

were automatically compatible with the holomorphic twist. We can now reinterpret the basic

boundary conditions of [29] in terms of superfields, in the twisted formalism.

Each 3d N = 2 chiral multiplet gives rise to a pair of twisted superfields Φ,Ψ. In

the absence of superpotential, Q acts independently on each superfield, QΦ = d′Φ and

QΨ = d′Ψ. The two basic Q-invariant boundary conditions at t = 0 are17

1. Dirichlet b.c., abbreviated D, which sets Φ
∣∣ = 0 .

In components, this fixes φ
∣∣ = 0 (whence the name Dirichlet) and leaves the fermion

ψ (i.e. ψ̄−) unconstrained. This b.c. also leaves unbroken the exotic gauge symmetry

generated by ψ.

The Dirichlet b.c. has a natural deformation to Φ
∣∣ = C, where C is a constant boundary

superfield. At generic C, this will break U(1)R symmetry unless Φ has R-charge zero.

2. Neumann b.c., abbreviated N , which sets Ψ
∣∣ = 0 .

In components, this fixes ψ
∣∣ = 0 as well as η

∣∣ = 0, which physically corresponds to

∂tφ
∣∣ = 0, whence the name Neumann. The boundary value of φ is unconstrained. This

b.c. explicitly breaks the exotic gauge symmetry generated by ψ.

Note that both N and D b.c. satisfy the primary purpose of boundary conditions: they ensure

vanishing of the boundary variation of the half-space action S =
∫
R−×C Ψd′Φ.

If there are multiple chiral multiplets, with scalars φ valued in V , we can mix D b.c.

for some chirals and N b.c. for others. A geometric way to say this is that we choose a

U(1)R-invariant subspace L ⊂ V , denote its complement as L⊥ ⊂ V ∨, and restrict

Φ
∣∣ ∈ ⊕rΩ•,(r/2) ⊗ L(r) , Ψ

∣∣ ∈ ⊕rΩ•,(1−r/2) ⊗ L⊥(−r)[1] . (3.50)

Taken together, the pair of superfields is restricted to the shifted conormal bundle

(Φ,Ψ)
∣∣ ∈ N∗[1](1)

(
⊕r Ω•,(r/2) ⊗ L(r)

)
, (3.51)

within the shifted cotangent bundle (3.49). Note that (3.51) defines a Lagrangian subspace

of the bulk fields.

When there is a superpotential, these basic boundary conditions on the chiral multiplets

may be anomalous. This “Warner problem” is familiar from the 2d B-model [42, 126], and its

resolution requires the addition of boundary matter, leading there to matrix factorizations.

Similarly, boundary conditions for 3d N = 2 theories with superpotentials may require extra

boundary matter [27, 29, 30]. We’ll discuss the implications in Section 5.

Similarly, the basic boundary conditions for the gauge multiplet are

17We use the slash notation “
∣∣” as shorthand for evaluation at t = 0
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1. Dirichlet b.c., abbreviated D, which sets A
∣∣ = 0 .

This breaks gauge symmetry explicitly at the boundary (to a flavor symmetry), setting

to zero both the ghost c
∣∣ and the connection Az̄

∣∣ = 0.

2. Neumann b.c., abbreviated N, which sets B
∣∣ = 0.

This sets Bz
∣∣ ∼ Fzt

∣∣ = 0, which is (part of) the physical Neumann boundary condition.

Gauge symmetry is preserved, at least classically.

In the presence of matter and/or Chern-Simons terms, the gauge symmetry on a Neumann

b.c. is anomalous, and additional boundary matter must be added to cancel the anomaly

[27, 29]. We’ll discuss this further in Section 6.

More generally, one can introduce a mixed boundary condition for gauge theory that

breaks the group G to a subgroup H. Letting h ⊂ g denote the unbroken subalgebra, this

boundary condition is succinctly described as

(A,B)
∣∣ ∈ N∗[1](1)

(
Ω• ⊗ h[1]

)
. (3.52)

This is manifestly a Lagrangian subspace of the cotangent bundle (3.48). The case H = G

is full Neumann and the case H = 1 is full Dirichlet. If additionally there is chiral matter

present, valued in a G-representation V , then boundary conditions for the chiral multiplets

must be chosen as well. The basic b.c. for chirals are again of the form (3.51), labelled

by subspaces L ⊂ V ; however, to be compatible with (3.52), one must require that L is

H-invariant.

3.7 RG flow independence

Let’s now revisit the claim from Section 2.4 that the Q-cohomology of bulk and boundary

operator algebras is constant under RG flow.

For the class of 3d gauge theories we consider, all parameters in the twisted action (3.32)

are either complex or (in the case of the Chern-Simons couplings) discrete. Notably, some of

the continuous real parameters of physical 3d N = 2 gauge theory (such as gauge couplings)

have entirely disappeared in the twisted action because their variations are Q-exact. Others

have been complexified; for example, real masses have combined with the t-components of

background flavor connections. The boundary conditions we consider also depend exclusively

on complex parameters.

Discrete parameters cannot vary continuously with energy scale, so we will disregard

them. Continuous complex parameters can of course vary. The (full) algebras of bulk and

boundary local operators in the twisted formalism, as well as the action of Q, will depend on

them. However, complex conjugates never appear in the twisted action (3.32), so dependence

on the complex parameters is meromorphic. Any potential jumps in the Q-cohomology of

local operators will occur at loci in parameter space of complex codimension ≥ 1.18 Generic

18These sorts of complex-codimension jumping loci are distinct from wall crossing, and featured in recent

generalizations of the elliptic genus [127, 128].
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RG flows will avoid complex codimension ≥ 1 loci, so the chiral algebras V and V∂ will

be constant along them. Non-generic RG flows can be deformed to generic ones by slight

variations of the “bare” parameters in the action; we always assume this has been done.

This analysis does not guarantee the absence of jumping right at the limit points of RG

flow, e.g. at IR fixed points. If IR fixed points are disjoint from jumping loci (which is our

working optimistic assumption), then chiral algebras of IR-dual theories will be isomorphic

and the strong expectations of quasi-isomorphism discussed in Section 2.4 should hold. Even

if there is jumping at an IR fixed point, the algebras V,V∂ of IR-dual theories should (at

least) still be isomorphic, by the following argument.

Consider a pair of 3d theories and boundary conditions (T,B), (T′,B′) that flow to the

same fixed point (TIR,BIR). We may flow into an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the fixed

point, along trajectories γ, γ′, while avoiding jumping loci:

⌘
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(3.53)

Within this neighborhood, we may then connect the theories ‘by hand’ by varying parameters

along a path η, again avoiding jumping loci. The cohomologies V,V∂ are constant along the

continuous path γ−1 ◦ η ◦ γ, establishing an isomorphism (V,V∂) ' (V′,V′∂). If the variation

η is sufficiently small, we might still hope for a quasi-isomorphism of underlying dg chiral

algebras as well, though its existence is not obvious.

4 Chiral algebras for free chirals

We now begin to construct examples of bulk and (especially) boundary chiral algebras. The

simplest examples arise in theories of free chiral multiplets.

4.1 Single chiral

Consider a single free chiral multiplet. In notation of previous sections, this means

V = V (r) ' C (4.1)

has a single graded component of dimension one. We are free to choose its U(1)R charge ‘r’

arbitrarily. Then there are two superfields Φ ∈ Ω•,(r/2), Ψ ∈ Ω•,(1−r/2).

The bulk algebra was described in [31]. The Q-closed local operators in the bulk are

polynomials (or “words”) in the bottom components φ, ψ of the two superfields, and their ∂z
derivatives, for example

O(x) = φ(x)2∂zφ(x)∂zψ(x) + · · · (4.2)
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(where x = (t, z, z̄) jointly denotes the bulk spacetime coordinates). The basic operators

{∂nz φ}, {∂mz ψ} all have non-singular OPE’s with each other; there are no nontrivial Feynman

diagrams contributing to their correlation functions. Thus, we find that the bulk algebra is

strongly generated (in the sense of chiral algebras, or, equivalently, vertex algebras) by the

two “fields”19 φ(z), ψ(z), which we write as

V[free chiral] = 〈〈φ(z), ψ(z)〉〉 , (4.3)

with necessarily trivial OPE. The Poisson bracket of the generators is

{{φ, ψ}} = {{ψ, φ}} = 1 (identity operator) , (4.4)

and the supercurrent that generates ∂z derivatives via the bracket (2.16) is

G = φ∂zψ . (4.5)

There is a simple geometric description of this algebra as well, in terms of the jet scheme

of an odd-shifted-symplectic variety. It generalizes the well-known Poisson vertex algebra

structure on jet schemes of even-shifted-Poisson varieties [129, 130].

Let us endow the space V with an additional twisted-spin grading, so that V = V (r,r/2)

has R = r and J = r/2; and let T ∗[1](1)V denote its shifted cotangent bundle as in (3.52).

Note that the fields (φ, ψ) are naturally valued in T ∗[1](1)V . To capture their derivatives, we

further consider the infinitesimal neighborhood D of the origin in the Cz,z̄ plane, such that

the algebraic functions on D are formal series, C[D] ' C[[z]]. Then the derivatives of φ, ψ

provide coordinates on the space of algebraic functions Maps
(
D,T ∗[1](1)V

)
' J∞T

∗[1](1)V ,

otherwise known as the “infinite jet space” of T ∗[1](1)V . Therefore, the bulk chiral algebra V,

which consists of polynomials in φ, ψ and their derivatives, is simply the algebra of functions

on the infinite jet space,

V[free chiral] ' C
[
J∞T

∗[1](1)V
]
. (4.6)

The Poisson bracket is canonically induced from the shifted symplectic structure on T ∗[1](1)V .
20.

Now let’s describe the boundary algebras. On a Dirichlet b.c. Φ
∣∣ = 0, the bulk operator

ψ (and its derivatives) survives whereas φ (and its derivatives) is set to zero. Thus

V∂ [free chiral, D] = 〈〈ψ(z)〉〉 (4.7)

' C
[
J∞N

∗[1](1) 0
]
.

On the second line, ‘0’ denotes the origin of V , i.e. the subspace to which D b.c. restricts φ.

The bulk-boundary map is obviously

ρ :
V → V∂ [D]

(φ, ψ) 7→ (0, ψ)
. (4.8)

19Here we mean “fields” in the standard sense of chiral algebras as well. Physically, they are really operators.
20We should stress that even the free chiral theory may admit higher operations. For example, our calcula-

tions in Section 5 may be seen as evidence for a non-trivial higher operation involving three operators colliding

along the topological direction: two fermions and a polynomial in the bosons of at least cubic degree.
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Moreover, the kernel of ρ, generated by φ, is clearly preserved by the Poisson bracket. (This

was a general requirement from Section 2.3.)

Since the boundary operator ψ is in the image of the bulk-boundary map, it must have a

trivial OPE with itself. (The entire boundary algebra V∂ has trivial OPE’s.) This property

could also be derived from symmetry principles: ψ has spin J = 1 − r/2 and R-charge

R = 1− r, and there is no way to build a singular ψ(0)ψ(z) OPE that respects these charges.

Similarly, on a Neumann b.c. Φ
∣∣ = 0, the bulk operator ψ is killed while φ survives. The

boundary chiral algebra is

V∂ [free chiral, N ] = 〈〈φ(z)〉〉 (4.9)

' C
[
J∞N

∗[1](1)V
]
.

The φ(0)φ(z) OPE is necessarily trivial, for the same reasons as in the case of D b.c.; for

example, φ is in the image of the bulk-boundary map

ρ :
V → V∂ [N ]

(φ, ψ) 7→ (φ, 0)
, (4.10)

and also has charges J = r/2, R = r that are incompatible with a singular OPE.

4.1.1 Characters

For any chiral algebra Y with homological grading R, twisted-spin grading J , and (potentially)

other non-homological gradings e, we define the character

χ[Y] = TrY e
iπRqJxe . (4.11)

For a bulk chiral algebra V associated to a 3d N = 2 theory in the holomorphic twist, this

coincides with the standard supersymmetric index21 of [38, 39]. (It was further generalized in

[40] to include flavor monopole sectors, which we do not consider here.) For boundary chiral

algebras, the character coincides with the “half-index” that was constructed in increasingly

general contexts by [25, 27–29].

In the case of the bulk and boundary algebras associated to a free chiral above, there is

an additional non-homological grading, corresponding to a U(1)e flavor symmetry that acts

on (φ, ψ) with charges e = (+1,−1). Let us choose the R-charge of φ to be R(φ) = r = 0.

Then the bulk character is

χ[V]r=0 =
(qx−1; q)∞

(x; q)∞
, (4.12)

where

(z; q)∞ :=
∞∏

n=0

(1− qnz) . (4.13)

21Being more careful: the standard supersymmetric index is usually defined following the original [131] as

Tr(−1)F qJ ... rather than TreiπRqJ .... The two expressions are equivalent, up to a redefinition of q. Namely,

physical fermion number is related to untwisted spin as F = 2J0 (mod 2); thus, keeping in mind that J =

R/2− J0, we see that shifting q → e−2πiq relates the character (4.11) to the standard index.
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The numerator of (4.12) counts operators in the fermionic Fock space generated by the

operators {∂nz ψ}∞n=0 with R = 1, J = n+ 1; whereas the denominator counts operators in the

bosonic Fock space generated by {∂nz φ}∞n=0 with R = 0, J = n. Also note that the character

for general R-charge R(φ) = r is obtained from the one above by redefining x → eiπrq
r
2x

(since different choices of R-charge come from mixing U(1)R with U(1)e flavor symmetry).

The characters of the boundary algebras for a free chiral are

χ[V∂ [D]]r=0 = (qx−1; q)∞ , χ[V∂ [N ]]r=0 =
1

(x; q)∞
, (4.14)

counting either ∂nz ψ or ∂nz φ operators, respectively. This agrees with [25, 27].

4.2 Interval compactification vs. boundary conditions

Another way to think about V∂ [free chiral, N ] is as half of a βγ system. The standard 2d βγ

system (a.k.a. symplectic bosons) has an OPE

β(z)γ(0) ∼ 1

z
. (4.15)

We can actually expect to obtain the full βγ system by compactifying a 3d N = 2 free chiral

multiplet on an interval [0, 1]×C with Neumann b.c. on both sides. As the interval is squeezed

to zero size (or as we flow to the IR), this becomes a purely two-dimensional N = (0, 2) theory

with a single chiral multiplet, whose chiral algebra in the holomorphic twist is well known to

be a βγ system [12, 13]. In contrast, with a single Neumann b.c., we only get (say) the field

φ = β, but are missing ‘γ.’

It is instructive to analyze interval compactification from the perspective of the holo-

morphic twist. Consider the setup suggested above: a 3d chiral sandwiched between two

Neumann b.c. There is a chiral algebra generated by φ(z) on each boundary. However, these

algebras are not independent: the operator φ(z) can be moved off one boundary, into the

bulk, and onto the other boundary. Thus, interval compactification ultimately provides a

single copy of φ(z). This is puzzling, since we expected a second boson ‘γ’ to appear.

The puzzle is resolved by adding line operators stretched between the two boundaries.22

Consider the bulk operator ψ, which is set to zero at the boundaries. The integral of its first

descendant

γ(z) :=

∫ 1

0
ψ(1) (4.16)

is Q-closed by Stokes’ theorem, since Qγ =
∫ 1

0 Qψ
(1) =

∫ 1
0 d
′ψ = ψ

∣∣t=1

t=0
= 0. Therefore, the

full chiral algebra on the interval is generated by both β(z) := φ(z) and γ(z). More so, the

pole in the 2d OPE between β and γ is induced from the bulk Poisson bracket:

∮

S1

β(0)γ(z) dz =

∫

S1×[0,1]
ψ(1)dz · φ(0)

Fig.3'
∮

S2

ψ(1)dz · φ = {{ψ, φ}} = 1 . (4.17)

22We thank N. Paquette for discussions related to this idea [132].
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In the first equality, we rewrite a circle integral (in the 2d compactified theory) as a cylinder

integral in the 3d interval setup. For the second equality here, we pull the cylinder off

the boundaries (just as in Figure 3), to obtain a purely bulk configuration in which ψ(1)dz

is integrated on a two-sphere surrounding φ. This defines the bulk Poisson bracket. More

generally, the complete 2d OPE can be extracted by inserting additional powers of z in (4.17),

and using the bulk λ-bracket, cf. [31] and Section 2.2. The result, as expected, is (4.15).

Similarly, if we consider a 3d free chiral sandwiched between two Dirichlet b.c., we find

find a 2d chiral algebra generated by b(z) := ψ(z) (identified with the boundary operators,

on either of the boundary conditions) together with the integrated descendant

c(z) :=

∫ 1

0
φ(1) . (4.18)

The OPE, induced from the bulk Poisson bracket, is b(z)c(0) ∼ 1/z, so this is a standard bc

system. This agrees with the expectation that the holomorphic twist of a purely 2d N = (0, 2)

fermi multiplet is a bc system. On a single Dirichlet b.c., we only have half of the bc system,

generated by ψ.

These examples, already nontrivial, only illustrate some of the features (and complica-

tions) of general compactifications. The general procedure should look roughly as follows.

Suppose we have a 3d N = 2 theory with bulk chiral algebra V, and two boundary conditions

with algebras VL∂ and VR∂ . There are bulk-boundary maps

ρL : V→ VL∂ , ρR : V→ VR∂ . (4.19)

inducing actions of the bulk algebra on each boundary algebra. Naively, an interval compact-

ification between the boundary conditions would produce

V
(0)
I = VL∂ ⊗V VR∂ , (4.20)

where the tensor product over V means we identify operators in VL∂ and VR∂ related by the

action of the bulk algebra. (Explicitly: given bulk O and left and right boundary operators v

and w, ρL(O)v ⊗ w ' v ⊗ ρR(O)w.) The naive answer (4.20) must then be extended by line

operators that stretch between the boundaries; this includes

• integrals of all descendants from one boundary to another (mathematically, these are

included by turning (4.20) into a derived tensor product)

• other line operators, such as Wilson and vortex lines, that belong to the category of

(bi)modules for VL∂ ⊗V VR∂ and are mutually local with respect to one another.

Recent examples of extension by other line operators include [95–97]. Finally, the action of Q

and the OPE in the resulting algebra may be corrected by finite-action instantons (dynamical

vortices) that stretch between the two boundaries.
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4.3 Boundary couplings and flips

It was argued in [29] that Neumann b.c. for a 3d chiral can be “flipped” to Dirichlet b.c.

by adding a 2d N = (0, 2) boundary fermi multiplet, and an extra boundary superpotential

interaction.23 Similarly, Dirichlet b.c. can be flipped to Neumann by adding a 2d N = (0, 2)

chiral multiplet, and a boundary superpotential. We would like to describe the effect of flips

on boundary chiral algebras.

4.3.1 2d degrees of freedom

We first need to review some simple facts about the holomorphic twist of 2d N = (0, 2) chiral

and fermi multiplets, and their superpotential deformations. (For the standard superspace

formulation of 2d N = (0, 2) GLSM’s, see the classic [133, 134] or the many recent reviews, e.g.

[135].) In the BV formalism, a twisted 2d chiral multiplet of R-charge r can be re-organized

into a pair of superfields

C ∈ Ω
•,(r/2)
2d , C̃ ∈ Ω

•,(1−r/2)
2d , (4.21)

where Ω•2d = Ω•(C)/(dz) ' C∞(C)[dz̄] is the quotient of the de Rham complex of 2d

spacetime C by (dz) (this is just the 2d analogue of the 3d algebra Ω• in (3.22)); and

Ω
•,(j)
2d = Ω•2ddz

j is a further twist by the j-th power of the canonical bundle on C. In compo-

nents, we have

C = C + C̃∗dz̄ , C̃ = C̃ + C∗dz̄ (4.22)

where C is the complex boson in the physical chiral multiplet; C̃ corresponds to ∂zC; and the

fermionic anti-fields C̃∗, C∗ correspond to right-handed physical fermions sometimes written

as ψ+, ψ+, respectively. The twisted action is

S2d chiral =

∫

C
C̃ ∂̄C , (4.23)

with anti-holomorphic exterior derivative ∂̄ = ∂z̄dz̄. The action of the SUSY/BRST operator

Q(C) = ∂̄C, Q(C̃) = ∂̄C̃ is induced by the BV anti-bracket

{C(x), C̃(y)}BV = δ(x− y)dVol . (4.24)

The Q-cohomology of the 2d operator algebra is a chiral algebra strongly generated by the

bosonic components C, C̃, with an OPE

C(z)C̃(0) ∼ 1

z
(4.25)

that can be calculated from the propagator between C and C̃. This is simply the βγ system

from (4.15), with C and C̃ playing the roles of β and γ.

23The term “flip” originates in [67], where a similar mechanism was used to relate half-BPS boundary

conditions for 4d hypermultiplet.
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The BV description of a 2d fermi multiplet in the holomorphic twist is almost identical.

A fermi multiplet of R-charge r gets rewritten in terms of a pair of superfields

Γ ∈ Ω
•,(1/2+r/2)
2d , Γ̃ ∈ Ω

•,(1/2−r/2)
2d , (4.26)

with fermionic bottom components Γ, Γ̃, corresponding physically to a left-handed complex

fermion and its conjugate. There is an action

S2d fermi =

∫

C
Γ̃ ∂̄Γ , (4.27)

anti-bracket {Γ, Γ̃}BV = δ(x − y)dVol, and SUSY/BRST operator Q(Γ) = ∂̄Γ, Q(Γ̃) = ∂̄Γ̃.

Now the Q-cohomology of local operators is a chiral algebra strongly generated by Γ, Γ̃ with

Γ(z)Γ̃(0) ∼ 1

z
. (4.28)

In other words, this is the bc ghost system of the previous section.

Given a collection of chiral multiplets Ci, C̃i and fermi multiplets Γα, Γ̃α, superpotential

interactions among them can be introduced. In standard N = (0, 2) superspace, the interac-

tions are usually encoded in two sets of holomorphic functions Eα(C), Jα(C), the so-called

E and J terms. Only one set of functions (say, the J terms) can be made manifest in the

N = (0, 2) superspace Lagrangian. In the twisted formalism, the role of E and J terms is

beautifully symmetric; the complete twisted action takes the form

S =

∫

C

∑

i

C̃i ∂̄Ci +

∫

C

∑

α

[
Γ̃α ∂̄Γα + ΓαJα(C) + Γ̃αE

α(C)
]
. (4.29)

The BV master equation is

{S, S}BV = 2

∫

C

∑

α

Jα(C)Eα(C) = 0 , (4.30)

which reproduces the familiar physical requirement for unbroken SUSY: the sum of products∑
α JαE

α must be a constant [134].24

In the presence of E and J terms, the Q-cohomology of local operators can be analyzed

perturbatively as follows. The OPE among Ci, C̃i,Γ
α, Γ̃α is still

Ci(z)C̃j(0) ∼ δij
z
, Γα(z)Γ̃β(0) ∼ δαβ

z
, (4.31)

because the E and J terms in (4.29) do not contain C̃, and so cannot introduce any Feynman

diagrams deforming the OPE from that of a free theory. However, now we have

Q(Ci) = ∂̄Ci , Q(Γα) = ∂̄Γα + Eα(C) ,

Q(C̃i) = ∂̄C̃i +
∑

α

[
Γα∂iJα(C) + Γ̃α∂iE

α(C)
]
, Q(Γ̃α) = ∂̄Γ̃α + Jα(C) .

(4.32)

24A constant is allowed because the integral of a constant superfield vanishes. This is equally true in the

original physical 2d N = (0, 2) theory. However, preserving U(1)R symmetry forces
∑
α JαE

α = 0.
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In particular, the SUSY/BRST operator acts on leading components as

Q(Ci) = 0 , Q(C̃i) =
∑

α

(
Γα∂iJα + Γ̃α∂iE

α
)

; Q(Γα) = Eα , Q(Γ̃α) = Jα . (4.33)

Note that the structure of these transformations is highly constrained in order to ensure both

Q2 = 0 and compatibility with the OPE (4.31). For example, acting on C̃i(z)Γ̃β(0) ∼ 0,

Q
(
C̃i(z)Γ̃α(0)

)
= Q(C̃i(z))Γ̃α(0) + C̃i(z)Q(Γ̃α(0))

∼ Γβ(z)∂iJβ(C(z))Γ̃α(0) + C̃i(z)Jα(C(0)) (4.34)

∼ ∂iJα(z)

z
− ∂iJα(0)

z
∼ 0

by virtue of a cancellation.

Altogether, we expect that with E and J terms, the Q-cohomology of local operators is a

chiral algebra V2d that may be modeled as a tensor product of free chiral and fermi algebras

(i.e. βγ and bc systems), deformed by the differential (4.33):

V2d ' H•
〈〈
Ci(z), C̃i(z),Γ

α(z), Γ̃α(z)
∣∣OPE (4.31), Q as in (4.33)

〉〉
(4.35)

If the E and J terms are not linear, this description may miss some higher A∞-like

operations. We will comment on this later on, in the context of boundary chiral algebras.

Finally, we note that there may be instanton corrections to the structure above, when E

and J terms are nonlinear. The powerful arguments of [90–92] do not apply here, since the

classical moduli space is noncompact. We will not need to consider instantons further in this

paper, since the boundary conditions we introduce only involve E and J terms that depend

on 3d bulk (rather than 2d boundary) chirals, which preclude instanton corrections.

4.3.2 Implementing flips

Now, suppose we have a 3d chiral multiplet with Neumann b.c. Ψ
∣∣ = 0, and boundary chiral

algebra V∂ [N ] = 〈〈φ(z)〉〉. Following [29], we expect that this can be “converted” to Dirichlet

b.c. by introducing a boundary fermi multiplet Γ, Γ̃, coupled to the bulk via a J-term,

S′ =

∫

C×R−
Ψd′Φ +

∫

C

[
Γ̃∂̄Γ + Φ

∣∣Γ
]
. (4.36)

Here J(Φ) = Φ
∣∣
t=0

= (φ + η∗z̄dz̄)
∣∣
t=0

is a holomorphic function of the bulk superfield Φ,

pulled back to the boundary.

To see the equivalence of (4.36) with a pure Dirichlet b.c. (in cohomology), first note

that the original boundary condition Ψ
∣∣ = 0 must be modified to Ψ

∣∣ = Γ in the presence of

the bulk-boundary coupling above, in order to cancel the boundary variation of the action:

δS′ =

∫

C×R−
(δΨd′Φ + d′ΨδΦ) +

∫

C
δΦ|(−Ψ + Γ) + (δΓ terms) (4.37)
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We take Ψ
∣∣ = Γ as the definition of the boundary condition for the theory (4.36).

The new boundary chiral algebra V′∂ is generated by the bottom components ψ(z) = Γ(z),

φ(z), and Γ̃(z), with OPE ψ(z)Γ̃(0) ∼ 1/z and differential

Q(ψ) = Q(φ) = 0 , Q(Γ̃) = φ . (4.38)

There are no additional corrections to other OPE’s, since the interaction vertex ΦΓ cannot

be used to construct any new Feynman diagrams that would contribute to them. The Q-

cohomology is trivial to compute: Γ̃ and φ are eliminated, and we are left with

V′∂ ' 〈〈ψ(z)〉〉 ' V∂ [D] , (4.39)

isomorphic to the boundary chiral algebra for Dirichlet b.c.

The inverse flip, which converts Dirichlet b.c. back to Neumann, is almost identical.

Starting with Dirichlet b.c. Φ
∣∣ = 0, we can add a boundary chiral multiplet C, C̃ with a

boundary superpotential interaction
∫
C Ψ|C. In the presence of the interaction, the boundary

condition must be modified to Φ
∣∣ = −C. The new boundary chiral algebra is generated by

φ(z) = −C(z), ψ(z), and C̃(z), with OPE

φ(z)C̃(0) ∼ −1

z
(4.40)

and differential

Q(φ) = Q(ψ) = 0 , Q(C̃) = ψ . (4.41)

In cohomology, C̃ and ψ are eliminated, and we are left with a chiral algebra generated by

φ(z) alone — which is equivalent to V∂ [N ].

4.4 Multiple chirals

The generalization of bulk and boundary algebras to multiple free chiral multiplets is straight-

forward, but has a nice geometric formulation in terms of shifted symplectic geometry.

Suppose we have a collection of 3d chiral multiplets, whose physical complex scalars are

valued in a vector space V . The space V is naturally graded by R-charge V = ⊕rV (r), and in

the twisted formalism the chiral multiplet is encoded in (Φ,Ψ) ∈ T ∗[1](1)
(
⊕rΩ•,(r/2)⊗V (r)

)

as described in (3.49). For discussing chiral algebras it is convenient, just as in Section 4.1,

to “move” the twisted spin grading from Ω• to V ; we do this by giving each component V (r)

of fixed R-charge r the twisted spin J = r/2,

V (r)  V (r,r/2) . (4.42)

Now V = ⊕rV (r,r/2) has become doubly graded. After this modification, the bulk algebra is

V = 〈〈φ(z), ψ(z)〉〉 ' C[J∞T
∗[1](1)V ] , (4.43)

with Poisson bracket induced from the shifted-symplectic structure on T ∗[1](1)V .
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Basic boundary conditions are labelled by U(1)R-invariant (and thus also U(1)J -invariant)

subspaces L ∈ V . Given such an L, the bottom components of (Φ,Ψ) are restricted on the

boundary to

φ
∣∣ ∈ L ⊂ V , ψ

∣∣ ∈ L⊥ ⊂ V ∗[1](1) . (4.44)

Altogether, the boundary algebra may be described as functions on the jet space of the

conormal bundle,

V∂ [L] = 〈〈φ(z), ψ(z) s.t.φ ∈ L,ψ ∈ L⊥〉〉 ' C[J∞N
∗[1](1)L] . (4.45)

The OPE is of course trivial. Rewriting J∞N
∗[1](1)L ' N∗[1](J∞L), we also see that the

embedding N∗[1](J∞L) ⊂ T ∗[1](J∞V ) is shifted-Lagrangian. Dually, the kernel of the bulk-

boundary map ρ : V→ V∂ is preserved by the bulk Poisson bracket.

5 Chiral fields with a superpotential

Boundary conditions and boundary chiral algebras for chiral multiplets get much more inter-

esting in the presence of a bulk superpotential. Very generally, bulk superpotentials will lead

to the presence of boundary operators that do not appear in the image of the bulk-boundary

map, and can have singular OPE’s. In some cases, this will happen because certain operators

are Q-closed on the boundary but not in the bulk. In other cases, preserving SUSY/BRST

symmetry will require the addition of new boundary degrees of freedom.

5.1 Bulk algebra

We first derive the modifications to the bulk algebra in the presence of a superpotential.

Suppose we have bulk chiral multiplets (Φ,Ψ) with scalars φ valued in a vector space V as

usual. The superpotential

W : V → C (5.1)

is a quasi-homogeneous polynomial of R-charge 2, and twisted spin J = 1. It deforms the

action of the supercharge Q as in (3.34). To be more explicit, let us choose a complex basis for

V (and a dual basis for V ∗), and correspondingly label the individual chirals as {Φi,Ψi}ni=1,

n = dimCV . Then we have

QΦi = d′Φi , QΨi = d′Ψi + ∂W (Φ)/∂Φi . (5.2)

As in the case of free chirals, only the bottom components φi, ψi and their ∂z derivatives

are potentially Q-closed. Higher components cancel in cohomology against the ∂z̄ and ∂t
derivatives of lower components. Thus we expect to generate the bulk algebra with φi(z) and

ψi(z). The φi(z) are always Q-closed, while

Qψi = ∂iW := ∂W (φ)/∂φi . (5.3)

In principle, the ψi’s that aren’t Q-closed could now have a singular bulk OPE. We will

compute the OPE momentarily and find this is indeed the case! Nevertheless, after we restrict
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to Q-closed combinations of bulk local operators, the general results of Section 2.2 guarantee

that the singular terms in the bulk OPE are Q-exact. Therefore, the bulk algebra V is simply

isomorphic to the cohomology of the commutative chiral algebra

V ' H•
〈〈
φi(z), ψi(z)

∣∣Qψi = ∂iW
〉〉
. (5.4)

The Poisson bracket on the cohomology induced from the bracket {φi, ψj(z)} = δij .

As one might hope, this has a natural geometric description as functions on an infinite jet

space. Let us promote V = ⊕rV (r) to a doubly-graded space by giving each component V (r)

a twisted-spin degree r/2, exactly as in (4.42). We think of the values of the fields (φi, ψi) as

coordinates on the shifted cotangent bundle T ∗[1](1)V . Given a polynomial superpotential

W : V → C(2,1), we may construct a finite-dimensional dg algebra of polynomial functions on

T ∗[1](1)V , i.e. polynomials C[φ, ψ], deformed by a differential d = dW · ddψ =
∑

i ∂iW (φ) ∂
∂ψi

.

This dg algebra is (by definition) the algebra of functions on an affine dg scheme known as the

derived critical locus of W , denoted dCrit(W ). The chiral algebra (5.4) arises as the algebra

of functions on the infinite jet scheme of the derived critical locus,

V ' C[J∞ dCrit(W )] . (5.5)

5.1.1 Bulk OPE

It is a useful exercise to compute the bulk OPE of the fermionic field ψi (the only ones

for which the OPE is potentially nonsingular). It will prepare us for the computation of

boundary OPE’s further below. The result is also interesting in its own right, demonstrating

the subtleties one encounters in defining holomorphic-topological operations beyond the Q-

cohomology.

We begin by noting that bulk correlators can be computed entirely in perturbation the-

ory. Nonperturbative corrections would arise from instantons. However, there are no bulk

instantons localized in both the complex (z, z̄)-plane and the real t direction, since Q-fixed

field configurations are necessarily constant in t. Any nontrivial instanton configuration would

be infinitely extended in the t direction, and carry infinite action.

Perturbatively, we work with twisted superfields. (The computation is very similar to

[136, Sec 5.2].) The propagator associated with the
∫

Φd′Ψ kinetic term connects Ψi and Φi

insertions. To write it down explicitly, we must gauge-fix the ‘exotic’ gauge symmetry acting

on η, the one-form component of Ψ. We choose a gauge that sets

d ∗ η = ∂ηt + 2∂zηz̄ = 0 . (5.6)

The propagator in this gauge is

Ψi(x) Φj(x′)

Pi
j(x;x′) =

3

16πi
δi
j 1

|x− x′|3
[
(z̄ − z̄′)d(t− t′)− (t− t′)d(z̄ − z̄′)

]
dz

(5.7)
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This formula is interpreted as follows. First, x = (z, z̄, t) are the spacetime coordinates of a Ψi

insertion, and x′ = (z′, z̄′, t′) are the coordinates of a Φj insertion. We expand out the wedge

product of forms. The dt,dz̄ forms indicate the superfield components of Ψi, while dt′, dz̄′

indicate the superfield components of Φj . For example, the term− 3
16πiδi

j |x−x′|−3(z̄−z̄′)dt′dz
indicates that the two-point function between ψi(x) (the 0-form component of Ψi) and ηi,∗t (x′)

(the dt component of Φi) is given by − 3
16πiδi

j |x − x′|−3(z̄ − z̄′). In the underlying physical

theory, this is the two-point function between fermions ψ−,i(x) and ψ−
j(x′).

Vertices for Feynman diagrams in the twisted formalism are given by the superpotential

W (Φ)dz−1. (The factor of dz−1 comes from the twisted spin of W .) The fact that this

interaction involves only Φ, whereas the propagator connects Φ with Ψ, severely restricts the

available diagrams. In particular, there cannot be any diagrams containing loops, as there is

no way to connect multiple W (Φ) vertices!

We may compute the OPE ψi(0)ψj(z, z̄, t) by evaluating the two-point function of these

operators in the presence of an arbitrary smooth background for the Φ and Ψ fields. A single

Feynman can contribute, in which the Ψi(0) and Ψj(0) are each connected by propagators

to a W (Φ) vertex:

 i(0, 0, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="lYkSbXEsQ4pxLU10E+wJprPDiWs=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqODGTbAIFaTMiKDLohuXFewDOkPJpJk2NJMZkoxQxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb8y0s9DWEwKHc+4lJydIOFPacb6tpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z9fe22+pOJWENknMY9kJsKKcCdrUTHPaSSTFUcBpOxjd5H77gUrFYnGvxwn1IzwQLGQEayP17EMvwnoYhJnXUGzSY1XnzJzTnl1xas4UaJG4BalAgUbP/vL6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz7DUjHA6KXupogkmIzygXUMFjqjys2n+CToxSh+FsTRXaDRVf29kOFJqHAVmMk+r5r1c/M/rpjq88jMmklRTQWYPhSlHOkZ5GajPJCWajw3BRDKTFZEhlphoU1nZlODOf3mRtM5rrlNz7y4q9euijhIcwTFUwYVLqMMtNKAJBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362M2umQVOwfwB9bnDx5elNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYkSbXEsQ4pxLU10E+wJprPDiWs=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqODGTbAIFaTMiKDLohuXFewDOkPJpJk2NJMZkoxQxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb8y0s9DWEwKHc+4lJydIOFPacb6tpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z9fe22+pOJWENknMY9kJsKKcCdrUTHPaSSTFUcBpOxjd5H77gUrFYnGvxwn1IzwQLGQEayP17EMvwnoYhJnXUGzSY1XnzJzTnl1xas4UaJG4BalAgUbP/vL6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz7DUjHA6KXupogkmIzygXUMFjqjys2n+CToxSh+FsTRXaDRVf29kOFJqHAVmMk+r5r1c/M/rpjq88jMmklRTQWYPhSlHOkZ5GajPJCWajw3BRDKTFZEhlphoU1nZlODOf3mRtM5rrlNz7y4q9euijhIcwTFUwYVLqMMtNKAJBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362M2umQVOwfwB9bnDx5elNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYkSbXEsQ4pxLU10E+wJprPDiWs=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqODGTbAIFaTMiKDLohuXFewDOkPJpJk2NJMZkoxQxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb8y0s9DWEwKHc+4lJydIOFPacb6tpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z9fe22+pOJWENknMY9kJsKKcCdrUTHPaSSTFUcBpOxjd5H77gUrFYnGvxwn1IzwQLGQEayP17EMvwnoYhJnXUGzSY1XnzJzTnl1xas4UaJG4BalAgUbP/vL6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz7DUjHA6KXupogkmIzygXUMFjqjys2n+CToxSh+FsTRXaDRVf29kOFJqHAVmMk+r5r1c/M/rpjq88jMmklRTQWYPhSlHOkZ5GajPJCWajw3BRDKTFZEhlphoU1nZlODOf3mRtM5rrlNz7y4q9euijhIcwTFUwYVLqMMtNKAJBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362M2umQVOwfwB9bnDx5elNY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYkSbXEsQ4pxLU10E+wJprPDiWs=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqODGTbAIFaTMiKDLohuXFewDOkPJpJk2NJMZkoxQxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb8y0s9DWEwKHc+4lJydIOFPacb6tpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z9fe22+pOJWENknMY9kJsKKcCdrUTHPaSSTFUcBpOxjd5H77gUrFYnGvxwn1IzwQLGQEayP17EMvwnoYhJnXUGzSY1XnzJzTnl1xas4UaJG4BalAgUbP/vL6MUkjKjThWKmu6yTaz7DUjHA6KXupogkmIzygXUMFjqjys2n+CToxSh+FsTRXaDRVf29kOFJqHAVmMk+r5r1c/M/rpjq88jMmklRTQWYPhSlHOkZ5GajPJCWajw3BRDKTFZEhlphoU1nZlODOf3mRtM5rrlNz7y4q9euijhIcwTFUwYVLqMMtNKAJBB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362M2umQVOwfwB9bnDx5elNY=</latexit>

 j(z, z̄, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="XazGnu2svL1EocVo9c/JVWjQeS0=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYBEqlJKIoMuiG5cV7AOaECbTSTt28mDmRmhDF278FTcuFHHrR7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nv8RHAFlvVtrKyurW9sFraK2zu7e/vmwWFLxamkrEljEcuOTxQTPGJN4CBYJ5GMhL5gbX94PfXbD0wqHkd3MEqYG5J+xANOCWjJM0tOSGDgB5nTUHzi3VfGVccnEo+rcOqZZatmzYCXiZ2TMsrR8MwvpxfTNGQRUEGU6tpWAm5GJHAq2KTopIolhA5Jn3U1jUjIlJvNnpjgE630cBBLXRHgmfp7IiOhUqPQ153Tk9WiNxX/87opBJduxqMkBRbR+aIgFRhiPE0E97hkFMRIE0Il17diOiCSUNC5FXUI9uLLy6R1VrOtmn17Xq5f5XEUUAkdowqy0QWqoxvUQE1E0SN6Rq/ozXgyXox342PeumLkM0foD4zPH+FZl5I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XazGnu2svL1EocVo9c/JVWjQeS0=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYBEqlJKIoMuiG5cV7AOaECbTSTt28mDmRmhDF278FTcuFHHrR7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nv8RHAFlvVtrKyurW9sFraK2zu7e/vmwWFLxamkrEljEcuOTxQTPGJN4CBYJ5GMhL5gbX94PfXbD0wqHkd3MEqYG5J+xANOCWjJM0tOSGDgB5nTUHzi3VfGVccnEo+rcOqZZatmzYCXiZ2TMsrR8MwvpxfTNGQRUEGU6tpWAm5GJHAq2KTopIolhA5Jn3U1jUjIlJvNnpjgE630cBBLXRHgmfp7IiOhUqPQ153Tk9WiNxX/87opBJduxqMkBRbR+aIgFRhiPE0E97hkFMRIE0Il17diOiCSUNC5FXUI9uLLy6R1VrOtmn17Xq5f5XEUUAkdowqy0QWqoxvUQE1E0SN6Rq/ozXgyXox342PeumLkM0foD4zPH+FZl5I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XazGnu2svL1EocVo9c/JVWjQeS0=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYBEqlJKIoMuiG5cV7AOaECbTSTt28mDmRmhDF278FTcuFHHrR7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nv8RHAFlvVtrKyurW9sFraK2zu7e/vmwWFLxamkrEljEcuOTxQTPGJN4CBYJ5GMhL5gbX94PfXbD0wqHkd3MEqYG5J+xANOCWjJM0tOSGDgB5nTUHzi3VfGVccnEo+rcOqZZatmzYCXiZ2TMsrR8MwvpxfTNGQRUEGU6tpWAm5GJHAq2KTopIolhA5Jn3U1jUjIlJvNnpjgE630cBBLXRHgmfp7IiOhUqPQ153Tk9WiNxX/87opBJduxqMkBRbR+aIgFRhiPE0E97hkFMRIE0Il17diOiCSUNC5FXUI9uLLy6R1VrOtmn17Xq5f5XEUUAkdowqy0QWqoxvUQE1E0SN6Rq/ozXgyXox342PeumLkM0foD4zPH+FZl5I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XazGnu2svL1EocVo9c/JVWjQeS0=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYBEqlJKIoMuiG5cV7AOaECbTSTt28mDmRmhDF278FTcuFHHrR7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nv8RHAFlvVtrKyurW9sFraK2zu7e/vmwWFLxamkrEljEcuOTxQTPGJN4CBYJ5GMhL5gbX94PfXbD0wqHkd3MEqYG5J+xANOCWjJM0tOSGDgB5nTUHzi3VfGVccnEo+rcOqZZatmzYCXiZ2TMsrR8MwvpxfTNGQRUEGU6tpWAm5GJHAq2KTopIolhA5Jn3U1jUjIlJvNnpjgE630cBBLXRHgmfp7IiOhUqPQ153Tk9WiNxX/87opBJduxqMkBRbR+aIgFRhiPE0E97hkFMRIE0Il17diOiCSUNC5FXUI9uLLy6R1VrOtmn17Xq5f5XEUUAkdowqy0QWqoxvUQE1E0SN6Rq/ozXgyXox342PeumLkM0foD4zPH+FZl5I=</latexit>

W (�(w, w̄, s))
<latexit sha1_base64="QjdJcRYMBRj95Y9FoHQ0J4QI8Bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6rKbwSK0UEoigi6LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QyYOZiaWELtz4K25cKOLWj3Dn3zhps9DWAxcO59zLvfd4MWdSWda3sba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyaR8dtGSWC0BaJeCS6HpaUs5C2FFOcdmNBceBx2vHGN5nfeaBCsii8V9OYugEehsxnBCst9c1Sp+IEWI08HznNEatMao6HBZrUZLXaN8tW3ZoDrRI7J2XI0eybX84gIklAQ0U4lrJnW7FyUywUI5zOik4iaYzJGA9pT9MQB1S66fyJGTrTygD5kdAVKjRXf0+kOJByGni6MztYLnuZ+J/XS5R/5aYsjBNFQ7JY5CccqQhliaABE5QoPtUEE8H0rYiMsMBE6dyKOgR7+eVV0j6v21bdvrsoN67zOApQglOogA2X0IBbaEILCDzCM7zCm/FkvBjvxseidc3IZ07gD4zPHzwHloc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QjdJcRYMBRj95Y9FoHQ0J4QI8Bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6rKbwSK0UEoigi6LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QyYOZiaWELtz4K25cKOLWj3Dn3zhps9DWAxcO59zLvfd4MWdSWda3sba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyaR8dtGSWC0BaJeCS6HpaUs5C2FFOcdmNBceBx2vHGN5nfeaBCsii8V9OYugEehsxnBCst9c1Sp+IEWI08HznNEatMao6HBZrUZLXaN8tW3ZoDrRI7J2XI0eybX84gIklAQ0U4lrJnW7FyUywUI5zOik4iaYzJGA9pT9MQB1S66fyJGTrTygD5kdAVKjRXf0+kOJByGni6MztYLnuZ+J/XS5R/5aYsjBNFQ7JY5CccqQhliaABE5QoPtUEE8H0rYiMsMBE6dyKOgR7+eVV0j6v21bdvrsoN67zOApQglOogA2X0IBbaEILCDzCM7zCm/FkvBjvxseidc3IZ07gD4zPHzwHloc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QjdJcRYMBRj95Y9FoHQ0J4QI8Bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6rKbwSK0UEoigi6LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QyYOZiaWELtz4K25cKOLWj3Dn3zhps9DWAxcO59zLvfd4MWdSWda3sba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyaR8dtGSWC0BaJeCS6HpaUs5C2FFOcdmNBceBx2vHGN5nfeaBCsii8V9OYugEehsxnBCst9c1Sp+IEWI08HznNEatMao6HBZrUZLXaN8tW3ZoDrRI7J2XI0eybX84gIklAQ0U4lrJnW7FyUywUI5zOik4iaYzJGA9pT9MQB1S66fyJGTrTygD5kdAVKjRXf0+kOJByGni6MztYLnuZ+J/XS5R/5aYsjBNFQ7JY5CccqQhliaABE5QoPtUEE8H0rYiMsMBE6dyKOgR7+eVV0j6v21bdvrsoN67zOApQglOogA2X0IBbaEILCDzCM7zCm/FkvBjvxseidc3IZ07gD4zPHzwHloc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QjdJcRYMBRj95Y9FoHQ0J4QI8Bc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6rKbwSK0UEoigi6LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QyYOZiaWELtz4K25cKOLWj3Dn3zhps9DWAxcO59zLvfd4MWdSWda3sba+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyaR8dtGSWC0BaJeCS6HpaUs5C2FFOcdmNBceBx2vHGN5nfeaBCsii8V9OYugEehsxnBCst9c1Sp+IEWI08HznNEatMao6HBZrUZLXaN8tW3ZoDrRI7J2XI0eybX84gIklAQ0U4lrJnW7FyUywUI5zOik4iaYzJGA9pT9MQB1S66fyJGTrTygD5kdAVKjRXf0+kOJByGni6MztYLnuZ+J/XS5R/5aYsjBNFQ7JY5CccqQhliaABE5QoPtUEE8H0rYiMsMBE6dyKOgR7+eVV0j6v21bdvrsoN67zOApQglOogA2X0IBbaEILCDzCM7zCm/FkvBjvxseidc3IZ07gD4zPHzwHloc=</latexit>

⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit>

•<latexit sha1_base64="XWcYDnWW9PR4DT0yfDO+qP4AA98=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJk9sFMrxCWfIQXD4p49Xu8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKmnIdb+dtfWNza3t0k55d2//4LBydNwySaYFNkWiEt0JuEElY2ySJIWdVCOPAoXtYHw389tPqI1M4keapOhHfBjLUApOVmr3gkwppH6l6tbcOdgq8QpShQKNfuWrN0hEFmFMQnFjup6bkp9zTVIonJZ7mcGUizEfYtfSmEdo/Hx+7pSdW2XAwkTbionN1d8TOY+MmUSB7Yw4jcyyNxP/87oZhTd+LuM0I4zFYlGYKUYJm/3OBlKjIDWxhAst7a1MjLjmgmxCZRuCt/zyKmld1jy35j1cVeu3RRwlOIUzuAAPrqEO99CAJggYwzO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wd4EY+k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XWcYDnWW9PR4DT0yfDO+qP4AA98=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJk9sFMrxCWfIQXD4p49Xu8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKmnIdb+dtfWNza3t0k55d2//4LBydNwySaYFNkWiEt0JuEElY2ySJIWdVCOPAoXtYHw389tPqI1M4keapOhHfBjLUApOVmr3gkwppH6l6tbcOdgq8QpShQKNfuWrN0hEFmFMQnFjup6bkp9zTVIonJZ7mcGUizEfYtfSmEdo/Hx+7pSdW2XAwkTbionN1d8TOY+MmUSB7Yw4jcyyNxP/87oZhTd+LuM0I4zFYlGYKUYJm/3OBlKjIDWxhAst7a1MjLjmgmxCZRuCt/zyKmld1jy35j1cVeu3RRwlOIUzuAAPrqEO99CAJggYwzO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wd4EY+k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XWcYDnWW9PR4DT0yfDO+qP4AA98=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJk9sFMrxCWfIQXD4p49Xu8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKmnIdb+dtfWNza3t0k55d2//4LBydNwySaYFNkWiEt0JuEElY2ySJIWdVCOPAoXtYHw389tPqI1M4keapOhHfBjLUApOVmr3gkwppH6l6tbcOdgq8QpShQKNfuWrN0hEFmFMQnFjup6bkp9zTVIonJZ7mcGUizEfYtfSmEdo/Hx+7pSdW2XAwkTbionN1d8TOY+MmUSB7Yw4jcyyNxP/87oZhTd+LuM0I4zFYlGYKUYJm/3OBlKjIDWxhAst7a1MjLjmgmxCZRuCt/zyKmld1jy35j1cVeu3RRwlOIUzuAAPrqEO99CAJggYwzO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wd4EY+k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XWcYDnWW9PR4DT0yfDO+qP4AA98=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJk9sFMrxCWfIQXD4p49Xu8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKmnIdb+dtfWNza3t0k55d2//4LBydNwySaYFNkWiEt0JuEElY2ySJIWdVCOPAoXtYHw389tPqI1M4keapOhHfBjLUApOVmr3gkwppH6l6tbcOdgq8QpShQKNfuWrN0hEFmFMQnFjup6bkp9zTVIonJZ7mcGUizEfYtfSmEdo/Hx+7pSdW2XAwkTbionN1d8TOY+MmUSB7Yw4jcyyNxP/87oZhTd+LuM0I4zFYlGYKUYJm/3OBlKjIDWxhAst7a1MjLjmgmxCZRuCt/zyKmld1jy35j1cVeu3RRwlOIUzuAAPrqEO99CAJggYwzO8wpuTOi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wd4EY+k</latexit>
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(5.8)

Placing the vertex at (w, w̄, s) and integrating over all values of this insertion point, we find

that the diagram evaluates to

∫

Cw,w̄×Rs
Pi
k(0;w, w̄, s)Pj

`(z, z̄, t;w, w̄, s)∂k∂`W (Φ(w, w̄, s))dw−1

= − 9

28π2

∫

Cw,w̄×Rs

∂i∂jW (φ(w, w̄, s))

(|w|2 + s2)
3
2 (|z − w|2 + (t− s)2)

3
2

[
w̄ds− sdw̄

][
(w̄ − z̄)ds+ (t− s)dw̄

]
dw

= − 9

28π2

∫

Cw,w̄×Rs

∂i∂jW (φ(w, w̄, s))

(|w|2 + s2)
3
2 (|z − w|2 + (t− s)2)

3
2

(tw̄ − sz̄)dsdw̄dw . (5.9)

The φ(w, w̄, s) appearing in the numerator here is the background in which the two-point

function is being evaluated. Note that in order to obtain a non-zero integral, with the correct

integration measure, only the 0-form component of ∂i∂jW can appear.

Observe that the integral (5.9) converges and is generically nonzero, as long as (z, z̄, t) 6=
(0, 0, 0), and the background field φ does not grow too fast near infinity in spacetime. We

are interested in singularities of the integral as (z, z̄, t) → (0, 0, 0). We can analyze this by

expanding W (φ(w, w̄, s)) as a series near (w, w̄, s) = (0, 0, 0). Derivatives in w̄ and s will
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contribute Q-exact terms to the OPE, so we only need consider the expansion in w,

∂i∂jW (φ(w, w̄, s)) = ∂i∂jW (φ(0, 0, 0)) + ∂i∂j∂kW (φ(0, 0, 0))∂wφ
kw + . . . (5.10)

The leading singularity in the 2-point function comes from the constant term:

− 9

28π2
∂i∂jW (φ(0, 0, 0))

∫

Cw,w̄×Rs

1

(|w|2 + s2)
3
2 (|z − w|2 + (t− s)2)

3
2

(tw̄ − sz̄)dsdw̄dw .

(5.11)

However, the integrand tw̄−sz̄
(|w|2+s2)

3
2 (|z−w|2+(t−s)2)

3
2

is odd under the reflection (w, w̄, s) 7→ (z −
w, z̄ − w̄, t− s), so this integral vanishes identically.

The next term in the expansion is

− 9

28π2
∂w∂i∂jW (φ(0, 0, 0))

∫

Cw,w̄×Rs

t|w|2 − swz̄
(|w|2 + s2)

3
2 (|z − w|2 + (t− s)2)

3
2

dsdw̄dw . (5.12)

This also converges. The integrand (and integration measure) here is invariant under the

rescaling (z, z̄, t;w, w̄, s) 7→ (λz, λ̄z̄, |λ|t;λw, λ̄w̄, |λ|s) for complex λ. We deduce from this

that the integral evaluates to a function f(t/|z|) that depends only on the ratio t/|z|.
Subleading terms in the expansion of ∂i∂jW cannot contribute to a singular OPE. Con-

sider the integral
∫

Cw,w̄×Rs

wn(tw̄ − sz̄)
(|w|2 + s2)

3
2 (|z − w|2 + (t− s)2)

3
2

dsdw̄dw , n ≥ 2 . (5.13)

The integrand (and measure) scales with a factor of λn−1 under (z, z̄, t;w, w̄, s) 7→ (λz, λ̄z̄, |λ|t;λw, λ̄w̄, |λ|s),
so one might expect this integral to evaluate to g(t, |z|)zn−1 for some scale-invariant (and

therefore bounded) two-variable function g. Then the limit lim(z,t)→0 g(t, |z|)zn−1 = 0 is well

defined, and the result is nonsingular at (z, z̄, t) = (0, 0, 0). Of course, the integral (5.13)

does not actually converge, so we must be more careful. We can impose an IR regulator,

integrating (say) over a region |w|2 + s2 ≤ R2 for large R. The actual size of the region is

irrelevant for analyzing the behavior as (z, z̄, t)→ 0. For every ε > 0 there exists a constant

C(R, ε) such that
∣∣∣∣
∫

|w|2+s2≤R2

wn(tw̄ − sz̄)
(|w|2 + s2)

3
2 (|z − w|2 + (t− s)2)

3
2

dsdw̄dw

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(R, ε)(|z|2 + t2)n−1−ε . (5.14)

Choosing ε so small that n− 1− ε > 0, this ensures that the integral has a well-defined, zero

limit as (z, z̄, t)→ (0, 0, 0).

Altogether, we see that the only contribution to the OPE is from (5.12). A standard

Feynman trick shows that the integral evaluates to 4π2t/
√
|z|2 + t2, whence the OPE is

ψi(z, z̄, t)ψj(0, 0, 0) ∼ − 9

64π
∂z∂i∂jW (φ(0, 0, 0))

t√
|z|2 + t2

(5.15)

= − 9

64π
∂i∂j∂kW ∂zφ

k t√
|z|2 + t2

.
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We can double-check the answer by computing the OPE of two somewhat general Q-

closed operators, and making sure that the answer is Q-exact (and thus zero in cohomology,

as discussed in (5.4)). Let’s take operators Of = f i(φ)ψi and Og = gi(φ)ψi, for two collections

of functions f i(φ) and gi(φ). In order for Of and Og to be closed, the functions must satisfy

f i∂iW = gi∂iW = 0 . Using (5.15), we find

[
f iψi

]
(z, z̄, t)

[
gjψj

]
(0, 0, 0) ∼ − 9

64π

[
f igj∂z∂i∂jW

]
(φ(0, 0, 0))

t√
|z|2 + t2

. (5.16)

It is easy to construct an operator Ô satisfying QÔ = f igi∂z∂j∂jW , thus making the RHS

exact. For example, we may choose Ô = +∂jf
i(∂zg

j)ψi − f i∂z(∂igjψj). Then

QÔ = ∂jf
i(∂zg

j)∂iW − f i∂z(∂igj∂jW )

= −f i(∂zgj)∂i∂jW + f i∂z(g
j∂i∂jW ) (using f i∂iW = gi∂iW = 0) (5.17)

= f igj∂z∂i∂jW as desired .

The OPE (5.15) illustrates well the subtleties one may encounter in defining algebraic

operations on spaces of local operators that go beyond the strict Q-cohomology. Here, we see

that the topological OPE of local operators along the t direction is not (graded) commutative,

and differs from the OPE of local operators along the z direction!

The topological OPE will be the first element of a tower of A∞ operations defined on

operators at z = z̄ = 0. The existence of nontrivial higher operations is manifest in the

observation that the OPE in the t direction

ψi(0, 0, t)ψj(0, 0, 0) ∼ − 9

64π
sign(t)∂z∂i∂jW (φ(0, 0, 0)) . (5.18)

is not associative.

The chiral OPE (in the z direction) at t = 0 simply vanishes, suggesting that the chiral

algebra of local operators at t = 0 may still be rather simple. The disagreement between

the topological and chiral OPE, though, likely indicates the existence of non-trivial higher

operations which encode the quasi-isomorphism of the two OPE’s.

Finally, the above calculation shows how a bulk deformation
∫
O(2)dz modifies the OPE

in the topological direction, with O being a polynomial in the φ fields. This modification

should be encoded by an higher operation of cohomological degree −2, in the same way as

the deformation of the BRST differential is encoded by the secondary bracket of cohomological

degree −1.

5.2 Classification of boundary conditions

We next consider more closely the types of Q-preserving boundary conditions that can exist

in the presence of a superpotential. As above, suppose we have bulk chiral multiplets (Φ,Ψ)

with scalars φ valued in a vector space V , and a superpotential W : V → C.

Consider the basic boundary condition labelled by a U(1)R-invariant subspace L ⊂ V ,

Φ
∣∣ ∈ ⊕

r
Ω•,(r/2) ⊗ L(r) , Ψ

∣∣ ∈ ⊕
r

Ω•,(1−r/2) ⊗ L⊥(−r)[1] . (5.19)
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In the absence of a superpotential, this boundary condition ensures that the half-space action

S =
∫
C×R− Ψd′Φ satisfies the master equation {S, S}BV = 0. In particular, boundary terms in

the {S, S}BV have the form
∫
C×{0}ΨΦ

∣∣, and vanish given (5.19). If we add a superpotential,

the half-space action becomes

S =

∫

C×R−

[
Ψd′Φ−W (Φ)

]
, (5.20)

and now the BV bracket of S with itself acquires an additional term

{S, S}BV = −
∫

C×R−
d′W (Φ) = −

∫

C×{0}
W (Φ)

∣∣ . (5.21)

This will vanish as long as the restriction of the superpotential to L is a constant

W
∣∣
L

= const . (5.22)

Since L is U(1)R-invariant (and W has R-charge 2), this further implies that W
∣∣
L

= 0.

It is possible to violate the condition W
∣∣
L

= 0 if we add additional 2d N = (0, 2) boundary

multiplets. This is familiar from the study of the “Warner problem” in 2d N = (2, 2) theories

with B-type boundary conditions [42, 126], whose 3d N = 2 analogue was discussed by [27, 30].

In the twisted formalism, the analysis goes as follows.

We know from (4.30) that a 2d theory with chiral multiplets C, C̃, fermi multiplets Γ, Γ̃,

and E and J terms has an action S2d with {S2d, S2d}BV = 2
∫
CE(C) · J(C). If we couple

bulk chiral multiplets on a half-space to such a 2d theory, by allowing the E and J terms to

depend holomorphically on boundary values Φ| as well as C, then the master equation for

the full bulk-boundary system is satisfied when

W
∣∣
L

= 2E · J . (5.23)

(Again, the two sides may differ by a constant, but preserving U(1)R symmetry requires the

constant to vanish.)

We proceed to describe the boundary chiral algebras in the two cases (5.22) and (5.23).

5.3 Boundary algebra for W
∣∣
L

= 0

Consider a theory with boundary condition of type (5.22). Being more explicit, suppose we

have n individual bulk chiral multiplets (n = dimV ), split into two sets

(Φi,Ψi)
m
i=1 , (Φ̂î, Ψ̂î)

n
î=m+1

, (5.24)

so that the (Φ,Ψ) are given Neumann b.c. and (Φ̂, Ψ̂) are given Dirichlet b.c.:

Ψi

∣∣ = 0 (i = 1, ...,m) , Φ̂î
∣∣ = 0 (̂i = m+ 1, ..., n) . (5.25)
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This is the boundary condition associated to a subspace L ⊂ V defined by φ̂ = 0. We also

have a polynomial bulk superpotential W (φ, φ̂) = W (φ1, ..., φm, φ̂m+1, ..., φ̂n) that satisfies

W
∣∣
L

= 0, meaning W (φ, φ̂)|φ̂=0 = 0.

Recall that the bulk SUSY/BRST transformations are deformed by a superpotential to

QΦi = d′Φi QΨi = d′Ψi + ∂iW (Φ, Φ̂)

Q Φ̂î = d′Φ̂î Q Ψ̂î = d′Ψ̂î + ∂îW (Φ, Φ̂)
(5.26)

where ∂iW and ∂îW are shorthand for ∂W/∂Φi and ∂W/∂Φ̂î, respectively. The constraint

W
∣∣
L

= 0 ensures that the boundary condition (5.25) is preserved by the deformed action of

Q.

We expect the Q-cohomology of boundary local operators to be generated by the bottom

components φi, ψ̂î of the superfields Φi
∣∣, Ψ̂î

∣∣ that survive at the boundary, together with their

∂z derivatives. (Just like in the bulk, the higher components ‘cancel’ in cohomology against

the ∂z̄ and ∂t derivatives of lower components.) We still have Qφi = 0, while

Qψ̂î = ∂îW
∣∣
L

:=
( ∂

∂φ̂î
W (φ, φ̂)

)∣∣∣
φ̂=0

. (5.27)

In addition, any boundary operators ψ̂î that are not Q-closed in the bulk (i.e. for which
∂

∂φ̂î
W (φ, φ̂) 6= 0 before setting φ̂ = 0) may acquire a singular OPE. In Section 5.1.1, we

showed explicitly that singular terms in the bulk OPE of ψ̂î operators vanish. Repeating the

calculation in the presence of a boundary condition leads to a different result; we will show

momentarily that, at the boundary,

ψ̂î(z)ψ̂ĵ(0) ∼ 1

z
∂î∂ĵW

∣∣
L
, (5.28)

where ∂î∂ĵW
∣∣
L

is shorthand for
(

∂2

∂φ̂î∂φ̂ĵ
W (φ, φ̂)

)∣∣∣
φ̂=0

.

The structure of this OPE is highly constrained by conservation of R-charge and twisted

spin, together with properties of the bulk-boundary map. The bulk-boundary map requires

ψ̂î(z)ψ̂ĵ(0) to be nonsingular whenever either ψ̂î or ψ̂ĵ are Q-closed in the bulk. This implies

that singular terms in the OPE must be proportional to ∂îW∂ĵW |L or ∂î∂ĵW |L, or higher

derivatives. In addition, if φ̂î has R-charge rî, then the R-charges and spins of a few relevant

components of the OPE are

W ∂î ψ̂î 1/z

R 2 −rî 1− rî 0

J 1 −rî/2 1− rî/2 1

(5.29)

Thus, ψ̂î(z)ψ̂ĵ(0) has (R, J) =
(
2 − rî − rĵ , 2 − (rî + rĵ)/2

)
, which matches perfectly with

1
z∂î∂ĵW ; whereas a term of the form 1

zk
∂îW∂ĵW is ruled out. No higher powers of W can

enter singular terms, as long as they depend only on z and not z̄.
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Altogether, we propose that the Q-cohomology of boundary local operators can be mod-

eled as the cohomology of a chiral algebra strongly generated by φ(z), ψ̂(z), with OPE (5.28),

and differential (5.27),

V∂ ' H•
〈〈
φi(z), ψ̂î(z)

∣∣ ψ̂î(z)ψ̂ĵ(0) ∼ 1
z∂î∂ĵW |L, Q(ψ̂î) = ∂îW |L

〉〉
. (5.30)

In this description, we are still neglecting potential higher operations. We actually expect

such operations to arise when the superpotential is of cubic or higher order. In Section 5.5

we will explain one possible route to producing a dg model for V∂ that captures them.

5.3.1 Example 1: massive chiral

We describe two simple examples. First, consider a single 3d chiral multiplet (Φ,Ψ), with a

quadratic superpotential

W (Φ) = 1
2mΦ2 , (5.31)

for some m ∈ C. This is a complex mass term. Note that we must have R(φ) = 1 for unbroken

R-symmetry.

Physically, we expect the bulk theory to be trivial at scales below m. It is easy to

see that the bulk algebra in the holomorphic twist is indeed trivial whenever m 6= 0 : the

bulk operators φ(z) and ψ(z) (and their ∂z derivatives) could potentially contribute; but the

superpotential sets

Qψ = mφ ; (5.32)

thus both φ and ψ disappear from the cohomology, and V ' C.

Boundary conditions for this theory may still carry “edge modes,” generating a nontrivial

boundary algebra V∂ , even though the bulk is trivial. The simplest boundary condition is

Dirichlet, setting

Φ
∣∣ = 0 ⇒ W

∣∣ = 0 . (5.33)

The general prescription (5.30) above says that the boundary algebra is generated by ψ(z)

(and its ∂z) derivatives. This operator is Q-closed on the boundary, since

Qψ(z) = ∂φW (φ)
∣∣
φ=0

= mφ
∣∣
φ=0

= 0 . (5.34)

However, there is a nontrivial boundary OPE

ψ(z)ψ(0) ∼ 1

z
∂2
φW (φ)

∣∣
φ=0

=
m

z
. (5.35)

Thus, in Q-cohomology (or physically in the infrared) the Dirichlet b.c. gives rise to a

trapped fermionic 2d edge mode, with the standard 2d free-fermion OPE.
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5.3.2 Example 2: XYZ model

For a more interesting example, consider the “XYZ model,” a 3d theory of three chiral

multiplets (X,ΨX), (Y,ΨY ), and (X,ΨY ), with cubic superpotential

W = XYZ . (5.36)

We have set the coefficient to ‘1’; it can be considered part of the normalization of (say) X.

The bulk algebra is nontrivial. Following Section 5.1, we see it is generated by X(z), Y (z),

Z(z), ψX(z), ψY (z), ψZ(z) with

QψX = Y Z , QψY = XZ , QψZ = XY . (5.37)

An interesting boundary condition is Neumann for X and Dirichlet for Y,Z,

NDD : ΨX

∣∣ = 0 , Y
∣∣ = Z

∣∣ = 0 . (5.38)

This clearly sets W
∣∣
L

= 0 (where the subspace L is cut out by Y = Z = 0). Our prescription

(5.30) identifies the boundary algebra as being generated by X(z), ψY (z), ψZ(z), which are

all Q-closed on the boundary, since

QψY = XZ
∣∣ = 0 , QψZ = XY

∣∣ = 0 . (5.39)

However, there is a nontrivial boundary OPE

ψY (z)ψZ(0) ∼ 1

z
φ(0) . (5.40)

5.3.3 The boundary OPE

We can adapt the calculation of Section 5.1.1 to compute the boundary OPE ψ̂î(z, z̄, 0)ψ̂ĵ(0, 0, 0).

We again consider a two-point function of the operators Ψ̂î, Ψ̂ĵ , in the presence of arbitrary

background fields. There are still no non-perturbative corrections, since ‘instantons’ would be

constant along the half-infinite t direction, and thus have infinite action. A single tree-level

Feynman diagram contributes, involving an insertion of the bulk vertex W (Φ, Φ̂), connected

by propagators to Ψ̂î(0, 0, 0) and Ψ̂ĵ(z, z̄, 0). Two modifications are necessary, however.

The obvious modification is to restrict ψ̂î to be inserted at t = 0 and to only integrate

the vertex W (Φ(w, w̄, s), Φ̂(w, w̄, s)) over a half-space with s ∈ R− (say).

In addition, we must use bulk-boundary propagators to connect Ψ̂’s to the Φ̂’s in the W

vertex. To determine the bulk-boundary propagator, we use the classic method of images.

Observe that the theory for chiral multiplets (Φ̂, Ψ̂) on a half-space C×R≤0 with the Dirichlet

b.c. Φ̂
∣∣ = 0 is equivalent to a theory on a full space C × R, but where fields are equivari-

ant under under the reflection operator t 7→ −t, which we denote by ρ. The equivariance

conditions are
ρ∗Ψ̂ = Ψ̂

ρ∗Φ̂ = −Φ̂
(5.41)
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(The fields are differential forms, and ρ∗ denotes pullbacks under the reflection.) Corre-

spondingly, the bulk-boundary propagator is obtained from the bulk propagator (5.7) by

(anti-)symmetrizing:

P∂î
ĵ(z, z̄, t; z′, z̄′, t′) =

1

4

[
Pî
ĵ(z, z̄, t; z′, z̄′, t′) + Pî

ĵ(z, z̄,−t; z′, z̄′, t′) (5.42)

− Pî ĵ(z, z̄, t; z′, z̄′,−t′)− Pî ĵ(z, z̄,−t; z′, z̄′,−t′)
]
.

When the dust clears, we find that the OPE ψ̂î(z, z̄, 0)ψ̂ĵ(0, 0, 0) is computed by
∫

Cw,w̄×Rs≤0

P∂î
k̂(0;w, w̄, s)P∂ĵ

ˆ̀
(z, z̄, 0;w, w̄, s)∂k∂`W (Φ(w, w̄, s), Φ̂(w, w̄, s))dw−1

=
9

28π2

∫

Cw,w̄×Rs≤0

∂î∂ĵW (φ(w, w̄, s), φ̂(w, w̄, s))

(|w|2 + s2)
3
2 (|z − w|2 + s2)

3
2

sz̄ dsdw̄dw . (5.43)

As in the bulk calculation, we explore the singularity structure as (z, z̄)→ (0, 0) by expanding

∂î∂ĵW as a series in w, noting that ∂w̄ and ∂s derivatives will give Q-exact contributions to

the OPE.

The leading singularity comes from the constant term

9

28π2
∂î∂ĵW

∣∣
L

(0)

∫

Cw,w̄×Rs≤0

z̄s

(|w|2 + s2)
3
2 (|z − w|2 + s2)

3
2

dsdw̄dw . (5.44)

This no longer vanishes, since we are just integrating over a half-space. The integrand (and

measure) scales with a factor of λ−1 under (z, z̄, w, w̄, s) 7→ (λz, λ̄z̄, λw, λ̄w̄, |λ|s). This now

implies that the integral will evaluate to f(z, z̄)z−1, where the function f is invariant under

(z, z̄) 7→ (λz, λ̄z̄), and is therefore a constant. Using a standard Feynman trick to evaluate

the integral, we find f = −2π, whence

ψ̂î(z, z̄, 0)ψ̂ĵ ∼ −
9

27π

1

z
∂î∂ĵW

∣∣
L

(0) . (5.45)

Subsequent terms in the expansion of ∂î∂ĵW do not lead to singularities. The linear

term led to some complications in the bulk, which are absent on the boundary dues to setting

t = 0. On the boundary, the linear term gives the integral

9

28π2
∂z∂î∂ĵW

∣∣
L

(0)

∫

Cw,w̄×Rs≤0

wz̄s

(|w|2 + s2)
3
2 (|z − w|2 + s2)

3
2

dsdw̄dw . (5.46)

This is invariant under (z, z̄, w, w̄, s) 7→ (λz, λ̄z̄, λw, λ̄w̄, |λ|s), hence must evaluate to a func-

tion g(z, z̄) that is invariant under (z, z̄) 7→ (λz, λ̄z̄), which is necessarily a constant. Numerics

indicate that g = −π. Higher-order terms give integrals that have well-defined, zero limits as

(z, z̄) → (0, 0), for the same reason as in the bulk calculation. Altogether, we find that the

2-point function for small z is

ψ̂î(z, z̄, 0)ψ̂ĵ = − 9

27π

1

z
∂î∂ĵW

∣∣
L

(0)− 9

28π
∂z∂î∂ĵW

∣∣
L

(0) +O(|z|1−ε) (any ε > 0) . (5.47)

The singular part leads to the OPE (5.28) as claimed, after absorbing the factor −9
27π

into W .
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5.4 Boundary algebra for W
∣∣
L

= 2E · J
We’ll now describe the chiral algebra associated to the second type of boundary condition

(5.23), where additional boundary matter is required to preserve SUSY/BRST symmetry.

We focus our attention on the case of boundary fermions (N = (0, 2) fermi multiplets).

To be explicit, let us label the bulk chiral multiplets as before,

(Φi,Ψi)
m
i=1 , (Φ̂î, Ψ̂î)

n
î=m+1

, (5.48)

with (Φ,Ψ) given Neumann b.c. and (Φ̂, Ψ̂) given Dirichlet b.c.,

Ψi

∣∣ = 0 (i = 1, ...,m) , Φ̂î
∣∣ = 0 (̂i = m+ 1, ..., n) . (5.49)

The subspace L ⊂ V corresponds to φ̂ = 0. Now the bulk superpotential W (Φ, Φ̂) does

not vanish when Φ̂ = 0. Rather we introduce a collection of boundary fermi multiplets

{Γα, Γ̃α}Nα=1, with polynomial E and J terms Eα(Φ|), Jα(Φ|) depending on the restrictions

of the bulk superfields Φi to the boundary, such that

W (Φ|, 0) = 2
∑

α

Eα(Φ|)Jα(Φ|) . (5.50)

If W , E, and J all vanish, this is simply a collection of free 2d fermions tensored with a

basic boundary condition for free bulk chirals. The boundary chiral algebra is generated by

the bottom components of the bulk superfields φi(z), ψ̂ĵ(z) that survive at the boundary (with

trivial OPE), and by Γα(z), Γ̃α(z) with the standard 2d OPE (4.31), Γα(z)Γ̃β(0) ∼ δαβ 1
z .

When W,E, J are nonzero, it is still only the bottom components (and their ∂z deriva-

tives) that can contribute to the boundary chiral algebra; higher components cancel in coho-

mology with ∂z̄ and ∂t derivatives as usual. The SUSY/BRST transformations are deformed

to
Qφi = 0 , QΓα = Eα(φ) ,

Q ψ̂î = ∂îW
∣∣
L
, Q Γ̃α = Jα(φ) ,

(5.51a)

where ∂îW
∣∣
L

= ∂

∂φ̂î
W (φ, φ̂)

∣∣
φ̂=0

as usual. We do not expect instanton corrections, as we did

not add bosonic boundary degrees of freedom which could have classical field configurations.

The transformations of the boundary fermions are just those of (4.33), with φ playing the

role of 2d chirals C, and no C̃ (since the restrictions of 3d chirals to the boundary have no C̃

counterpart).

The OPE may also be deformed. We claim that the only correction is the one we found

already in Section 5.3, so that the only singular OPE’s are

ψ̂î(z)ψ̂ĵ(0) ∼ 1

z
∂î∂ĵW

∣∣
L
, Γα(z)Γ̃β(0) ∼ 1

z
δαβ . (5.51b)

To see that there cannot be perturbative corrections to this structure due to couplings between

the superfields Γα, Γ̃α and Φ, consider (say) an arbitrary Feynman diagram involving the term
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∫
C ΓαJα(Φ). If such a diagram contributes to the OPE between two boundary operators, it

must have at least one propagator connecting some fields in Jα(Φ) to a boundary vertex.

This is necessarily a bulk-boundary propagator between a Φi and Ψi. However, both ends

of this bulk-propagator are restricted to the boundary, forcing it to vanish. Therefore the

amplitude of any such diagram is zero. There also cannot be non-perturbative corrections

to the OPE’s, as they would involve ‘instanton’ configurations of the bosonic φ field, which

extend infinitely into the bulk, and have infinite action.

Altogether, we find that the boundary algebra V∂ may be constructed as the cohomology

of a chiral algebra strongly generated by φi(z), ψ̂î(z),Γ
α(z), Γ̃α(z), with OPE (5.51b) and

differential (5.51a).

We have restricted (and will restrict) our attention to boundary conditions that only

involve 2d fermi multiplets (Γ, Γ̃). Adding boundary chirals (C, C̃) is possible as well, and

was important for some of the dualities of [27, 29, 98]. A perturbative analysis of chiral

algebras in the presence of boundary chirals may be performed along the same lines as Section

4.3.1; however, non-perturbative effects may also play an interesting role in this case.

5.4.1 Example: XYZ with Neumann b.c.

As a simple example, consider the XYZ model of Section 5.3.2. If we give Neumann b.c. to all

three bulk chiral multiplets, we must add boundary fermion(s) with E and J terms to factorize

the superpotential W = XY Z. There is no symmetric way to do this while preserving U(1)R
symmetry.

The simplest option is to introduce a single boundary fermi multiplet (Γ, Γ̃), and to

choose a splitting of the three bulk chirals into 1 + 2, say {X} and {Y,Z}, setting

E = X , J = 1
2YZ . (5.52)

For Neumann b.c. on all bulk chirals and this choice of boundary interaction, the boundary

chiral algebra becomes

V∂ ' H•
〈〈
X(z), Y (z), Z(z),Γ(z), Γ̃(z)

∣∣Γ(z)Γ̃(0) ∼ 1
z ; QΓ = X , Q Γ̃ = 1

2Y Z
〉〉
. (5.53)

5.4.2 Flips with a superpotential

In [29] it was explained how the introduction of a boundary Fermi multiplet with linear E or

J terms has the effect of changing the boundary condition of a bulk chiral from Neumann to

Dirichlet. This ‘flip’ operation was described at the level of chiral algebras in Section 4.3, in

the case of a single bulk chiral. We can now generalize flips to multiple bulk chiral multiplets,

coupled by a superpotential.

Suppose we have bulk chiral multiplets {Φi,Ψi}mi=1 with Neumann b.c. and {Φ̂î, Ψ̂î}nî=m+1

with Dirichlet b.c., and a bulk superpotential W (Φ, Φ̂) such that W (Φ, 0) = 0. The boundary

algebra V∂ is given by (5.30) from Section 5.3.

Now let us “flip” this boundary condition by introducing a boundary fermi multiplet

(Γ, Γ̃) with coupling E = Φm|. In the description (5.51), the new boundary algebra V∂ [Γ] is
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now generated by φ(z), ψ̂(z),Γ(z), Γ̃(z) with

Qφi = 0 , QΓ = φm ,

Q ψ̂î = ∂îW (φ, φ̂)
∣∣
φ̂=0

, Q Γ̃ = 0 ,
ψ̂î(z)ψ̂ĵ(0) ∼ ∂î∂ĵW (φ, φ̂)

∣∣
φ̂=0

, Γ(z)Γ̃(0) ∼ 1

z
.

(5.54)

We expect that, at the level of cohomology, this algebra is equivalent to that of another ele-

mentary boundary condition where {Φi,Ψi}m−1
i=1 are given Neumann b.c. and (Φm,Ψm), {Φ̂î, Ψ̂î}nî=m+1

are given Dirichlet b.c. (In other words, the m-th bulk chiral multiplet has changed from N

to D.) Denoting the elements of this new algebra V′∂ with primes (to distinguish them from

elements of V∂ [Γ]), we find from (5.30) that it is generated by {φ′i}m−1
i=1 , ψm, {ψ̂′ĵ}

n
ĵ=m+1

, with

Qψ′m = ∂mW (φ′, φ̂′)
∣∣
φ′m=φ̂′=0

Qψ̂′
î

= ∂îW (φ′, φ̂′)
∣∣
φ′m=φ̂′=0

ψ′m(z)ψ̂′
î
(0) ∼ 1

z
∂m∂îW

∣∣
φ′m=φ̂′=0

, ψ̂′
î
(z)ψ̂′

ĵ
(0) ∼ 1

z
∂î∂ĵW

∣∣
φ′m=φ̂′=0

.

(5.55)

We specifically expect a map between (5.54) and (5.55) that induces an isomorphism on

Q-cohomology. Physically, this map would be induced by the RG flow that integrates out

the boundary fermi multiplet (Γ, Γ̃). Some parts of the map are easy to see. For instance, in

the cohomology of (5.54), both operators Γ and φm are removed; while the boundary fermion

Γ̃ has exactly the same R-charge and twisted spin as ψ′m. Thus, we expect to identify ψ′m
with Γ̃, just like we did in Section 4.3. However, the complete map is nontrivial. It can be

determined by carefully matching SUSY/BRST transformations and the boundary OPE.

We can start with the bosonic generators φi and φi′ for i ≤ m− 1. These operators are

central in the algebras V∂ [Γ] and V′∂ , respectively; and the operator Q acts trivially on all of

them. Moreover, each φi for i ≤ m− 1 could have a completely independent R-charge ri. If

we are to give a universal map between the two algebras, this forces us to identify φi = φi′

for i ≤ m− 1. From now on we will assume this identification and omit the primes.

We also expect that ψ′m in (5.55) is identified with Γ̃ in (5.54), as indicated above. We

should check compatibility with the action of Q and the OPE. We have Q Γ̃ = 0, while Qψ′m =

∂mW (φ, φ̂)
∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

. The latter vanishes, since W (φ, φ̂)
∣∣
φ̂=0

is constant (by assumption) as

a function of all the φ1, ..., φm. Similarly, we have Γ̃(z)Γ̃(0) ∼ 0, whereas ψ′m(z)ψ′m(0) ∼
1
z∂

2
mW

∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

. The latter again vanishes because W (φ, φ̂)
∣∣
φ̂=0

is constant.

It is with the ψ̂î and ψ̂′
î

that the map becomes nontrivial. Compare:

Qψ̂′
î

= ∂îW
∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

vs. Qψ̂î = ∂îW
∣∣
φ̂=0

. (5.56)

Let us expanding W as a function of φm,

W (φ, φ̂) =
∑

`≥0

(φm)`W`(φ
1, ..., φm−1, φ̂) , (5.57)

so that the RHS of (5.56) takes the form

Qψ̂î = ∂îW
∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

+
∑

`≥1

(φm)`W`

∣∣
φ̂=0

(5.58)
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We can get the two sides of (5.56) to match by identifying ψ̂′
î
with ψ̂î−Γ

∑
`≥1(φm)`−1∂îW`

∣∣
φ̂=0

.

It then follows from QΓ = φm that

Q
(
ψ̂î − Γ

∑

`≥1

(φm)`−1∂îW`

∣∣
φ̂=0

)
= Qψ̂î −

∑

`≥1

(φm)`∂îW`

∣∣
φ̂=0

= ∂îW
∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

, (5.59)

in agreement with Qψ̂′
î

on the LHS.

Beautifully, the identification of ψ̂′
î

with ψ̂î−Γ
∑

`≥1(φm)`−1∂îW`

∣∣
φ̂=0

is also compatible

with OPE’s, up to Q-exact terms. For example, consider

ψ′m(z)ψ̂′
î
(0) ∼ 1

z∂m∂îW
∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

. (5.60)

Given our proposed identifications, this should agree with Γ̃(z)·
(
ψ̂î−Γ

∑
`≥1(φm)`−1∂îW`

∣∣
φ̂=0

)
(0),

and indeed:

Γ̃(z) ·


ψ̂î −

∑

`≥1

(φm)`−1Γ∂îW`

∣∣
φm=φ̂=0


 (0) ∼ 1

z

∑

`≥1

(φm)`−1∂îW`

∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

(5.61)

=
1

z
∂îW1

∣∣
φ̂=0

+
1

z
φm
∑

`≥2

(φm)`−2∂îW`

∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

=
1

z
∂m∂îW

∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

+Q
(

Γ
∑

`≥2

(φm)`−2∂îW`

∣∣
φm=φ̂=0

)
,

which is equal to the RHS of (5.60) inQ-cohomology. Similarly, it is easy to see that the OPE’s

ψ̂′
î
(z)ψ̂′

ĵ
(0) will agree with

(
ψ̂î−Γ

∑
`≥1(φm)`−1∂îW`

∣∣
φ̂=0

)
(z)
(
ψ̂ĵ−Γ

∑
`≥1(φm)`−1∂ĵW`

∣∣
φ̂=0

)
(0) =

ψ̂î(z)ψ̂ĵ(0) up to terms that are proportional to φm, and are therefore Q-exact.

Altogether, we have found that the map from (5.55) to (5.54) defined by

ψ′m 7→ Γ̃ ,

ψ̂′
î
7→ ψ̂î − Γ

∑

`≥1

(φm)`−1∂îW`

∣∣
φ̂=0

(5.62)

φ′i 7→ φi if i ≤ m− 1

induces an isomorphism on cohomology, identifying the algebras V∂ [Γ] ' V′∂ .

5.5 A comment on higher boundary operations

We have stated that our computation of the boundary algebra of operators when we have

a superpotential misses some higher structures that one would expect to be present. This

problem occurs when the superpotential contains terms of degree three and higher in those

bulk chiral fields which are given Dirichlet boundary conditions.

The analysis above suggests a way to correct this problem. We can always turn some

Dirichlet boundary conditions into Neumann boundary conditions at the price of introduc-

ing extra boundary complex fermions. We can do this until we are in a situation where the
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superpotential is at most quadratic as a function of those chirals which have Dirichlet bound-

ary conditions. Then, we do not expect there to be an A∞ algebra of boundary operators.

Instead, the algebra of boundary operators is a differential-graded vertex algebra; it is the

algebra denoted V̂∂ and promised in Section 2.4.

What is happening here is an example of “strictification”: we have replaced an A∞
algebra by a strict algebra at the price of making the algebra larger, by the introduction

of boundary fermions. Conversely, we expect that the cohomology of a differential graded

vertex algebra will have an A∞ vertex algebra structure (whatever that is), and that this A∞
structure should coincide with one coming from a direct field theory analysis.

6 Gauge fields with Neumann boundary conditions

Our next goal is to describe chiral algebras for gauge theories. We recall from Section 3.6,

that the basic weakly-coupled boundary conditions for a gauge multiplet are labelled by the

subgroup H of the gauge group G which survives at the boundary. In terms of the bulk

superfields (A,B), the boundary conditions require A
∣∣ to be an H connection and B

∣∣ to lie

in the annihilator of the corresponding Lie subalgebra h ∈ g.

These basic boundary conditions can be combined with any boundary condition B for

the matter fields, possibly including 2d degrees of freedom that will only couple to the gauge

fields, subject to an anomaly cancellation constraint that we review momentarily. In this

section and in Section 7 we propose how to compute the resulting boundary chiral algebras

V∂ [H;B] from the boundary chiral algebra V∂ [B] of the matter fields, employing in various

ways the action on V∂ [B] of the group of holomorphic gauge transformations.

An important source of complexity in the analysis of gauge theory operator algebras is

the existence of “disorder” operators, which generally cannot be expressed as polynomials in

the elementary fields of the theory. Bulk 3d N = 2 gauge theories have long been known to

contain BPS monopole operators (disorder operators associated to non-trivial configurations

of the gauge multiplet), cf. [50, 137, 138]. They contribute to the 3d index [38–40], and thus

must contribute to the bulk chiral algebra. On boundary conditions, two types of disorder

operators contributing to V∂ may appear:

• Boundary monopole operators [29, 86], associated to nontrivial configurations of the 3d

gauge multiplet, when the boundary condition is Dirichlet-like (G 6= H); and

• “Monopole-vortex” operators, involving nontrivial configuration of both the 3d gauge

multiplet and 2d chiral multiplets supported on the boundary (or other 2d degrees of

freedom with a continuous spectrum).

We will avoid the latter entirely in this paper, by only allowing Fermi multiplets (a.k.a. chiral

fermions) as auxiliary 2d degrees of freedom. We also will not attempt to construct bulk chiral
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algebras for gauge theories. 25 We will discuss boundary monopole operators on Dirichlet-like

boundary conditions later, in Section 7.

In this Section we will discuss the case of Neumann boundary conditions N for the

gauge multiplet, i.e. H = G (and with only Fermi multiplets or other compact CFT’s as

auxiliary 2d degrees of freedom). These do not support boundary disorder operators and can

be treated with more conventional methods.26 We anticipate our final answer in a concise

form: the boundary chiral algebra V∂ [N;B] for Neumann boundary conditions consists of

G(O)-invariant operators (in a derived sense) in V∂ [B],

V∂ [N;B] = V∂ [B]G(O) , (6.1)

where G(O) is a group of holomorphic gauge transformations acting in the infinitesimal neigh-

borhood of a boundary operator insertion. The analysis will let us describe several interesting

examples of dual boundary algebras, induced by 3d N = 2 XYZ↔ SQED duality and Aharony

dualities. We give a complete proof of isomorphism of boundary algebras for XYZ ↔ SQED

duality in Section 6.4.1.

6.1 Boundary anomalies

Since Neumann boundary conditions preserve boundary gauge symmetry, all boundary gauge

anomalies must cancel for consistency of the quantum theory. A complete analysis of bound-

ary anomalies was carried out in [29, Sec. 2.4-2.5], generalizing [27]. We recall some relevant

results:

• A bulk G gauge multiplet with Neumann b.c. has boundary anomaly +h.

• A bulk G gauge multiplet with Dirichlet b.c. has boundary anomaly −h.

• A bulk Chern-Simons term at level k contributes boundary anomaly k.

• Bulk chiral multiplets in representation V of G with Neumann b.c. have anomaly −1
2TV .

• Bulk chiral multiplets in representation V of G with Dirichlet b.c. have anomaly +1
2TV .

The conventions here are as follows. When saying “the boundary anomaly is n,” we

mean that the 2d boundary anomaly polynomial for G is nTr(F 2), where the Killing form

‘Tr’ is normalized to be the trace in the fundamental representation for type-A groups. In

addition, h denotes the dual Coxeter number, with h = 0 if G is abelian. TV denotes the

quadratic index of a representation V , normalized so that Tg = 2h, and TC = n2 for G = C∗

(Gc = U(1)) and C the 1d representation of weight n.

25In principle, the the bulk algebra of a gauge theory could be obtained by taking the derived center of the

boundary algebra on a Neumann boundary condition; or by generalizing some of the computations involving

cohomology of moduli spaces of G-bundles from Section 7. It would be interesting to develop this in future

work.
26It is conceivable, though, that the derived, algebraic geometric formulation of our final answer will apply

to more general auxiliary chiral algebras.
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Note that the above anomalies are half of what one would expect for purely 2d N = (0, 2)

multiplets. In the same conventions, a 2d G gauge multiplet has anomaly 2h = Tg; a 2d

chiral in representation V has anomaly −TV ; and a 2d fermi in representation V has anomaly

+TV . This is consistent with interval compactifications. For example, a 3d chiral multiplet

compactified on an interval with Neumann b.c. on both ends becomes a purely 2d chiral, and

the two boundary anomalies −1
2TV − 1

2TV add to give the anomaly −TV of a 2d chiral.

When bulk gauge fields have Dirichlet b.c., breaking G to a boundary flavor symmetry,

the above anomalies are all ’t Hooft anomalies, and need not be cancelled. Rather, they put

interesting constraints on RG flows and dualities.

In contrast, when bulk gauge fields have Neumann b.c. and G gauge symmetry is pre-

served on the boundary, the total anomaly for G must cancel. This can always be done

by adjusting the bulk Chern-Simons level. Alternatively, the anomaly may be cancelled by

adding extra 2d N = (0, 2) boundary matter that is charged under G.

6.2 Boundary algebra for pure gauge theory

Given the anomalies above, we see that it is generally inconsistent at the quantum level to

define a Neumann b.c. for pure G gauge theory, unless G is abelian. However, the problem

is easily fixed: we can cancel the anomaly by introducing a bulk Chern-Simons term at

level k = −h. (In the twisted action (3.32) the term looks like − h
4π

∫
Trfund(A∂A), or more

universally − 1
8π

∫
Tradj(A∂A).)

We will assume in this section that we have such a gauge theory, with Neumann b.c.

B
∣∣ = 0 and cancelled anomaly. We would like to determine the boundary chiral algebra.

Naively, we would expect the boundary algebra to be generated by the fermionic bottom

component c(z) of the twisted superfield A that survives on the boundary, and its ∂z deriva-

tives. (As usual, the higher components of A are not Q-closed, and cancel in cohomology

against ∂t and ∂z̄ derivatives of lower components.) The action of Q on c, from (3.34), is

Q c = −ic2 . (6.2)

If we expand c =
∑

a c
aTa into a basis for the complex Lie algebra g, and use the structure

constants [Ta, Tb] = if cabTc, this becomes the more familiar BRST formula

Q ca = 1
2f

a
bcc

bcc . (6.3)

We also see that it is impossible to generate a singular c(z)c(0) OPE. The bulk-boundary

propagator connects the boundary operator A with B in the bulk, but there are no vertices

involving B, so there are no Feynman diagrams that can contribute to a perturbative OPE.

There are also no non-perturbative corrections, as they would come from boundary monopole

operators, which only exist in the presence of Dirichlet b.c.

Thus, our first guess for the boundary algebra is that it is computed by the cohomology

V∂
?
= H•

〈〈
c(z)

∣∣Q c = −ic2
〉〉
. (6.4)
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This is almost correct. We can understand what is wrong with this guess (and how to fix it)

in two different ways, one more physical and one more mathematical.

Physically, it was explained (3.20) that the c-ghost is cohomologous to a gaugino in the

full 3d N = 2 theory. More precisely, the derivative of c is cohomologous to the gaugino λ−,

Dzc ∼ λ− , D2
zc ∼ Dzλ− , etc. (6.5)

In well established computations of the half-index for Neumann boundary conditions [25, 27,

28], it is only gauge-invariant polynomials formed from the gaugino and its higher modes that

contribute. (We revisit this computation in Section 6.2.3.)

We are thus motivated to modify (6.4) by including only higher modes of c, and restricting

to invariants for the group G of global gauge transformations,27

V∂ = H•
(
C
[
{∂nz c}n≥1

]G
, Q c = −ic2

)
. (6.6)

In other words, we take the free graded-commutative algebra generated by ∂zc, ∂
2
zc, ..., restrict

to the subalgebra ofG-invariants, and take cohomology with respect to the differential induced

from Q c = −ic2 (even though c(z) itself no longer exists).

There is a more sophisticated way to see that (6.6) is the correct description of the

boundary algebra, working directly in the twisted formalism. Roughly speaking, the c-ghost

is introduced in order to impose gauge invariance in a derived way, compatible with coho-

mological operations. However, taking invariants with respect to constant (global) gauge

transformations is already compatible with cohomological operations, so the corresponding

zero-mode of the c-ghost should be removed. The algebra (6.6) appears mathematically as

the algebra of derived invariants of the trivial representation C, with respect to the group

G(O) of holomorphic gauge transformations in the infinitesimal neighborhood of a point on

the boundary:

V∂ ' CG(O) (derived) (6.7)

:= Ext•G(O)-mod(C,C)

We explain this in more detail in Sections 6.2.1 – 6.2.2, as the mathematical ideas involved

may not be familiar to physicists.

6.2.1 Derived invariants of groups vs. algebras

We digress to review a few mathematical facts about taking invariants.

Suppose that V is a vector space — such as the space of local operators in QFT —

equipped with the action of a Lie algebra g. The naive operation of taking g-invariants by

27Physically, the derivatives in (6.6) should actually be covariant Dz derivatives. However, in the twisted

formalism, there is no distinction between covariant and non-covariant derivatives. (The connection in the

twisted formalism only has Az̄ and At components.) A practical way to understand this is that, when describing

the abstract structure of the algebra, it does not matter whether covariant or non-covariant derivatives are

used. The connection never appears; nor does the Fzz curvature component, since it automatically vanishes.
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hand, i.e simply restricting to the subspace V g ⊆ V of g-invariant elements, is typically

not compatible with cohomological operations on V . For example, if QV is some g-invariant

differential acting on V , it is not generally true that taking cohomology commutes with taking

invariants:

[H•(V,QV )]g 6= H•(V g, QV ) . (6.8)

Mathematically, one says that the operation of taking g-invariants is not an exact functor in

the category of g-modules; it need not preserve kernels and cokernels of maps among modules.

In order to define an operation that is naturally compatible with cohomology, one must

take derived invariants. This means the following. In the category of g-modules, ordinary in-

variants may be expressed as V g = Homg-mod(C, V ) (i.e. maps from the trivial representation

to V that commute with the g action). Derived invariants are defined as

V g
der := Ext•g-mod(C, V ) . (6.9)

This is computed explicitly by using the Chevalley-Eilenberg cochain complex, better known

in physics as introducing a c ghost. Namely,

V g
der = H•(C[c]⊗ V,QCE) , (6.10)

where C[c] denotes the exterior algebra generated by the components ca ∈ g∗[1] of the

fermionic ghost28, and the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential has a familiar form

QCE ca = 1
2f

a
bcc

bcc , QCE v = c · v (for v ∈ V ) , (6.11)

where c · v denotes the action of g on v.

Now suppose that V itself comes equipped with a differential QV , which commutes wit

hthe action of g. Then, we can compare the cohomology computed in two different orders: the

cohomology of V g
der with respect to QV , or the derived invariants of H•(V,QV ) with respect

to g. In general, these are not exactly the same, if we give H•(V,QV ) the naive g-action.

However, it is possible to give H•(V,QV ) an L∞-action of g so that the derived invariants

coincide with the cohomology of the derived invariants of V :

[H•(V,QV )]gderH
•(V g

der, QV ) , (6.12)

These are both equal to the more symmetric H•(C[c]⊗V,QV +QCE), where the differentials

are simply added.

In QFT, when we are working in the BV formalism and/or in a twist of a supersymmetric

theory, the space of local operators is naturally equipped with a differential. Gauge-invariants

28Quick comment on g vs. g∗: In physics, the c ghost is a g-valued field. The operators formed from the c

ghost are functionals of this field, and are therefore elements of g∗. We can see this explicitly when “expanding

c into components”: in a formula c = caTa, the generators Ta are elements of g and the coefficients ca, which

are the actual local operators, are elements of g∗. This agrees with the standard mathematical formulation of

the Chevalley-Eilenberg cochain complex, in terms of g∗.
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should be taken in a derived manner in order to be compatible with cohomology. This is what

the standard BRST procedure does.

There is a catch, however, when dealing with a group rather than an algebra. If V

is a representation of a reductive group G (or equivalently, a compact real group Gc), the

operation of taking ordinary G-invariants turns out to already be exact:

V G = V G
der . (6.13)

Alternatively, HomG-mod(C, V ) = Ext•G-mod(C, V ) (there is no higher cohomology in the Ext

functor). In this case, there is no need to introduce a c-ghost. Indeed, it would be wrong to

do so; derived invariants for a reductive group are not computed by the Chevalley-Eilenberg

cochain complex.

The general upshot for QFT is that, in order to compute gauge-invariant local operators,

one should not introduce a ghost for constant gauge transformations. This is actually a

familiar, if underappreciated, feature. Perturbatively, local operators are functions on the

(analytic) infinite jet space of the fields at a point p (in other words, functions of fields and

arbitrary derivatives). In a theory with gauge group G, the group Gp of gauge transformations

acting on local operators at p is infinite-dimensional, but decomposes as a semi-direct product

Gp ' Gn G′p , (6.14)

where G contains constant gauge transformations near p and G′p contains all derivatives of

gauge transformations at p. If the group G is compact (or complex reductive, as in our twisted

formalism), its derived invariants are the same as ordinary invariants. On the other hand, G′p
behaves like a Lie algebra, and its derived invariants must be taken using ghosts. Altogether,

the derived Gp-invariants of local operators at p are computed by introducing all nontrivial

derivatives of a ghost field c (but not c itself), restricting to G-invariants by hand, and taking

Chevalley-Eilenberg/BRST cohomology.

In the case relevant for us, a Neumann boundary condition for 3d N = 2 pure G gauge

theory in the twisted formalism, there are no (non-exact) local operators on the boundary

aside from those formed from the ghost field. We are thus computing derived gauge-invariants

of the trivial representation C. We do this by considering all derivatives of the c ghost at a

point on the boundary. However, the z̄ and t derivatives are Q-exact, so we are left with the

z-derivatives, precisely encapsulated in the algebra (6.6).

6.2.2 Geometric description

Another derivation of the algebra (6.6) uses a version of the state-operator correspondence

adapted to the holomorphic twist. The following is a somewhat schematic translation of the

problem into algebro-geometric language, which seems to give a physically sensible result.

The Q-cohomology of the space of boundary local operators should be equivalent to the

Q-cohomology of the space of states on an infinitesimal hemisphere surrounding a point on

the boundary. In order to be compatible with a transverse holomorphic foliation of spacetime
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C× R−, we deform the hemisphere into an infinitesimal disc D. Algebraically, we take D to

be a ‘formal disc,’ meaning its algebraic functions are formal Taylor series,

D = Spec(O) , O := C[[z]] . (6.15)

We think of this disc as parallel to the boundary, and identified with the boundary except at

its origin.

In pure G gauge theory in the twisted formalism, the solutions to the equations of motion

on a disc (identified almost everywhere with the boundary) are holomorphic G-bundles. On

D, we will think of them as algebraic G bundles. Every G bundle on D can be trivialized,

and has an isomorphism group G(O) of ‘residual gauge transformations,’ where

G(O) = Maps(D,G) = the algebraic group G defined over formal Taylor series O . (6.16)

(If G is a matrix group, then G(O) is the corresponding group of matrices with Taylor-series

entries.) Therefore, the moduli space of solutions to the equations of motion on D may be

described as a stack {pt}/G(O).

In the holomorphic twist, the space of quantum states on D is the H
(0,•)
∂̄

Dolbeault

cohomology of the space of solutions to the equations of motion.29 Algebraically, this becomes

cohomology of the structure sheaf of the stack {pt}/G(O), which is precisely the derived G(O)-

invariants of the trivial representation:

H•({pt}/G(O),O{pt}/G(O)) = H•({pt},O{pt})
G(O)
der = CG(O)

der (6.17)

This recovers the description (6.7).

Explicitly, the decomposition (6.14) for G(O) takes the form

G(O) ' Gn (Id + z G(O)) . (6.18)

The subgroup Id + z G(O) of non-constant gauge transformations is pro-unipotent, and com-

pletely equivalent to its Lie algebra zg(O). This is because the exponential map relating

Id + z G(O) and zg(O) truncates to define an algebraic isomorphism at any finite order in

z. Thus, the derived G(O) invariants of the trivial representation are computed using the

Chevalley-Eilenberg complex built from derivatives of the c-ghost

C[{∂nz c}n≥1] ' Sym•
(
zg(O)[1]

)
, (6.19)

and restricting to G-invariants by hand, as in (6.6).

29Closely related computations of the Q-cohomology of the Hilbert space of 3d N = 2 gauge theories on

Riemann surfaces were performed in [100]. It explained carefully therein that the Hilbert space is Dolbeault

cohomology valued in a particular sheaf, depending on the fermionic matter of the theory, and twisted by a

power of the canonical bundle due to Chern-Simons terms. In pure gauge theory on a disc with Neumann b.c.

and a Chern-Simons level −h, the overall twist cancels out, so we are left with the cohomology of the structure

sheaf as in (6.17).
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6.2.3 Character

We can reproduce the well-known half-index of Neumann b.c., as the graded character of the

boundary algebra (6.6).

We first consider the space of all polynomials in the odd variables ∂nz c (n ≥ 1), and take

its character as a U(1)J × G representation. The character should be unaffected by further

taking Q-cohomology.

To set up conventions, let q denote the usual U(1)J fugacity. As for G, recall that the

character of any G-representation is a G-invariant function of G. The ring of such functions

is the same as the ring of W -invariant polynomials on the torus T ⊂ G. For any weight w of

G, we let sw : T → C∗ be the corresponding rank one representation of T . In particular, for

any root α, we have functions sα : T → C∗. The character of the space of polynomials in ∂nz c

is readily seen to be

(q; q)rank(G)
∞

∏

α∈roots(G)

(qsα; q)∞ , (6.20)

in terms of the q-Pochhammer symbol (4.13).

We then project to G-invariants “by hand.” To accomplish this for the character, we

should integrate over the compact group with the Haar measure. This the same as performing

a contour integral over the compact torus Tc against the Vandermonde determinant

1

|Weyl(G)|
∏

α∈roots(G)

(1− sα). (6.21)

Therefore we find that the character of the algebra of boundary operators with Neumann

boundary conditions is

∏
n≥0(1− qn+1)rank(G)

|Weyl(G)|

∮

s

ds

2πis

∏

α∈roots(G)

(1− sα)
∏

n≥0

(1− sαqn+1) , (6.22)

in agreement with [27–29].

6.3 Adding matter

For simplicity, we will describe the calculation of the boundary algebra for gauge theories

with 3d chiral matter, a bulk superpotential, standard Neumann/Dirichlet matter boundary

conditions and perhaps extra boundary chiral fermions, as detailed in Section 5. We will then

explain how the prescription is adapted to general matter theories and boundary conditions.

It is very easy to modify the prescription of Section 5 in the presence of bulk gauge G

fields with Neumann b.c. We just take derived invariants of the boundary algebra associated

to the matter fields, under the action of G(O). In other words, we introduce derivatives of a

c ghost.

Let’s describe how this works concretely. Suppose we have a theory with both gauge

fields and matter, in some representation V of the gauge group G. Suppose we have a G-

invariant superpotential W : V → C. We choose a sub-G-representation L ⊆ V and give
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Neumann b.c. to the L-valued chiral multiplets (Φi,Ψi), and Dirichlet b.c. to the remaining

chiral multiplets (Φ̂î, Ψ̂î). We add boundary fermi multiplets (Γα, Γ̃α) with E and J terms

satisfying W
∣∣
L

= 2E · J . We then give Neumann b.c. to the bulk gauge multiplet (A,B),

and adjust the bulk Chern-Simons level to cancel any boundary gauge anomaly.

The boundary algebra is generated by the bottom components φ(z), ψ̂(z),Γ(z), Γ̃(z) and

their ∂z derivatives, as well as the derivatives {∂nz c}n≥1 of the c-ghost. (In the full physical

theory, these would all be covariant derivatives.) We restrict by hand to combinations of

these operators invariant under constant G transformations.

The singular OPE’s are exactly as before:

Γα(z)Γ̃β(0) ∼ 1

z
δαβ , ψ̂î(z)ψ̂ĵ(0) ∼ 1

z
∂î∂ĵW

∣∣
L
. (6.23)

Note that the derivatives of c(z) have non-singular OPE’s with all other fields. There are no

Feynman diagrams involving the superfield A and any bulk or boundary matter fields, since

the propagator connects A with B, whereas only A couples to matter at interaction vertices.

The action of Q is induced by the transformations of bottom components of superfields

from (3.34)

Qφ = −ic · φ , Q ψ̂ = dW
∣∣
L
− ic · ψ ,

QΓ = −ic · Γ + E , Q Γ̃ = −ic · Γ̃ + J ,
Q c = −ic2 , (6.24)

where ‘c·’ denotes the action of c ∈ g[1] on various charged matter fields. We say that the

action is “induced” from (6.24) in the following sense: Using (6.24) one can compute trans-

formations of all derivatives and normal-ordered products of the basic operators φ, ψ̂,Γ, Γ̃, c.

Because of the singular terms in the OPE, the BRST transformations of normal-ordered

products can contain unexpected terms. We will see some examples below.

A priori, the transformations will involve the zero mode of c. However, once we restrict

to products of operators that are invariant under the global G action, only derivatives of c

will remain. We will be left with a well-defined action of Q on the G-invariant products of

{∂nz φ, ∂nz ψ̂, ∂nz Γ, ∂nz Γ̃, ∂n+1
z c}n≥0.

It is important to observe that the action of Q is built directly from the action of the

group G(O) of holomorphic gauge transformations on the boundary chiral algebra of the

matter theory:
δα φ = −iα · φ , δα ψ̂ = dW

∣∣
L
− iα · ψ ,

δα Γ = −iα · Γ + E , δα Γ̃ = −iα · Γ̃ + J ,
(6.25)

The extension to general matter theories and boundary conditions with boundary chiral

algebra V∂ [B] is obvious: we build the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex from derivatives of the

c-ghost and V∂ [B]

Sym•
(
zg(O)[1]

)
⊗ V∂ [B] (6.26)
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and restrict to G-invariants by hand. 30

6.4 Example: SQED

Let’s apply the above prescription to an interesting boundary condition for SQED that ap-

peared in [29, Sec 6].

The bulk theory has G = C∗ (or Gc = U(1)) and two fundamental chiral multiplets

(Φ,Ψ), (Φ̃, Ψ̃), such that Φ, Φ̃ have gauge charges +1,−1, respectively. More abstractly,

the vector space V is C2. There is no Chern-Simons term for G. However, there is a mixed

Chern-Simons coupling between G and a topological flavor symmetry C∗T . There is also a

flavor symmetry C∗A for which Φ, Φ̃ have charges +1, 0.

We consider a Neumann b.c. on the gauge multiplet, together with Neumann b.c. for

both chirals. Using the anomaly calculation summarized from Section 6.1, we see that this

boundary condition has gauge anomaly −1
2 × 2 = −1. Thus the boundary condition is

inconsistent on its own. To cancel the anomaly, we add a boundary fermi multiplet (Γ, Γ̃) of

gauge charge (+1,−1).

One can also calculate mixed anomalies between gauge and flavor symmetries (see [29]).

The mixed anomaly involving C∗A vanishes automatically. The mixed anomaly involving the

topological symmetry C∗T vanishes if we additionally give (Γ, Γ̃) charges (−1,+1) under C∗T .

Altogether, we find a boundary chiral algebra generated by gauge-invariant combinations

of φ(z), φ̃(z),Γ(z), Γ̃(z) and derivatives of c(z), with standard OPE

Γ(z)Γ̃(z) ∼ 1

z
, (6.27)

and action of Q induced from (absorbing a factor of i into c),

Qφ = cφ , QΓ = cΓ ,

Q φ̃ = −cφ̃ , Q Γ̃ = −cΓ̃ ,
Q c = 0 . (6.28)

The charges of various generators under C∗ gauge symmetry, our two C∗ flavor symmetries,

R-symmetry, and twisted spin are:

φ φ̃ Γ Γ̃ c ∂z Q

gauge 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0

A 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

T 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0

R 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

J 0 0 1
2

1
2 0 1 0

(6.29)

30A possible concern, which we will not explore further here, is that the presence of gauge fields weakens the

argument we gave to exclude instanton corrections involving configurations of bulk fields which are constant in

the direction normal to the boundary. In the presence of gauge fields, the bulk fields would only be covariantly

constant, and the divergence of the instanton action should be revisited.
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We can give a simple example of BRST transformation of a composite field, :ΓΓ̃ :. Clas-

sically, this product is gauge-invariant (under both constant and non-constant gauge trans-

formations). Quantum-mechanically, we use the definition :ΓΓ̃ : (0) = limz→0

(
Γ(z)Γ̃(0)− 1

z

)

of normal-ordering to find an anomalous gauge transformation

Q
[

:ΓΓ̃ : (0)
]

= lim
z→0

(
QΓ(z)Γ̃(0)− Γ(z)QΓ̃(0)−Q1

z

)

= lim
z→0

(
c(z)Γ(z)Γ̃(0) + Γ(z)c(0)Γ̃(0)

)
(6.30)

= lim
z→0

[c(z)− c(0)]Γ(z)Γ̃(0) = lim
z→0

c(z)− c(0)

z
= ∂zc(0) .

Therefore, Q(:ΓΓ̃ :) = ∂zc. In particular, :ΓΓ̃ : and ∂zc are not in the BRST cohomology.

It is natural to expect that the currents : ΓΓ̃ : (z) and ∂zc(z) and their derivatives will

effectively cancel each other, leaving cohomology only in degree 0. We will now sharpen this

expectation into a precise mirror symmetry statement.

6.4.1 SQED ↔ XYZ duality

The chiral algebra above is expected to be dual to the boundary chiral algebra of the XYZ

model, with the boundary condition studied in Section 5.3.2. Recall that the XYZ algebra

has just three generators X(z), ψY (z), ψZ(z), with trivial action of Q, and OPE

ψY (z)ψZ(0) ∼ X(0)

z − w . (6.31)

The charges under R-symmetry, twisted spin, and C∗A × C∗T flavor symmetry are

X ψY ψZ ∂z

A 2 1 1 0

T 0 −1 1 0

R 0 0 0 0

J 0 1
2

1
2 1

(6.32)

Notably, R-charges are all zero in this convention31: the entire chiral algebra sits in coho-

mological degree zero, which is compatible with a trivial action of Q. We also observe that

A-charges are positive-definite.

It was explained in [29, Sec 6] how several simple boundary operators should match across

the duality. This leads us to conjecture that the equivalence of the XYZ and SQED boundary

algebras is induced from the map

ρ :

X 7→ φφ̃

ψY 7→ Γφ̃

ψZ 7→ Γ̃φ

(6.33)

31Corresponding to these charge assignments, the bulk bosonic chirals (X,Y, Z) have R-charges (0, 1, 1).

This ensures that the superpotential W = XY Z has R-charge 2, as required.
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There are a several things to check about this proposal. First, we need to make sure

that (6.33) is a map of quadruply graded dg chiral algebras — i.e. it preserves the four

C∗ symmetries, the action of Q, and the OPE. Preserving the symmetries is obvious. It is

also clear that the three operators φφ̃,Γφ̃, Γ̃φ are globally G-invariant, hence belong to the

SQED algebra. Preserving the action of Q means that φφ̃,Γφ̃, Γ̃φ are all Q-closed. This is

the same as saying that φφ̃,Γφ̃, Γ̃φ are invariant under non-constant gauge transformation,

since the only role of Q in the SQED algebra is to implement non-constant gauge invariance

cohomologically. Since the pairs (φ, φ̃), (Γ, φ̃), and (Γ̃, φ) all having nonsingular OPE’s, Q-

closedness/gauge-invariance follows easily; explicitly, we compute:

Q(φφ̃) = cφφ̃+ φ(−c)φ̃ = 0 ,
Q(Γφ̃) = cΓφ̃− Γ(−c)φ̃ = 0 ,

Q(Γ̃φ) = −cΓ̃φ− Γ̃(cφ) = 0 .
(6.34)

Finally, we check that the OPE (6.31) is reproduced in the SQED algebra:

(Γφ̃)(z) (Γ̃φ)(0) = φ(0)φ̃(z)Γ(z)Γ̃(0) = φ(0)φ̃(0)
1

z
+ regular ∼ (φφ̃)(0)

z
, (6.35)

exactly as required.

The above properties guarantee that ρ descends to a map between the cohomologies of

the XYZ and SQED algebras, preserving all gradings. Much less trivial is the claim that ρ is

an isomorphism on cohomology.

First, we note on the XYZ side, all operators are in cohomological degree 0. For there

to be any chance of having an isomorphism between the algebras of operators, the same

statement would need to hold on the gauge theory side. Let us prove this. We first note that

we can view the normally-ordered product : ΓΓ̃ : (z) as a U(1) current, which we will call α.

Let M denote the vacuum module of the SQED algebra, before taking cohomology. Let M0

be the sub-module of M consisting of those states which are in the kernel of the negative

modes α−n of α. As with any module for the U(1) current algebra, the entire module M is

obtained by applying raising operators αn to M0:

M = M0[α1, α2, . . . ]. (6.36)

The ghost ∂zc has trivial OPE with every operator. This means that the entire vacuum

module is a tensor product of those operators which do not contain ghosts, with the exterior

algebra generated by the ghosts states ∂kz c. If we denote by N0 ⊂M0 the subspace of states

which do not contain any ghosts and are in the kernel of α−n, we have

M = N0[∂zc, ∂
2
zc, . . . , α1, α2, . . . ]. (6.37)

That is, the entire module is obtained from N0 by tensoring with an exterior algebra on the

variables ∂kz c, and a symmetric algebra on the variables αk, k > 0.

The BRST operator in this basis can be quite complicated, but one of the terms simply

sends αk → 1
k!∂

k
z c, as we saw above. We can compute the cohomology of the vacuum module
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M by using a spectral sequence whose first term only retains this piece of the BRST operator.

If we do so, on the first page of the spectral sequence all the ghosts ∂kz c will cancel with the

modes αk, so that we only have N0. Because this sits in cohomological degree 0, there is no

room for any further differentials, and the entire BRST cohomology of the vacuum module

M is isomorphic to N0.

Concretely, N0 is the subspace of all operators build from φ, φ̃,Γ, Γ̃ of charge 0 under

the global gauge U(1) action, which are in the kernel of the negative modes of :ΓΓ̃ : (z). To

prove that the chiral algebras match, it remains to show that the space of such operators is

isomorphic to the space of boundary operators for the XY Z model.

Let us explicitly check that our answer for the cohomology on the SQED side matches

with the XYZ side, at low charges for the C∗A flavour symmetry. Firstly, at charge 0, on the

XYZ side the only operator is the identity. We can match this feature in SQED. At A = 0, we

can not have any operators built from φ or φ̃. The analysis above tells us that the operators

that survive BRST cohomology are those in the vacuum module of the boson :ΓΓ̃ : (z), which

are also in the kernel of all the negative modes of the same current. The only such operator

is the identity.

Similarly, in SQED, there are two operators of charge 1 under C∗A, which correspond to

Γφ̃ and Γ̃φ. It is not hard to see that these are the only operators present on the SQED side.

Indeed, these operators have only a 1/z singularity in the OPE with the current α =:ΓΓ̃ : (z),

so they are in the kernel of α−n for n > 0. Any other operator of charge A = 1 on the SQED

side must be obtained by applying αn, for n > 0, to the operators Γφ̃ and Γ̃φ.

We can proceed in this manner to check that our map of chiral algebras, from the XYZ

algebra to the SQED algebra, is an isomorphism at low charges for A.

To complete the proof that our map of chiral algebras is an isomorphism, we can procede

as follows. Vanishing of higher BRST cohomology implies that, in both the XYZ and SQED

models, fermionic operators have odd A-charge, and bosonic operators have even A-charge.

This tells us that when we take the index, including the fugacity for A, there can be no

cancellation among the operators. It was shown in [29] that the indices match. We conclude

that the vector space of operators of a given quantum numbers is the same in the XYZ and

SQED models. To show that the map of chiral algebras that we have constructed is an

isomorphism, it remains to show that it is either surjective or injective.

We will show that it is injective. The kernel of the map is some subspace of the space of

boundary operators of the XYZ model, which is a chiral algebra ideal. Being a chiral algebra

ideal means that it is closed under the application of any mode of an operator. We need to

show that our ideal is zero.

An element of the ideal is a sum of words in X,ψY , ψZ and their derivatives. By applying

repeatedly modes of ψY , we can remove all ψZ dependence from such a word. Then, by

applying repeatedly the modes of ψZ , we remove all ψY dependence. We conclude that, if our

ideal is non-zero, it contains an element which is a sum of words of just X and its derivatives.

However, an element of this form can not possibly be in the kernel of the map from

the XYZ boundary algebra to the SQED boundary algebra. This is because X gets sent to
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φφ̃, and in the SQED algebra, there are no linear relations among the words built from the

operator φφ̃ and its derivatives.

6.5 Example: SQCD and the detYZ model.

The SQED-XYZ duality has a generalization to a U(N) gauge theory with N fundamental

chiral flavours [50, 55]. The dual description involves an N × N matrix M of chiral fields

together with two singlet chiral fields Y and Z and superpotential

W = Y Z detM (6.38)

There are some conjectural pairs of boundary conditions as well [29]. The simplest Neumann-

type boundary conditions on the SQCD side involves auxiliary chiral fermions Γ, Γ̃ which

transform in the determinant and inverse determinant representations of the U(N) gauge

group.

This boundary condition is expected to be dual to Neumann boundary conditions for M ,

Dirichlet for Y and Z. It is natural to propose an identification

ρ :

M 7→ φφ̃

ψY 7→ Γ det φ̃

ψZ 7→ Γ̃ detφ

(6.39)

which is compatible with the expected OPE

ψY (z)ψZ(0) ∼ detM(0)

z − w . (6.40)

It is far less obvious, of course, that this map extends to a quasi-isomorphism.

6.6 Example: Level-rank dualities.

There is an expected level-rank duality between pure Chern-Simons gauge theories U(N)−k−N,−k
and SU(k)k+N . The duality is expected to extend to boundary conditions [29], with Neumann

b.c. for U(N)−k−N,−k coupled to Nk 2d chiral fermions being dual to Dirichlet boundary

conditions for SU(k)k+N .

At the level of chiral algebras, the former involves the c ghosts combined to the Nk 2d

chiral fermions. It is well-known that 2d chiral fermions can be expressed as an extension

of a product of WZW models WZW[U(N)k]×WZW[SU(k)N ]. We expect the G(O) derived

invariants of the WZW[U(N)k] chiral algebra to consist of the identity field only, so that the

boundary chiral algebra reduces to the WZW[SU(k)N ] chiral algebra. This is the expected

answer, see Section 7.

7 Gauge theory with Dirichlet boundary conditions

A general strategy for dealing with disorder operators is to employ a state-operator map and

study the space of states of the theory on a surface surrounding the operator insertion. In a
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semiclassical quantization, one has to deal carefully with moduli spaces of classical solutions

of the equations of motion, which may be singular or infinite-dimensional. In the current

setup, the analysis can be made tractable using somewhat refined notions from algebraic

geometry. We will describe here the boundary chiral algebras V∂ [H;B] as vector spaces, with

particular attention to the other extreme case of Dirichlet boundary conditions D, where the

gauge group becomes trivial at the boundary. We will not attempt to compute their vertex

algebra structure.

Dirichlet boundary conditions in gauge theory are the first example in which non-perturbative

corrections enter the boundary chiral algebra. These corrections are due to monopole oper-

ators, which can exist on a Dirichlet boundary; for an extended physical discussion of such

boundary disorder operators, see [86, Sec. 4.1]. They are also analogous to the boundary

’t Hooft lines of 4d gauge theory considered in [139, Sec 3.6].

In this section, we will give a mathematical definition of the vacuum module of the

chiral algebra of a gauge theory with matter and with Dirichlet b.c. for the gauge fields,

including boundary monopole operators. Our definition of the module is derived by geometric

quantization of the phase-space of the twisted theory on a disc with Dirichlet boundary

conditions, and is expressed in terms of an infinite-dimensional algebraic variety called the

affine Grassmannian. We do not currently know how to define the chiral algebra structure

on the vacuum module, although we formulate a mathematical conjecture to this effect.

We begin with pure gauge theory. Even the perturbative analysis of the boundary chiral

algebra is nontrivial. It was predicted in [29] that pure 3d N = 2 gauge theory with bulk

Chern-Simons level k gives rise perturbatively to a Kac-Moody algebra at level k − h on a

Dirichlet b.c.,

V∂ [D]pert ' Ĝk−h , (7.1)

where h is the dual Coxeter number. This is compatible with the summary of anomalies from

Section 6.1: a Dirichlet boundary condition carries a boundary ’t Hooft anomaly k − h, for

the boundary G flavor symmetry. Of course, the Kac-Moody algebra has singular OPE’s. We

will explain how they arise from bulk-boundary Feynman diagrams, in a manner similar to

the analysis of pure matter theories with a bulk superpotential (Section 5).

The full, nonperturbative boundary algebra in pure gauge theory at level k ≥ h was

conjectured in [29] to be the Wess-Zumino-Witten algebra,

V∂ [D] 'WZW[Gk−h] . (7.2)

This is a module for the Kac-Moody algebra; for positive effective level k − h > 0 and

semisimple G, it is a quotient of the Kac-Moody vacuum module.

In Section 7.2 we will give a geometric construction of the full boundary algebra for

gauge theory with Dirichlet boundary conditions, coupled to arbitrary matter. Our analysis is

based on a state-operator correspondence and geometric quantization. The method is closely

analogous to the BFN construction of monopole operators in 3d N = 4 theories [43, 44], as

well as to work of [100] on 3d N = 2 Hilbert spaces. We explain how to extract the character
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of the full boundary algebra from this geometric construction in Section 7.4. In this case of

pure gauge theory, this reproduces a formula for WZW characters from [29], and in the case

of gauge theory with matter, it reproduces a half-index computation of [29].

7.1 Perturbative algebra in pure gauge theory

With Dirichlet boundary conditions for the gauge multiplet, the superfield A is set to zero on

the boundary. The superfield B is non-zero on the boundary. Perturbatively, the boundary

chiral algebra is generated by the bottom component B(z) of B and its z-derivatives. We

recall from Section 3.2 that this is a coadjoint (g∗) valued field, which corresponds in the

physical theory to the complexified curvature 1
g2 (Fzt + iDzσ), as in (3.8), dualized by the

Killing form.

We note that the local operators formed from B are valued in the complex Lie algebra g

(the dual of g∗). Explicitly, if we choose a dual basis T a for g∗ and expand B =
∑

aBaT
a,

the local operators Ba will be elements of g. The operators Ba all have R-charge zero and

twisted spin J = 1.

In the bulk, the action of Q on the bottom component B may be read off from (3.34):

QB = −i[c, B]− k
2π∂zc . (7.3)

We expect a quantum correction to shift k → k − h in this formula. In the physical theory,

this is a well-known correction due to gauginos with real mass proportional to k, at least

when k > h [50].

On the boundary, the Dirichlet b.c. sets c
∣∣ = 0, compatible with breaking of gauge

symmetry. Thus, in the boundary algebra we simply have QB = 0. Moreover, since B is

Q-closed on the boundary but not in the bulk, it can have a singular boundary OPE.

The boundary OPE of B(z) with itself indeed turns out to be nontrivial. It gets pertur-

bative quantum corrections that may be computed via Feynman diagrams, in close analogy

with our analysis of superpotential corrections in Section 5.3.3.

For gauge theory in the twisted formalism, the propagator connects superfields A and B

Aa Ba (7.4)

There are two interaction vertices,
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, ⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit>

f c
ab

<latexit sha1_base64="DRGlQIEAl6jon2+NE7GMe0hKJqg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9nNMj7lapbc2cgy8QrSBUKNPqVr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJnle7qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbPZhfn5NQqAxLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyi95U/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzJ9nwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0IZVtCN7iy8ukdV7z3Jp3d1GtXxdxlOAYTuAMPLiEOtxCA5rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kD9hGRFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRGlQIEAl6jon2+NE7GMe0hKJqg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9nNMj7lapbc2cgy8QrSBUKNPqVr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJnle7qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbPZhfn5NQqAxLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyi95U/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzJ9nwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0IZVtCN7iy8ukdV7z3Jp3d1GtXxdxlOAYTuAMPLiEOtxCA5rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kD9hGRFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRGlQIEAl6jon2+NE7GMe0hKJqg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9nNMj7lapbc2cgy8QrSBUKNPqVr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJnle7qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbPZhfn5NQqAxLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyi95U/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzJ9nwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0IZVtCN7iy8ukdV7z3Jp3d1GtXxdxlOAYTuAMPLiEOtxCA5rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kD9hGRFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRGlQIEAl6jon2+NE7GMe0hKJqg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9nNMj7lapbc2cgy8QrSBUKNPqVr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJnle7qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbPZhfn5NQqAxLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyi95U/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzJ9nwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0IZVtCN7iy8ukdV7z3Jp3d1GtXxdxlOAYTuAMPLiEOtxCA5rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kD9hGRFw==</latexit>

Bc
<latexit sha1_base64="vjK5M1D+slsfOD9iUSskridlcg8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7ZsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+xopDa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjK5M1D+slsfOD9iUSskridlcg8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7ZsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+xopDa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjK5M1D+slsfOD9iUSskridlcg8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7ZsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+xopDa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjK5M1D+slsfOD9iUSskridlcg8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7ZsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+xopDa</latexit>

Aa
<latexit sha1_base64="bBx4yvHDcdDVT5Pisv84uWRF+eA=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXVbduKxgH9DGMplO2qGTTJi5EUroZ7hxoYhbv8adf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXOfcEiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4cto1LNeJMpqXQnoIZLEfMmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+zf32E9dGqPgBJwn3IzqMRSgYRSt1exHFURCS60far1TdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGvfPUGiqURj5FJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmn5V5qeELZmA5519KYRtz42SzylJxaZUBCpe2LkczU3xsZjYyZRIGdzCOaRS8X//O6KYZXfibiJEUes/lHYSoJKpLfTwZCc4ZyYgllWtishI2opgxtS2Vbgrd48jJpndc8t+bdX1TrN0UdJTiGEzgDDy6hDnfQgCYwUPAMr/DmoPPivDsf89EVp9g5gj9wPn8Aq4+Q1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bBx4yvHDcdDVT5Pisv84uWRF+eA=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXVbduKxgH9DGMplO2qGTTJi5EUroZ7hxoYhbv8adf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXOfcEiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4cto1LNeJMpqXQnoIZLEfMmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+zf32E9dGqPgBJwn3IzqMRSgYRSt1exHFURCS60far1TdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGvfPUGiqURj5FJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmn5V5qeELZmA5519KYRtz42SzylJxaZUBCpe2LkczU3xsZjYyZRIGdzCOaRS8X//O6KYZXfibiJEUes/lHYSoJKpLfTwZCc4ZyYgllWtishI2opgxtS2Vbgrd48jJpndc8t+bdX1TrN0UdJTiGEzgDDy6hDnfQgCYwUPAMr/DmoPPivDsf89EVp9g5gj9wPn8Aq4+Q1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bBx4yvHDcdDVT5Pisv84uWRF+eA=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXVbduKxgH9DGMplO2qGTTJi5EUroZ7hxoYhbv8adf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXOfcEiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4cto1LNeJMpqXQnoIZLEfMmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+zf32E9dGqPgBJwn3IzqMRSgYRSt1exHFURCS60far1TdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGvfPUGiqURj5FJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmn5V5qeELZmA5519KYRtz42SzylJxaZUBCpe2LkczU3xsZjYyZRIGdzCOaRS8X//O6KYZXfibiJEUes/lHYSoJKpLfTwZCc4ZyYgllWtishI2opgxtS2Vbgrd48jJpndc8t+bdX1TrN0UdJTiGEzgDDy6hDnfQgCYwUPAMr/DmoPPivDsf89EVp9g5gj9wPn8Aq4+Q1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bBx4yvHDcdDVT5Pisv84uWRF+eA=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXVbduKxgH9DGMplO2qGTTJi5EUroZ7hxoYhbv8adf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXOfcEiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4cto1LNeJMpqXQnoIZLEfMmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+zf32E9dGqPgBJwn3IzqMRSgYRSt1exHFURCS60far1TdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGvfPUGiqURj5FJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmn5V5qeELZmA5519KYRtz42SzylJxaZUBCpe2LkczU3xsZjYyZRIGdzCOaRS8X//O6KYZXfibiJEUes/lHYSoJKpLfTwZCc4ZyYgllWtishI2opgxtS2Vbgrd48jJpndc8t+bdX1TrN0UdJTiGEzgDDy6hDnfQgCYwUPAMr/DmoPPivDsf89EVp9g5gj9wPn8Aq4+Q1g==</latexit>

Ab
<latexit sha1_base64="0moFJIOHT9LZs3wKfmy9ClEtAIk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXVbduKxgH9DGMplO2qGTTJi5EUroZ7hxoYhbv8adf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXOfcEiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4cto1LNeJMpqXQnoIZLEfMmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+zf32E9dGqPgBJwn3IzqMRSgYRSt1exHFURCS68egX6m6NXcGsky8glShQKNf+eoNFEsjHiOT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPy73U8ISyMR3yrqUxjbjxs1nkKTm1yoCEStsXI5mpvzcyGhkziQI7mUc0i14u/ud1Uwyv/EzESYo8ZvOPwlQSVCS/nwyE5gzlxBLKtLBZCRtRTRnalsq2BG/x5GXSOq95bs27v6jWb4o6SnAMJ3AGHlxCHe6gAU1goOAZXuHNQefFeXc+5qMrTrFzBH/gfP4ArROQ1w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0moFJIOHT9LZs3wKfmy9ClEtAIk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXVbduKxgH9DGMplO2qGTTJi5EUroZ7hxoYhbv8adf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXOfcEiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4cto1LNeJMpqXQnoIZLEfMmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+zf32E9dGqPgBJwn3IzqMRSgYRSt1exHFURCS68egX6m6NXcGsky8glShQKNf+eoNFEsjHiOT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPy73U8ISyMR3yrqUxjbjxs1nkKTm1yoCEStsXI5mpvzcyGhkziQI7mUc0i14u/ud1Uwyv/EzESYo8ZvOPwlQSVCS/nwyE5gzlxBLKtLBZCRtRTRnalsq2BG/x5GXSOq95bs27v6jWb4o6SnAMJ3AGHlxCHe6gAU1goOAZXuHNQefFeXc+5qMrTrFzBH/gfP4ArROQ1w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0moFJIOHT9LZs3wKfmy9ClEtAIk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXVbduKxgH9DGMplO2qGTTJi5EUroZ7hxoYhbv8adf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXOfcEiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4cto1LNeJMpqXQnoIZLEfMmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+zf32E9dGqPgBJwn3IzqMRSgYRSt1exHFURCS68egX6m6NXcGsky8glShQKNf+eoNFEsjHiOT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPy73U8ISyMR3yrqUxjbjxs1nkKTm1yoCEStsXI5mpvzcyGhkziQI7mUc0i14u/ud1Uwyv/EzESYo8ZvOPwlQSVCS/nwyE5gzlxBLKtLBZCRtRTRnalsq2BG/x5GXSOq95bs27v6jWb4o6SnAMJ3AGHlxCHe6gAU1goOAZXuHNQefFeXc+5qMrTrFzBH/gfP4ArROQ1w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0moFJIOHT9LZs3wKfmy9ClEtAIk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXVbduKxgH9DGMplO2qGTTJi5EUroZ7hxoYhbv8adf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXOfcEiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4cto1LNeJMpqXQnoIZLEfMmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+zf32E9dGqPgBJwn3IzqMRSgYRSt1exHFURCS68egX6m6NXcGsky8glShQKNf+eoNFEsjHiOT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPy73U8ISyMR3yrqUxjbjxs1nkKTm1yoCEStsXI5mpvzcyGhkziQI7mUc0i14u/ud1Uwyv/EzESYo8ZvOPwlQSVCS/nwyE5gzlxBLKtLBZCRtRTRnalsq2BG/x5GXSOq95bs27v6jWb4o6SnAMJ3AGHlxCHe6gAU1goOAZXuHNQefFeXc+5qMrTrFzBH/gfP4ArROQ1w==</latexit>

(7.5)

coming from the Chern-Simons term kA∂A (which uses the Killing form κab) and the non-

abelian part of the kinetic term B[A,A] ∈ BF (A).

We refer to [140] for a detailed and careful analysis of the Feynman diagrams of this theory

with Dirichlet boundary conditions, in the gauge where ∂
∗
B = 0, ∂

∗
A = 0. The results of
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[140] show that, in this gauge, the theory is one-loop exact (i.e. the only Feynman diagrams

that contribute have at most one loop in the bulk). This is in contrast to the standard choice

of gauge in Chern-Simons theory, where diagrams at arbitrary loops can contribute. Further,

Gwilliam and Williams in [140] show that the theory is finite (this is not obvious in this

gauge).

Because of these results, we find that there are just three Feynman diagrams that can

be drawn that contribute to the 2-point function of boundary operators Ba(0, 0, 0) and

Bb(z, z̄, 0), in an arbitrary background of the bulk A and B fields (subject to the bound-

ary conditions):

⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit>

f c
ab

<latexit sha1_base64="DRGlQIEAl6jon2+NE7GMe0hKJqg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9nNMj7lapbc2cgy8QrSBUKNPqVr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJnle7qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbPZhfn5NQqAxLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyi95U/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzJ9nwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0IZVtCN7iy8ukdV7z3Jp3d1GtXxdxlOAYTuAMPLiEOtxCA5rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kD9hGRFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRGlQIEAl6jon2+NE7GMe0hKJqg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9nNMj7lapbc2cgy8QrSBUKNPqVr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJnle7qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbPZhfn5NQqAxLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyi95U/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzJ9nwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0IZVtCN7iy8ukdV7z3Jp3d1GtXxdxlOAYTuAMPLiEOtxCA5rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kD9hGRFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRGlQIEAl6jon2+NE7GMe0hKJqg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9nNMj7lapbc2cgy8QrSBUKNPqVr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJnle7qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbPZhfn5NQqAxLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyi95U/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzJ9nwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0IZVtCN7iy8ukdV7z3Jp3d1GtXxdxlOAYTuAMPLiEOtxCA5rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kD9hGRFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRGlQIEAl6jon2+NE7GMe0hKJqg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9nNMj7lapbc2cgy8QrSBUKNPqVr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJnle7qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbPZhfn5NQqAxLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyi95U/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzJ9nwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0IZVtCN7iy8ukdV7z3Jp3d1GtXxdxlOAYTuAMPLiEOtxCA5rAQMEzvMKbY5wX5935mLeuOMXMEfyB8/kD9hGRFw==</latexit>

Bc
<latexit sha1_base64="vjK5M1D+slsfOD9iUSskridlcg8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7ZsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+xopDa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjK5M1D+slsfOD9iUSskridlcg8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7ZsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+xopDa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjK5M1D+slsfOD9iUSskridlcg8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7ZsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+xopDa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjK5M1D+slsfOD9iUSskridlcg8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7ZsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+xopDa</latexit>

Ba
<latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit>

Bb
<latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit>

⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit>

Ba
<latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit>

Bb
<latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit>

kab
<latexit sha1_base64="MQshYnEcz5AzCosLGrEu295GSmI=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbymS7aZdsNnF3Uyihv8OLB0W8+mO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIpypo0EYnqBKiZ4JI1DTeCdVLFMA4EawfR3cxvj5nSPJGPZpIyP8ah5CGnaKzkR6QXYZpiP8dg2q9U3Zo7B1klXkGqUKDRr3z1BgnNYiYNFah113NT4+eoDKeCTcu9TLMUaYRD1rVUYsy0n8+PnpJzqwxImChb0pC5+nsix1jrSRzYzhjNSC97M/E/r5uZ8MbPuUwzwyRdLAozQUxCZgmQAVeMGjGxBKni9lZCR6iQGptT2YbgLb+8SlqXNc+teQ9X1fptEUcJTuEMLsCDa6jDPTSgCRSe4Ble4c0ZOy/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wexuZIK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MQshYnEcz5AzCosLGrEu295GSmI=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbymS7aZdsNnF3Uyihv8OLB0W8+mO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIpypo0EYnqBKiZ4JI1DTeCdVLFMA4EawfR3cxvj5nSPJGPZpIyP8ah5CGnaKzkR6QXYZpiP8dg2q9U3Zo7B1klXkGqUKDRr3z1BgnNYiYNFah113NT4+eoDKeCTcu9TLMUaYRD1rVUYsy0n8+PnpJzqwxImChb0pC5+nsix1jrSRzYzhjNSC97M/E/r5uZ8MbPuUwzwyRdLAozQUxCZgmQAVeMGjGxBKni9lZCR6iQGptT2YbgLb+8SlqXNc+teQ9X1fptEUcJTuEMLsCDa6jDPTSgCRSe4Ble4c0ZOy/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wexuZIK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MQshYnEcz5AzCosLGrEu295GSmI=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbymS7aZdsNnF3Uyihv8OLB0W8+mO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIpypo0EYnqBKiZ4JI1DTeCdVLFMA4EawfR3cxvj5nSPJGPZpIyP8ah5CGnaKzkR6QXYZpiP8dg2q9U3Zo7B1klXkGqUKDRr3z1BgnNYiYNFah113NT4+eoDKeCTcu9TLMUaYRD1rVUYsy0n8+PnpJzqwxImChb0pC5+nsix1jrSRzYzhjNSC97M/E/r5uZ8MbPuUwzwyRdLAozQUxCZgmQAVeMGjGxBKni9lZCR6iQGptT2YbgLb+8SlqXNc+teQ9X1fptEUcJTuEMLsCDa6jDPTSgCRSe4Ble4c0ZOy/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wexuZIK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MQshYnEcz5AzCosLGrEu295GSmI=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbymS7aZdsNnF3Uyihv8OLB0W8+mO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIpypo0EYnqBKiZ4JI1DTeCdVLFMA4EawfR3cxvj5nSPJGPZpIyP8ah5CGnaKzkR6QXYZpiP8dg2q9U3Zo7B1klXkGqUKDRr3z1BgnNYiYNFah113NT4+eoDKeCTcu9TLMUaYRD1rVUYsy0n8+PnpJzqwxImChb0pC5+nsix1jrSRzYzhjNSC97M/E/r5uZ8MbPuUwzwyRdLAozQUxCZgmQAVeMGjGxBKni9lZCR6iQGptT2YbgLb+8SlqXNc+teQ9X1fptEUcJTuEMLsCDa6jDPTSgCRSe4Ble4c0ZOy/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wexuZIK</latexit>

Ba
<latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN3CqXMeoKS/pwX0n+hZ3OzOUhY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ7psFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs0XkObmwyoiEsbZPIVmovzcyGhkziwI7mUc0q14u/uf1Uwxv/UyoJEWu2PKjMJUEY5LfT0ZCc4ZyZgllWtishE2opgxtSxVbgrd68jrpXNU9t+49XNcazaKOMpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsYxPAMr/DmoPPivDsfy9GSU+ycwh84nz+umpDY</latexit>

Bb
<latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rh5yf/ShXcMujSky7q5ODnPdrX8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZG6GEfoYbF4q49Wvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7mXNPkEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSfxBRnAQhaQ6DYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4vIc3JhlREJY22fQrJQf29kNDJmFgV2Mo9oVr1c/M/rpxje+plQSYpcseVHYSoJxiS/n4yE5gzlzBLKtLBZCZtQTRnaliq2BG/15HXSuap7bt17uK41mkUdZTiDc7gED26gAffQgjYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+lqMlp9g5hT9wPn8AsB6Q2Q==</latexit>

⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit>

⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9ZxFFopka18yU5lyTwVt2fcbbg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshb4teDhqlq/LeIowSmcwQUEcA11uIcGNIHBGJ7hFd681Hvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz+F64+t</latexit>

f c
ad

<latexit sha1_base64="k9dS22xvLgRO0NItfA4rape6pjE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9ndJD3K1W35s5AlolXkCoUaPQrX71BzNKIK2SSGtP13AT9jGoUTPK83EsNTygb0yHvWqpoxI2fzS7OyalVBiSMtS2FZKb+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFkFr2p+J/XTTG88jOhkhS5YvNFYSoJxmT6PhkIzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoQyrbELzFl5dJ67zmuTXv7qJavy7iKMExnMAZeHAJdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3xzgvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MH+RuRGQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k9dS22xvLgRO0NItfA4rape6pjE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9ndJD3K1W35s5AlolXkCoUaPQrX71BzNKIK2SSGtP13AT9jGoUTPK83EsNTygb0yHvWqpoxI2fzS7OyalVBiSMtS2FZKb+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFkFr2p+J/XTTG88jOhkhS5YvNFYSoJxmT6PhkIzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoQyrbELzFl5dJ67zmuTXv7qJavy7iKMExnMAZeHAJdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3xzgvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MH+RuRGQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k9dS22xvLgRO0NItfA4rape6pjE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9ndJD3K1W35s5AlolXkCoUaPQrX71BzNKIK2SSGtP13AT9jGoUTPK83EsNTygb0yHvWqpoxI2fzS7OyalVBiSMtS2FZKb+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFkFr2p+J/XTTG88jOhkhS5YvNFYSoJxmT6PhkIzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoQyrbELzFl5dJ67zmuTXv7qJavy7iKMExnMAZeHAJdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3xzgvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MH+RuRGQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k9dS22xvLgRO0NItfA4rape6pjE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED6yLO9ndJD3K1W35s5AlolXkCoUaPQrX71BzNKIK2SSGtP13AT9jGoUTPK83EsNTygb0yHvWqpoxI2fzS7OyalVBiSMtS2FZKb+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFkFr2p+J/XTTG88jOhkhS5YvNFYSoJxmT6PhkIzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoQyrbELzFl5dJ67zmuTXv7qJavy7iKMExnMAZeHAJdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3xzgvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MH+RuRGQ==</latexit>

fd
bc

<latexit sha1_base64="/tSZUH83fNf0H5Bhnafyd0IwtaY=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED4OsryfBSzvV6puzZ2BLBOvIFUo0OhXvnqDmKURV8gkNabruQn6GdUomOR5uZcanlA2pkPetVTRiBs/m12ck1OrDEgYa1sKyUz9PZHRyJhJFNjOiOLILHpT8T+vm2J45WdCJSlyxeaLwlQSjMn0fTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlS2IXiLLy+T1nnNc2ve3UW1fl3EUYJjOIEz8OAS6nALDWgCAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnY9664hQzR/AHzucP+qeRGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/tSZUH83fNf0H5Bhnafyd0IwtaY=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED4OsryfBSzvV6puzZ2BLBOvIFUo0OhXvnqDmKURV8gkNabruQn6GdUomOR5uZcanlA2pkPetVTRiBs/m12ck1OrDEgYa1sKyUz9PZHRyJhJFNjOiOLILHpT8T+vm2J45WdCJSlyxeaLwlQSjMn0fTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlS2IXiLLy+T1nnNc2ve3UW1fl3EUYJjOIEz8OAS6nALDWgCAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnY9664hQzR/AHzucP+qeRGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/tSZUH83fNf0H5Bhnafyd0IwtaY=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED4OsryfBSzvV6puzZ2BLBOvIFUo0OhXvnqDmKURV8gkNabruQn6GdUomOR5uZcanlA2pkPetVTRiBs/m12ck1OrDEgYa1sKyUz9PZHRyJhJFNjOiOLILHpT8T+vm2J45WdCJSlyxeaLwlQSjMn0fTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlS2IXiLLy+T1nnNc2ve3UW1fl3EUYJjOIEz8OAS6nALDWgCAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnY9664hQzR/AHzucP+qeRGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/tSZUH83fNf0H5Bhnafyd0IwtaY=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfmAby2a7aZduNmF3IpSQf+HFgyJe/Tfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctE6ea8SaLZaw7ATVcCsWbKFDyTqI5jQLJ28H4Zuq3n7g2Ilb3OEm4H9GhEqFgFK30ED4OsryfBSzvV6puzZ2BLBOvIFUo0OhXvnqDmKURV8gkNabruQn6GdUomOR5uZcanlA2pkPetVTRiBs/m12ck1OrDEgYa1sKyUz9PZHRyJhJFNjOiOLILHpT8T+vm2J45WdCJSlyxeaLwlQSjMn0fTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlS2IXiLLy+T1nnNc2ve3UW1fl3EUYJjOIEz8OAS6nALDWgCAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnY9664hQzR/AHzucP+qeRGg==</latexit>

1

z
<latexit sha1_base64="9BEzSfjH97tRJB2En1+7/77P+xM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GG/AwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSrx9qyjIvz57yQbXm1t05yCrxClKDAs1B9as/jFkacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgkmeV/qp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/nJOTmzypCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRoHtjCiOzbI3E//zeimG134mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM/idDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqU0BbUoVG4K3/PIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAF30IQWMIjhGV7hzUHnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AKaokXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9BEzSfjH97tRJB2En1+7/77P+xM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GG/AwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSrx9qyjIvz57yQbXm1t05yCrxClKDAs1B9as/jFkacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgkmeV/qp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/nJOTmzypCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRoHtjCiOzbI3E//zeimG134mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM/idDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqU0BbUoVG4K3/PIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAF30IQWMIjhGV7hzUHnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AKaokXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9BEzSfjH97tRJB2En1+7/77P+xM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GG/AwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSrx9qyjIvz57yQbXm1t05yCrxClKDAs1B9as/jFkacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgkmeV/qp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/nJOTmzypCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRoHtjCiOzbI3E//zeimG134mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM/idDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqU0BbUoVG4K3/PIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAF30IQWMIjhGV7hzUHnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AKaokXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9BEzSfjH97tRJB2En1+7/77P+xM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GG/AwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeTaiFg94DThfkRHSoSCUbRSrx9qyjIvz57yQbXm1t05yCrxClKDAs1B9as/jFkacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgkmeV/qp4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs/nJOTmzypCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRoHtjCiOzbI3E//zeimG134mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM/idDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqU0BbUoVG4K3/PIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAF30IQWMIjhGV7hzUHnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AKaokXs=</latexit>

1

z2
<latexit sha1_base64="PvPVyaXhkns7Nij+PR5bES4X/GU=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kUQY9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21oNrsm2UJd9nd48aCIV3+MN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiy4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS0eJoqxJIxGpjk80E1yypuFGsE6sGAl9wdr++GbmtydMaR7JezONmReSoeQBp8RYyesFitAUZ+nTQy3rlytu1Z0DrRKckwrkaPTLX71BRJOQSUMF0bqL3dh4KVGGU8GyUi/RLCZ0TIasa6kkIdNeOj86Q2dWGaAgUrakQXP190RKQq2noW87Q2JGetmbif953cQEV17KZZwYJuliUZAIZCI0SwANuGLUiKklhCpub0V0RGwOxuZUsiHg5ZdXSatWxW4V311U6td5HEU4gVM4BwyXUIdbaEATKDzCM7zCmzNxXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB9QDkh8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvPVyaXhkns7Nij+PR5bES4X/GU=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kUQY9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21oNrsm2UJd9nd48aCIV3+MN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiy4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS0eJoqxJIxGpjk80E1yypuFGsE6sGAl9wdr++GbmtydMaR7JezONmReSoeQBp8RYyesFitAUZ+nTQy3rlytu1Z0DrRKckwrkaPTLX71BRJOQSUMF0bqL3dh4KVGGU8GyUi/RLCZ0TIasa6kkIdNeOj86Q2dWGaAgUrakQXP190RKQq2noW87Q2JGetmbif953cQEV17KZZwYJuliUZAIZCI0SwANuGLUiKklhCpub0V0RGwOxuZUsiHg5ZdXSatWxW4V311U6td5HEU4gVM4BwyXUIdbaEATKDzCM7zCmzNxXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB9QDkh8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvPVyaXhkns7Nij+PR5bES4X/GU=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kUQY9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21oNrsm2UJd9nd48aCIV3+MN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiy4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS0eJoqxJIxGpjk80E1yypuFGsE6sGAl9wdr++GbmtydMaR7JezONmReSoeQBp8RYyesFitAUZ+nTQy3rlytu1Z0DrRKckwrkaPTLX71BRJOQSUMF0bqL3dh4KVGGU8GyUi/RLCZ0TIasa6kkIdNeOj86Q2dWGaAgUrakQXP190RKQq2noW87Q2JGetmbif953cQEV17KZZwYJuliUZAIZCI0SwANuGLUiKklhCpub0V0RGwOxuZUsiHg5ZdXSatWxW4V311U6td5HEU4gVM4BwyXUIdbaEATKDzCM7zCmzNxXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB9QDkh8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvPVyaXhkns7Nij+PR5bES4X/GU=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kUQY9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21oNrsm2UJd9nd48aCIV3+MN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiy4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS0eJoqxJIxGpjk80E1yypuFGsE6sGAl9wdr++GbmtydMaR7JezONmReSoeQBp8RYyesFitAUZ+nTQy3rlytu1Z0DrRKckwrkaPTLX71BRJOQSUMF0bqL3dh4KVGGU8GyUi/RLCZ0TIasa6kkIdNeOj86Q2dWGaAgUrakQXP190RKQq2noW87Q2JGetmbif953cQEV17KZZwYJuliUZAIZCI0SwANuGLUiKklhCpub0V0RGwOxuZUsiHg5ZdXSatWxW4V311U6td5HEU4gVM4BwyXUIdbaEATKDzCM7zCmzNxXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB9QDkh8=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="PvPVyaXhkns7Nij+PR5bES4X/GU=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kUQY9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21oNrsm2UJd9nd48aCIV3+MN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiy4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS0eJoqxJIxGpjk80E1yypuFGsE6sGAl9wdr++GbmtydMaR7JezONmReSoeQBp8RYyesFitAUZ+nTQy3rlytu1Z0DrRKckwrkaPTLX71BRJOQSUMF0bqL3dh4KVGGU8GyUi/RLCZ0TIasa6kkIdNeOj86Q2dWGaAgUrakQXP190RKQq2noW87Q2JGetmbif953cQEV17KZZwYJuliUZAIZCI0SwANuGLUiKklhCpub0V0RGwOxuZUsiHg5ZdXSatWxW4V311U6td5HEU4gVM4BwyXUIdbaEATKDzCM7zCmzNxXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB9QDkh8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvPVyaXhkns7Nij+PR5bES4X/GU=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kUQY9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21oNrsm2UJd9nd48aCIV3+MN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiy4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS0eJoqxJIxGpjk80E1yypuFGsE6sGAl9wdr++GbmtydMaR7JezONmReSoeQBp8RYyesFitAUZ+nTQy3rlytu1Z0DrRKckwrkaPTLX71BRJOQSUMF0bqL3dh4KVGGU8GyUi/RLCZ0TIasa6kkIdNeOj86Q2dWGaAgUrakQXP190RKQq2noW87Q2JGetmbif953cQEV17KZZwYJuliUZAIZCI0SwANuGLUiKklhCpub0V0RGwOxuZUsiHg5ZdXSatWxW4V311U6td5HEU4gVM4BwyXUIdbaEATKDzCM7zCmzNxXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB9QDkh8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvPVyaXhkns7Nij+PR5bES4X/GU=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kUQY9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21oNrsm2UJd9nd48aCIV3+MN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiy4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS0eJoqxJIxGpjk80E1yypuFGsE6sGAl9wdr++GbmtydMaR7JezONmReSoeQBp8RYyesFitAUZ+nTQy3rlytu1Z0DrRKckwrkaPTLX71BRJOQSUMF0bqL3dh4KVGGU8GyUi/RLCZ0TIasa6kkIdNeOj86Q2dWGaAgUrakQXP190RKQq2noW87Q2JGetmbif953cQEV17KZZwYJuliUZAIZCI0SwANuGLUiKklhCpub0V0RGwOxuZUsiHg5ZdXSatWxW4V311U6td5HEU4gVM4BwyXUIdbaEATKDzCM7zCmzNxXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB9QDkh8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvPVyaXhkns7Nij+PR5bES4X/GU=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kUQY9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21oNrsm2UJd9nd48aCIV3+MN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiy4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS0eJoqxJIxGpjk80E1yypuFGsE6sGAl9wdr++GbmtydMaR7JezONmReSoeQBp8RYyesFitAUZ+nTQy3rlytu1Z0DrRKckwrkaPTLX71BRJOQSUMF0bqL3dh4KVGGU8GyUi/RLCZ0TIasa6kkIdNeOj86Q2dWGaAgUrakQXP190RKQq2noW87Q2JGetmbif953cQEV17KZZwYJuliUZAIZCI0SwANuGLUiKklhCpub0V0RGwOxuZUsiHg5ZdXSatWxW4V311U6td5HEU4gVM4BwyXUIdbaEATKDzCM7zCmzNxXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB9QDkh8=</latexit>

(7.6)

Dimensional analysis together with conservation of twisted spin shows that the diagrams

contribute at orders 1/z, 1/z2, and 1/z2, respectively, to the OPE.

We expect that a careful calculation (which we do not do) leads to the boundary OPE

Ba(z)Bb(0) ∼ (k − h)κab
z2

+
if cab
z

Bc(0) . (7.7)

The coefficient of 1
z is computed by a Feynman diagram analysis identical to that in section

5.3.3. The coefficient of k/z2 comes from a rather similar analysis. The shift by the dual

Coxeter number comes from the third diagram, with f cadf
d
bc = 2hκab. See theorem 6.1 of

[140], who show that this third diagram has the effect of modifying the coefficient of the A∂A

term in the Lagrangian by a term proportional to h. Unfortunately, Gwilliam and Williams

did not compute the constant of proportionality; the computation of the relevant amplitude

is a little non-trivial, because we are on a manifold with boundary.

Assuming the Feynman diagrams work as expected, this algebra is the Kac-Moody algebra

at level k − h.

This perturbative analysis applies for any value of k, even those for which |k| < h. In

this range, supersymmetry is expected to be spontaneously broken. This, however, is a non-

perturbative effect: we expect that if |k| < h, boundary monopoles will contribute operators of

non-zero R-charge (cohomological degree) which cancel cohomologically with the perturbative

operators. We will find some hint of this below.

7.2 Geometric construction of monopole operators for pure gauge theory

There are further, non-perturbative, corrections to the boundary algebra when we have Dirich-

let boundary conditions for gauge fields. To describe the complete space of local operators
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on the boundary, we can use a holomorphic version of a state-operator correspondence, much

as we did in Section 6.2.2 for Neumann boundary conditions.

We surround (putative) local operators on the boundary with an infinitesimal disc D,

identified with the boundary everywhere except the origin z = z̄ = 0. Algebraically, we

model D as a formal disc (6.15), whose algebraic functions are formal Taylor series, denoted

O = C[[z]]. We also introduce the formal punctured disc D∗ = D\{0}, whose algebraic

functions are formal Laurent series, denoted K = C((z)). Altogether, the notation is:

D = Spec(O) , D∗ = Spec(K) ; O = C[[z]] , K = C((z)) . (7.8)

We expect the complete space of local operators to be equivalent to the Q-cohomology of

the Hilbert space of the theory on D, with fields constrained to obey the Dirichlet boundary

condition on D∗.

There are two (ultimately equivalent) ways to construct the desired Hilbert space. One

is to borrow results of [100] on Hilbert spaces of twisted 3d N = 2 gauge theories, on smooth

and compact Riemann surfaces — and to guess a generalization of the results to the setting

of formal discs. Alternatively, we may rederive the Hilbert space directly in the twisted

formalism. We follow the first approach for now, and explain the derivation in the twisted

formalism in Section 7.2.1.

Given a 3d N = 2 gauge theory and a smooth compact Riemann surface Σ, the authors

of [100] carefully reduced the theory on Σ×Rt to 1d N = 2 B-type quantum mechanics. The

quantum mechanics localizes to Q-fixed points of the equations of motion on Σ. In the case

of pure 3d N = 2 gauge theory with group Gc, the Q-fixed points may be identified with

holomorphic G-bundles. Thus one obtains an effective 1d quantum mechanics with target

BunG(Σ), the moduli space of holomorphic G-bundles. The Q-cohomology of the Hilbert

space is then identified with Dolbeault cohomology

H(G,Σ) ' H•∂̄(BunG(Σ),K
1
2 ) , (7.9)

taking coefficients in the square root of the canonical bundle on BunG(Σ).32

The presence of a 3d Chern-Simons coupling at level k modifies the construction, further

twisting by the k-th power of a line bundle L whose first Chern class generates the singular

(or de Rham) cohomology H2(BunG(Σ),Z) on each connected component.33

The canonical bundle is K ' L−2h, so that altogether K
1
2 ⊗ L ' Lk−h, and

H(Gk,Σ) ' H•∂̄(BunG(Σ),Lk−h) . (7.10)

For k ≥ h, one might recognize this as the space of conformal blocks of the Gk−h WZW

model [141, 142], which famously reappeared in the geometric quantization of compact (non-

superymmetric) Chern-Simons theory [117, 143, 144]. In fact, a consequence of the twisted

32We are using algebraic/sheaf notation for cohomology on the RHS. Analytically, the RHS would be written

as H
(0,•)
∂̄

(BunG(Σ),K
1
2 ), i.e. it is the cohomology of the ∂̄ operator acting on (0, p) forms valued in K

1
2 .

33If G has trivial center, then BunG is connected and H2(BunG(Σ),Z) = Z, so one can simply say that

c1(L) generates. In general, c1(L) is a multiple of the Kähler form, normalized to restrict to a generator of H2

on each connected component.
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formalism is that the twist of 3d N = 2 pure gauge theory, at Chern-Simons level k > h, is

equivalent to ordinary Chern-Simons theory at level k − h.

Interestingly, for |k| < h the physical 3d N = 2 theory is expected to spontaneously

breaks supersymmetry [46, 47], and correspondingly the space (7.10) should be empty. This

is not at all obvious and would be worth exploring further. We leave a proper discussion of

the k < −h case to future work.

To describe local operators on the boundary, we extend this construction from a compact

Riemann surface Σ to the formal disc D. We are led to look at the moduli space BunG(D|D∗)
of algebraic G-bundles on D, trivialized on D∗ so as to obey the Dirichlet boundary condition.

Such a bundle is characterized by its transition function from a neighborhood of the origin on

D to the complement of the origin on D∗; the transition function g(z) is an algebraic gauge

transformation on D∗, i.e. an element g(z) ∈ G(K) where

G(K) = {Maps : D∗ → G}
= G defined over formal Laurent series C((z)) .

(7.11)

The bundles must be counted modulo isomorphisms, which consist of algebraic gauge trans-

formations that extend over the origin, i.e. elements of {Maps : D → G} = G(O). Altogether,

our moduli space is the one-sided quotient

BunG(D|D∗) ' G(K)/G(O) = GrG , (7.12)

called the affine Grassmannian for G and commonly denoted GrG.34

Naively, the vector space of local operators that we are looking for is the Dolbeault

cohomology of GrG with values in K
1
2 ⊗Lk (or, algebraically, sheaf cohomology). Some care

is needed in making sense of this, because GrG is infinite-dimensional! We claim that one

should consider not Dolbeault cohomology in the usual sense, but rather Dolbeault homology.

We define the Dolbeault homology with coefficients in a holomorphic vector bundle E to be

the linear dual of the Dolbeault cohomology with coefficients in the dual bundle E∨,

Hn,∂̄(GrG,E) := Hn
∂̄ (GrG,E

∨)∨. (7.13)

Intuitively, Dolbeault cohomology behaves like functions, or functions twisted by a bundle;

Dolbeault homology behaves like distributions, twisted by a bundle.

Following the analysis of Bullimore-Ferrari [100], but using a disc with Dirichlet boundary

conditions instead of a closed surface, we propose that the space of local operators on the

boundary of 3d N = 2 pure gauge theory with Chern-Simons level k is the Dolbeault homology

of GrG with coefficients in the line bundle Lh−k. In section 7.4 we will calculate the character

of the Dolbeault homology, and find that it reproduces the known formulae for 1/2 indices of

3d N = 2 theories [29].

34The double quotient G(O)\G(K)/G(O) = G(O)\GrG, also known as the space of Hecke modifications, has

appeared in the physics of bulk ’t Hooft lines in 4d Yang-Mills [4, 16], and in the BFN construction of 3d N = 4

Coulomb branches [43, 44]. The one-sided quotient is appearing in the construction of boundary monopole

operators here for a similar reason.
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When k > h, the twist of 3d N = 2 pure gauge theory at level k is ordinary Chern-Simons

at level k−h. This leads us to expect that our definition of boundary local operators in terms

of Dolbeault homology matches with the vacuum module of the WZW model. This is indeed

true, and known to specialists in geometric representation theory [145–147],

H•∂̄(GrG,L
⊗k−h)∨ 'WZW(Gk−h) . (7.14)

The OPE is not obvious in this description. Schematically, it arises from considering

G-bundles on pairs of small discs embedded in a larger disc. The algebraic version of this

moduli space is known in mathematics as the Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian.

We leave a proper discussion of the k < −h case to future work.

7.2.1 Hilbert space in the twisted formalism

We may also arrive at the description (7.14) of the Hilbert space on a disc (with Dirichlet

boundary conditions) via a first-principles computation in the twisted formalism. We explain

how this goes.

We first construct a phase space on the disc, which is the symplectic manifold solutions to

the equations of motion for the twisted action, satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then

we apply geometric quantization to find the Hilbert space. Since everything is complexified

in the twisted formalism, phase space will turn out to be a holomorphic symplectic manifold,

and we will apply a holomorphic version of geometric quantization.

We will analyze the solutions to the equations of motion in the gauge in which At = 0.

The equations of motion then say that

∂tB = 0

(∂z +Az)B = 0

∂tAz = 0 .

(7.15)

That is, the fields A,B are independent of t. The gauge transformations that are independent

of t still act. Under these gauge transformations, Az transforms as a (0, 1) connection in the

z, z plane, and B transforms as a Higgs field.

Altogether, we find that the moduli space of solutions to the equations of motion on a

closed surface Σ (which lives at a constant value of t) is the Hitchin moduli space MHiggs(Σ)

of Higgs bundles on Σ.

We are interested in the solutions to the equations of motion on a disc D whose boundary

∂D lies on the Dirichlet boundary condition at t = 0. The value of t over the interior of any

such disc varies, but since all field configurations are independent of t, this does not matter.

The field A then describes a holomorphic G-bundle on D, which is trivialized on ∂D. The field

B describes a Higgs field for this bundle. Dirichlet boundary conditions do not constrain B.

The usual argument that shows that the Hitchin moduli space is holomorphic-symplectic

on a closed surface continues to apply in this situation. Gauge-equivalent classes of variations

of the gauge field A are given by the relative Dolbeault cohomology H(0,1)(D, ∂D; gP ) with
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coefficients in the adjoint bundle. Dolbeault cohomology relative to the boundary is the

same as compactly supported Dolbeault cohomology. Serre duality [148] provides a non-

degenerate pairing between H
(0,1)
c (D, gP ) (where the subscript c indicates compact support)

with H(1,0)(D, gP ), which is the space of first-order variations of the field B. In fact, what

we have shown is that is that our moduli space is the cotangent bundle of the moduli of

holomorphic bundles on D trivialized at the boundary.

The trivialization of the G-bundle on the boundary of D is provided by a section of the

bundle on ∂D. It is convenient to assume that this trivialization is analytic, and in fact

analytically extends to a trivializaton on the punctured disc D∗ with a finite-order pole at 0.

The moduli space of bundles with a trivialization on D∗ is a dense subspace of the moduli

space of bundles trivialized on the boundary, so this assumption will not affect our analysis

in any important way.

The moduli of G-bundles on D, trivialized on the punctured disc D∗, is then the complex-

analytic version of the affine Grassmannian discussed above. Our assumption that the trivi-

alization on D∗ has finite-order poles at the origin implies that this complex-analytic version

of the affine Grassmannian in fact coincides with the algebro-geometric one.

The space of local operators — which quantizes this phase space — should then be the

Dolbeault cohomology of the affine Grassmannian, with coefficients in an appropriate line

bundle. The line bundle, as above, is Lh−k.

7.2.2 Correlation functions of boundary operators

Here we will explain how to define correlation functions of boundary operators using the affine

Grassmannian, following Beilinson-Drinfeld [129] (although working much less carefully!).

The correlation functions of a collection of boundary local operators on a surface Σ should

be an element of the Hilbert space on Σ. Equivalently, if we put our theory on an interval

[−1, 0] × Σ, with Dirichlet boundary conditions at 0, and choose a state at −1 × Σ, we can

define correlation functions that are numbers.

In our conventions, the Hilbert space at 0× Σ is Dolbeault (co)homology

H•∂̄(BunG(Σ),Lk−h)∨ = H•,∂̄(BunG(Σ),Lh−k) . (7.16)

The Hilbert space at −1× Σ is the dual vector space, simply H•
∂̄
(BunG(Σ),Lk−h).

To produce correlation functions of operators inserted at any collection of points p1, . . . , pn ∈
Σ, we need to define maps

n⊗

i=1

H•,∂̄

(
GrG(pi),L

h−k
)
→ H•,∂̄(BunG(Σ),Lh−k). (7.17)

Here GrG(pi) is the affine Grassmannian based at pi: it is the moduli of G-bundles on a small

disc around pi, trivialized in the complement of pi, just as in (7.14).

Equivalently, GrG(pi) is the moduli of bundles on the entire surface Σ trivialized away

from pi. Further,

GrG(p1)× · · · ×GrG(pn) = BunG(Σ |Σ\{p1, . . . , pn}) (7.18)
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is the moduli of bundles on Σ, trivialized away from the points pi. Thus there is a natural

map

m : GrG(p1)× · · · ×GrG(pn)→ BunG(Σ) (7.19)

defined by forgetting the trivialization on the complement of the points pi. Dolbeault homol-

ogy is covariantly functorial, since it is the complex analytic version of distributions. We will

get an induced map on Dolbeault homology twisted by the appropriate line bundles as long

as the line bundles on each side match up, i.e. as long as

m∗LΣ = �Lpi . (7.20)

Here LΣ, Lpi indicate the line bundle on BunG(Σ) or on GrG(pi). This is a standard fact in

the theory of the affine Grassmannian: see [149], Theorem 4.2.1.

7.3 Including bulk matter

Suppose we have a 3d N = 2 theory with G-symmetry, so that it can be coupled to N = 2

gauge theory with Chern-Simons level. Let us choose some boundary condition for the bulk

fields, resulting in some boundary chiral algebra V. Our goal in this section is to construct a

new chiral algebra obtained by coupling our matter theory to G-gauge theory with Dirichlet

boundary conditions.

We are able to describe the vacuum module of this new chiral algebra, and also describe

correlation functions. A rigorous construction of the structure maps of this new chiral algebra

(i.e. the OPE) is partly conjectural, but we hope is accessible to connoiseurs of Beilinson-

Drinfeld style factorization algebras.

Our description will be in terms of the affine Grassmannian, as above. A point P ∈ GrG
is a G-bundle on the disc D, trivialized on the punctured disc D∗. The first thing we need to

explain is how every such P gives rise to a module VP for the boundary chiral algebra of our

matter theory.

We will explain in concrete terms how this works when our bulk theory is given by a

collection of chiral fields (Φ,Ψ) transforming in some representation V of G of R-charge

r, and we choose Neumann boundary conditions. In this case, the presence of the bundle

P ∈ GrG on the disc D means that the fields Φ on the boundary are sections of the associated

bundle VP on the disc:

Φ ∈ Ω0,•(D,K
r
2
D ⊗ V

(r)
P ). (7.21)

Operators are built in the usual way, as functions of these fields.

To make this more concrete, let us introduce some special points in the affine Grassman-

nian, which are the fixed points for the action of T×C∗, where T is the maximal torus of G and

C∗ rotates z. Given any cocharacter m : C∗ → T , we can view m as defining an algebraic loop

in T , and so an algebraic loop in G. Thus m defines an element of G(K) = G((z)). Since there

is a quotient map G(K) → GrG, we get a corresponding point in the affine Grassmannian,

which we call Pm.
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Let us decompose the representation V into weight spaces w. Then, the associated bundle

VPm to this bundle on the disc simply gives sections of V poles or zeroes at the origin according

to their weights:

Φ ∈ Ω0,•(D,⊕wK
r
2
D ⊗ Vw ⊗ O(−〈m,w〉)). (7.22)

Changing the order of pole or zero of the field Φ results in a module Vm for the chiral algebra

V which is a spectral flow of the vacuum module.

Clearly, this construction applies for any Lagrangian 3d N = 2 gauge theory with G-

symmetry and a G-invariant boundary condition. It produces, for each P ∈ GrG, a module

VP for the boundary chiral algebra V.

Let us treat VP and V as dg chiral algebras, before taking BRST cohomology. Then, as

we vary P , VP forms a cochain complex of infinite-dimensional holomorphic vector bundles on

GrG. We have sketched the construction of a module VGrG for the dg chiral algebra V which

lives in the category of complexes of complexes of vector bundles on the affine Grassmannian

GrG.

The cohomology groups of VP may, in principle, jump as we vary P . Thus, the coho-

mology groups H•(VP ) must be treated as quasi-coherent sheaves, and the total cohomology

is a module for the graded chiral algebra H•(V) in the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on

GrG.

Now let us state our proposal for the vacuum module of the chiral algebra obtained by

coupling to gauge theory with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We let keff be the effective

Chern-Simons level, as in [29, Eqn (3.22)] — it is the shift of the bare Chern-Simons level by

−h as well as contributions from the matter fields. Our proposal is that the space of local

operators is

H•,∂(GrG,VGrG ⊗ L−keff). (7.23)

That is, we take the same definition we used for the vacuum module of pure gauge theory,

except now we take homology with coefficients in the sheaf of modules VGrG , twisted by

L−keff .

We do not show rigorously how to give our proposed vacuum module the structure of a

chiral algebra, although we expect that the Beilinson-Drinfeld factorization machinery will be

able to show this. Let us formulate this as a conjecture, using a slightly different description

of the bundle of modules VGrG .

Conjecture. Let V be any vertex algebra (without a Virasoro current) with an action of the

group G(O). Form the associated bundle G(K) ×G(O) V on the affine Grassmannian GrG (

this is an alternative description of the bundle VGrG given above).

Then, the Dolbeault homology with coefficients in VGrG has the structure of a vertex

algebra.
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7.4 The character of the algebra of boundary operators with Dirichlet boundary

conditions

In this section, we will compute the character of our proposed vacuum module for a theory

with Dirichlet boundary conditions for the gauge fields. We do this by using localization on

the affine Grassmannian. The answer is in perfect agreement with the computations of [29],

providing a highly non-trivial check of our proposal.

We will compute the character equivariantly under the action of T ×C∗q , where T ⊂ G is

the Cartan. The fixed points in the affine Grassmannian for the action of T ×C∗q are labelled

by cocharacters m : C∗ → T . We view any such m as an element of the loop group

m(z) ∈ T (K) ⊂ G(K) , (7.24)

and so as a point in the affine Grassmannian GrG = G(K)/G(O). As a familiar example, in

the case that G = SU(2), the cocharacters are given by

m(z) =

(
zk 0

0 z−k

)
(7.25)

These fixed points on the affine Grassmannian correspond to boundary monopole field con-

figurations for the maximal torus T ⊂ G.

The localization formula for the Dolbeault homology will give us a sum over fixed points.

To understand how this works, let us recall the standard localization formula computing the

Dolbeault cohomology of some variety X with an action of some torus T with isolated fixed

points p, and some equivariant vector bundle V . The character of T acting in H•
∂
(X,V ) is

given by a sum over the fixed points, where each fixed point contributes the character of T

acting on holomorphic sections of V on a small neighbourhood of p.

Holomorphic sections of V on a small neighbourhood of p have a Taylor expansion as

elements of Vp ⊗ Ŝym
∗
T ∗pX, so that the character formula is

χTH
•
∂
(X,V ) =

∑

p

χT (Vp)χT (Sym∗ T ∗pX). (7.26)

In our context, we are interested in Dolbeault homology, which we defined to be the linear

dual of Dolbeault cohomology with coefficients in the dual V ∨. We find the character of

Dolbeault homology is

χTH•,∂(X,V ) =
∑

p

χT (Vp)χT (Sym∗ TpX), (7.27)

i.e. we have replaced the cotangent bundle by the tangent bundle.

As before, let us fix some bulk matter theory with a G-action and a G-invariant boundary

condition. We let V be the corresponding boundary vertex algebra, and for each point P ∈
GrG, we let VP be the module discussed above, which is the fibre of a sheaf of modules VGrG

on the affine Grassmannian.
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We are interested in computing, by localization, the character of

H•,∂(GrG,VGrG ⊗ L−keff). (7.28)

By the localization formula above, this becomes the sum

∑

m:C∗→T
χT×C×q (Lm)−keffχT×C∗q (Vm)χT×C∗q (Sym∗ Tm GrG) . (7.29)

In this formula, the sum is over cocharacters m : C∗ → T , Lm indicates the fibre of the

determinant line bundle at m, Vm the spectral-flow module associated to m, and Tm GrG is

the tangent space at m to the affine Grassmannian.

Note that unlike in the calculation of the bulk index, all coweights of G, and not just the

dominant coweights, contribute to the calculation. This is because the Dirichlet boundary

conditions for the gauge field break all gauge symmetry at the boundary, so that two monopole

configurations related by an element of the Weyl group are distinct.

We can understand the terms in this sum as being monopole operators for the Abelian

group T dressed by perturbative operators. The bare monopole operator is the δ-distribution

at m ∈ GrG, and the dressed operators are obtained by differentiating some number of times.

Each derivative is an element of Tm GrG. The space Vm are the operators built from the

matter fields in the presence of the monopole m.

The description of boundary monopole operators in terms of monopoles for the Abelian

subgroup T only works because introducing fugacities for T into the index has the effect of

giving a VEV to a diagonal gauge field. This breaks the gauge group to T , and the off-diagonal

components of the gauge field have mass.

To write our formula completely explicitly, we need to compute the three factors χT×C∗(Lm),

χT×C∗(Vm), χT×C∗(Sym∗ Tm GrG) that appear at each term in the sum.

7.4.1 Contribution from the tangent space of the affine Grassmannian

Let us first analyize Tm GrG as a representation for T × C∗.
For every root α we let gα ⊂ g be the root space. The tangent space at m to GrG is

Tm GrG = z−1t[z−1]⊕
⊕

α

z(α,m)−1gα[z−1]. (7.30)

To see this, consider a first-order version m + εφ, for φ ∈ g((z)). Applying an infinitesimal

gauge transformation by X(z) ∈ g[[z]] sends φ to

φ(z) + [m(z), X(z)]. (7.31)

If φα(z), Xα(z) are the terms in the α root space, then this expression adds z(α,m)Xα(z) to

φα(z). Since Xα(z) is an arbitrary series with no poles at z = 0, this means we can remove

the terms in the series φα(z) starting with z(α,m) by a gauge transformation. The action of

C∗q sends z 7→ q−1z (this convention is necessary so that operators of positive spin are counted

with positive powers of q).
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From this, we find that

Sym∗(Tm GrG) = Sym∗(z−1t[z−1])
⊗

α

Sym∗
(
z(α,m)−1C[z−1]

)
, (7.32)

where t denotes the Cartan of g, so that

χT×C∗(Sym∗ Tm GrG) =
∏

n>0

1

(1− qn)rank(G)

∏

α∈roots(G)

1

1− sαqn+〈m,α〉 (7.33)

where s is a fugacity for the T -symmetry. Pleasingly, this matches one of the factors in the

formula suggested for the boundary index in this case, namely Equation 3.31 of [29].

7.4.2 The index of the matter

Next, let us compute the contribution of Vm to the index. We will assume our matter theory

is Lagrangian. Then, boundary operators are described by words in the boundary fields and

their derivatives, where “boundary fields” means those not set to zero on the boundary. For

concreteness, one can imagine, as above, bulk chirals living in some representation V of G,

with Neumann boundary conditions. The analysis applies to any Lagrangian theory, however.

The presence of the boundary monopole means that a field fields charged under T with

weight w are acquire poles or zeroes at the origin of order (m,w). For example, if we have

bulk chirals with Neumann boundary conditions in some representation V of G, then the

boundary fields are Φ ∈ Ω(r/2),•(D,V ) (where D is a disc in the boundary). If we decompose

V into weight spaces Vw, then the fields which live in Vw become sections of O(−(m,w)) in

the presence of the boundary monopole.

We can trivialize the O(−(m,w)) by the section z−(m,w). This identifies Vm with V, but

in a way that does not preserve spin. Instead, operators in V that have weight w under T

have their spin shifted by −(m,w).

Let us assume that the bulk matter representation V has one-dimensional weight spaces,

and let Φw be the field of the corresponding weight. Let us assume, for simplicity, that the

twisted spin r of the field is zero.

Then, the boundary operators built from the bulk field Φ are generated as an algebra by

the linear functions Φ 7→ ∂kzΦ(0). This vector space is

⊗w Sym∗(V ∨w ⊗ C[∂z]) (7.34)

where the tensor product is over the weights of V . Note that V ∨w ⊗C[∂z] is the linear dual of

Vw ⊗ C[[z]].

In the presence of a boundary monopole, the field in Φw has Taylor expansion in Vw ⊗
C[[z]]z(m,w). Dually, the operators which are linear functions of Φw live in V ∨w ⊗ ∂(m,w)

z C[∂z],

and all operators built from Φw live in the symmetric algebra of this space.

Operators which are linear functions of Φw have weight −w, and we have shifted their

spin by w ·m. Since the shift in the spin of any composite operator is determined by that on
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the operators linear on the fields, we find that for any operator O of weight w, the presence

of the boundary monopole shifts its spin by −(m,w).

Writing this in terms of indices, we find that

χT×C∗(Vm)(sw1 , . . . , swr , q) = χT×C∗(V)(sw1q−(m,w1), . . . swrq−(m,wr), q). (7.35)

In this expresion, we have chosen a basis w1, . . . , wr for the weight lattice. We can write

the transformation of s in a more short-hand way by s 7→ sq−m. This matches the matter

contribution of equation 3.31 of [29], up to the sign of m.

Although we have explained this argument in the simple case of bulk chiral fields with

Neuman boundary conditions, the argument is quite general.

7.4.3 The index of the line bundle

The final, and trickiest, step in our computation is the contribution from the line bundle L.

To understand this, we need some details about how L is constructed.

We will use the definition of the line bundle presented in [149]. Every representation R of

G can be thought of as a vector bundle on BG, and so gives rise to a class p1(R) in H4(BG).

Since H4(BG) = Z, we can choose some R so that p1(R) generates H4(BG). In the case of

G = SU(n), R will be the fundamental representation. We note that, by the definition of the

dual Coxeter number h, we have

Tradjoint t
2 = 2hTrR t

2. (7.36)

A point on the affine Grassmannian is a G-bundle on a disc trivialized on the punctured

disc. We get an associated R-bundle RP on the disc, and we can take sections Γ(D,RP ).

In the case that P is associated to a cocharacter m of T , this space of sections has a simple

description. If Rw are the weight spaces of R, the space of sections is

⊕w Rw[[z]]z(m,w). (7.37)

There is a map

Γ(D,RP )→ R[[z]] (7.38)

obtained as the composition of the linear operators

Γ(D,RP )→ Γ(D∗, RP ) = R((z))→ R[[z]] (7.39)

where the last map discards the polar part of a series.

The map F : Γ(D,RP ) → R[[z]] is Fredholm, and the fibre of the line bundle L at P is

defined, in section 2.4 of [149], following [150] to be the Fredholm determinant:

LP = det(KerF )−1 ⊗ det(CokerF ). (7.40)

There are two possible sign choices here, giving the line bundle L and its inverse. We want an

ample line bundle, which has a section. If we take L as defined, then detF defines a section.

Faltings [150] uses this section to demonstrate that the line bundle is ample.
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We are interested in the character of this under the action of C∗q which gives z weight −1,

in the case that P is associated to a cocharacter m. In that case, the Fredholm determinant

is clearly a product over all weight spaces of R. Each weight for which (m,w) is negative

contributes the inverse of the determiant of the vector space with basis

z(m,w), z(m,w)+1, . . . , z−1. (7.41)

Recall that z has weight q−1. The character of the inverse of the determinant of this vector

space is q−
1
2 (−(m,w))(−(m,w)+1) = q−

1
2 ((m,w))((m,w)−1).

Similarly, if (m,w) > 0, the contribution is the determinant of the vector space with

basis 1, . . . , z(m,w)−1. This contributes the same factor q−
1
2 ((m,w))((m,w)−1). We find that the

contribution is independent of the sign of (m,w).

Note that ∑

w

(m,w) = TrRm = 0 (7.42)

because G is simple. It follows that the character of Lm under C∗q is, summing over all weights,

q−
1
2
∑
w(m,w)2

. (7.43)

Next, let us compute the character under the action of H. We will proceed as above. For

weights w such that (m,w) > 0, we have the the determinant of a vector space of dimension

(m,w), acted on by T with weight w. This contributes sw((m,w)). Similarly, if (m,w) < 0, we

find the inverse of the determinant of a vector space of dimension −(m,w), acted on with T

with weight w. This also contributes sw((m,w)). So, in sum, we find s
∑
w w((m,w)), where the

sum is over weights of R with multiplicity.

Let us simplify this formula. The inner product on g we use to define the Chern-Simons

level is given by 〈ta, tb〉 = TrR(tatb) for ta, tb ∈ g. This inner product gives an inner product

on the Cartan t, and so allows us to turn a co-root into a weight. The co-root m is sent to the

weight
∑ 〈m,w〉w where the sum is over weights of R with multiplicity. If we map co-roots

to weights in this way, then we can rewrite the character of the fibre of the line bundle L at

m is smq−
1
2m

2

. The factor that appears in the index is the character of L−keff
m , which is

s−keffmq
1
2keffm

2

. (7.44)

7.4.4 The total index

Now let us put the three contributions we have determined together. We find that the total

index is
(∏

n>0

1

(1− qn)rank(G)

) ∑

m∈coroots(G)

∏

n>0

∏

α∈roots(G)

1

1− sαqn+〈m,α〉 q
keffm

2/2s−keffmImatter(sq−m, q).

(7.45)

where k is the Chern-Simons level and m is the monopole charge.
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This is precisely the formula found in [29], equation 3.31 (to match with that equation we

must send m → −m, which does not change the answer as we sum over monopole sectors).

If we have no Chern-Simons matter, this formula reproduces the character of the vacuum

module of the chiral WZW model at level keff.

7.5 Supersymmetry breaking

It has been argued on physical grounds that N = 2 pure gauge theory at level |k| < h has

spontaneously broken supersymmetry. This suggests that the Hilbert spaces and the spaces

of bulk and boundary local operators of the twisted theory vanish.

From a mathematical point of view, this is a non-trivial statement. Applied to the space

of local operators, it tells us that, for −2h < keff < 0,

H•,∂(GrG,L
−keff) = 0. (7.46)

Since Dolbeault homology is the linear dual of Dolbeault cohomology, this implies

H•,∂(GrG,L
keff) = 0 (7.47)

in the same range of keff.

We were unable to find precisely this statement in the (extensive) math literature on this

topic. The closest we could find is the following. It follows from the results of S. Kumar

[145] that the Dolbeault homology of the affine Grassmannian with coefficients in Lk is in a

single degree. From this we conclude that the vanishing of the index will imply vanishing of

the space of boundary local operators. The index formula does indeed vanish in the range

0 > k > −h, but is meaningless for k ≤ −h due to powers of q which are unbounded from

below.

If Σ is a closed surface, we would expect similarly that

H•
∂
(BunG(Σ),Lkeff) = 0 (7.48)

in the same range. If we take for BunG(Σ) the moduli space of semi-stable G-bundles up to

S-equivalence, this is not hard to show. The line bundle L is ample, and L−2h is the canonical

bundle. By the Kodaira vanishing theorem,

H i(BunG(Σ),L−2h+k) = 0 (7.49)

for k > 0, i > 0. By Serre duality,

H i(BunG(Σ),Lk) = 0 (7.50)

for k < 0, i < dim BunG(Σ). Therefore the cohomology vanishes in all degrees with coefficients

in L⊗k as long as −2h < k < 0, as desired.

If we treat BunG(Σ) as a stack, the corresponding (much more difficult) result was proved

by C. Teleman, [151].
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7.6 Mixed boundary conditions

Next, we will briefly look at boundary conditions preserving a subgroup Hc of the physical

gauge symmetry Gc, to be complexified to an H subgroup in G.

The crucial step, as usual, is to understand the disk phase space. We have a reduction of

the structure group from G to H at the boundary. Correspondingly, we have a phase space

[H\G](K)/G(O) ≡ GrG,H (7.51)

and we can build a sheaf VGrG,H as

VGrG,H = ([H\G](K)⊗ V) /G(O) (7.52)

In conclusion, the answer should be

H•,∂(GrG,H ,VGrG,H ⊗ L−k
H
eff). (7.53)

for an appropriate effective level kHeff.

7.6.1 SQED ↔ XYZ duality

The simplest possibility we can consider is to combine Dirichlet boundary conditions for

the gauge fields with Dirichlet boundary conditions for the chiral multiplets in SQED. The

resulting chiral algebra is expected to be dual to the boundary chiral algebra of the XYZ

model, with Dirichlet boundary conditions for X, Neumann for Y and Z, combined with

boundary free chiral fermions Γ, Γ̃. Recall that QψX = φY φZ but the OPE are otherwise

trivial.

For an Abelian gauge theory, the affine Grassmanian subtleties are absent and boundary

monopole operators Mn are labelled by their monopole charge n. The effective Chern-Simons

coupling is such that the “bare” monopole operators Mn have charge n under the global U(1)∂
symmetry arising from the bulk gauge group as well as under the monopole charge U(1)T .

They also have twisted spin n2

2 .

In particular, M±1 are natural candidates to match Γ, Γ̃. Naively, we can build a whole

free fermion chiral algebra out of Mn and B, just as it happens for the WZW[U(1)1] model

appearing at a Dirichlet boundary of a pure U(1) gauge theory with Chern-Simons level 1.

In particular, we can tentatively identify B with :ΓΓ̃ : (z).

Monopole operators behave as spectral flow modules for the ψ, ψ̃ boundary fields, mean-

ing that the OPE of ψ with Mn starts at order zn, while the OPE of ψ̃ with Mn starts at

order z−n. The “dressed” monopole operators are built from Mn and the appropriate modes

of ψ, ψ̃.

In particular, we have OPE

ψ̃(z)M1(0) ∼
(ψ̃ 1

2
M1)(0)

z
ψ(z)M1(0) ∼

(ψ 1
2
M−1)(0)

z
(7.54)

The spin J = 0 fields (ψ̃ 1
2
M1) and (ψ 1

2
M−1) can be identified with φX and φY .

Correspondingly, ψ and ψ̃ match φXΓ and φY Γ̃. This gives them the correct OPE with

B = Mn. We leave a full analysis of this conjectural duality for future work.
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